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ABSTRACT 

A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF PSALM 137, A COMMUNAL LAMENT 

Chan, Kwok Leung Desmond 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

Dallas International University, April 2020 

Supervising Professors: Arden G. Sanders and Joshua L. Harper 

Poetry is a common literary form of the Old Testament. However, poetry is not easy to 

understand or translate. This thesis is a comprehensive analysis of Ps 137, which is 

commonly regarded as a communal lament. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate 

how to prepare an in-depth analysis of Hebrew poetry, which serves as the foundation for 

a proper translation of Hebrew poetry, using Ps 137 as an example. The analysis is 

conducted through different dimensions: historical setting, literary structure, and 

canonical form, using Wendland’s Literary Functional Equivalence (LiFE) approach 

which focuses on artistic (formal) text analysis and rhetorical (functional) text analysis. 

Wendland’s nine-step literary-structural analysis to poetry is supplemented with 

guidelines for interpreting poetry suggested by Fokkelman (2001, 208-9). This thesis 

could provide a framework for developing the proper skill of translation team members 

(translators, translation advisors, and translation consultants) in analyzing poetic form 

and features.
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1. Background of Study 

The purpose of this thesis is to provide translation team members with a 

systematic way of conducting a comprehensive analysis of a psalm, which is a foundation 

for a proper translation.  

During the past few years, I have worked with one of the ethnic groups in Eastern 

Africa as a translation advisor, helping them to revise Old Testament material. The New 

Testament with Genesis was published in 1997 and in 2000 they began an Old Testament 

translation project. It was suspended in 2005 until 2013. Only five books were printed, 

namely Exodus, Leviticus, Ruth, Esther, and Jonah. One of the translators said that their 

translation committee would like to set a higher priority on translating the Poetic Books 

of the Old Testament, especially Psalms. Their reason was that they were suffering due to 

ethnic conflicts, famines, and diseases, and they believed that their people could get 

comfort from the Poetic Books. As Gravelle (2010, 15) points out, “[P]astors in Africa 

view translation as a need-driven and urgent task simply because of their current 

circumstances.” Obviously, the Poetic Books, which account for around 20% of the Old 

Testament by verse count, will become a major part of their translation work in the near 

future.  

It is a great challenge for a new translation team, as well as for their advisors, to 

gain a good understanding of poetic genres within the Scriptures and to know how to 

translate them properly, especially when most of the team members lack expertise in 

translation. Even though the translators have already acquired experience from previous 
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translation work, they may still feel perplexed when it comes to translating Hebrew 

poetry. Therefore, there is a necessity to help the translation team to set up an appropriate 

foundation for translating the Poetic Books of the Old Testament. The question is: What 

is this foundation? 

When we look at the five Poetic Books of Job, Psalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, 

and Song of Solomon, it is obvious that their writing style is different from other texts in 

the Scriptures. Even though there is not agreement among scholars on the definition of 

“poetry,” Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 1-2) point out that it is still easily recognized by 

people.1 Most cultures seem to have some form of poetry, which is different from 

ordinary speech. As Wendland (2017, 2) says, poetry is an “artistically embellished, 

typically condensed, discourse that appeals to the sense of sound.” It is recognized to be 

an artistic expression of emotion and feeling.2 Although it may be difficult to identify 

poetic passages in the Hebrew Bible, Berlin (1996, 301) states that there is no doubt that 

the Hebrew Bible is full of poetic genres, which is at least evident from its own 

terminology used in superscriptions or within passages (e.g., יר ְזמֹור ,song” in Ps 65:1“ שִׁ  מִׁ

“psalm” in Ps 67:1, יָנה   .(lament” in 2 Sam 1:17“ קִׁ

Culshaw (1968, 5-6) states that if we aim at conveying the true sense of the 

original text through translation, that is, to make an impact on the target reader 

 
1 A good example is in the Book of Exodus, where the same event is presented through a prosaic account in 

Chapter 14 as well as a poetic account in Chapter 15. Even non-scholar can distinguish the differences and 

distinctive characteristics of each text. The first account is telling the story, but the second account is 

celebrating and praising (Wendland and Zogbo 2000, 3-6). 
2 Beldman (2012, 87) states that “[p]oetry does not merely aim at the level of the intellect but rather 

provokes our emotions, passions, and imaginations.” Cf. Jacobson and Jacobson (2013, 2) and Gillingham 

(1994, 4) for similar discussions regarding poetry. 
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comparable to that made by the original text, we need “literary” rather than “literal” 

translation. He reminds those who translate poetry that “since every language has a 

distinctive structure, [a translator] has to work within the phonological, rhythmic and 

recurring thought patterns of poetry in the receptor language” (1968, 2). However, Pierce 

(1954, 62) suggests that not only should a translation be accurate, but it should also 

preserve the form. On the other hand, Lewisohn (1918, vi) holds a mediating position, 

saying that the translator of poetry should produce a beautiful poem; that his translation 

“must, to begin with, be faithful—not pedantically, but essentially, not only to the general 

content of the original poem but to its specific means of embodying that content.” 

Whatever strategy is going to be employed during the translation of Hebrew 

poetry, understanding its form and features is essential. However, this is not an easy task. 

Petersen and Richards (1992, 3-4) state that one of the difficulties is that we do not have 

enough knowledge about how the poems were structured at the time of composition. The 

original poetic texts might not be arranged in the forms that we are now using. There are 

no line breaks or punctuation marks in the original texts. Crim (1972, 104) also points out 

that sometimes it may not be possible to clearly identify where a poem begins and ends. 

Berlin (1996, 301-2) states that the internal features of such ancient texts may not provide 

adequate clues, and most scholars can only use their own literary traditions to study those 

biblical passages. In spite of these difficulties, it is still worthwhile to conduct an analysis 

of the features that appear in Hebrew poetry as a foundation for a proper translation. 

Focusing on the formal aspects of Hebrew poetry is a key to both interpreting and 

translating the Poetic Books of the Old Testament. 
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There are many useful resources that can help language teams in translating 

different Hebrew poems, for example, a series of translator’s handbooks published by the 

United Bible Societies. One weakness of these handbooks for our purpose is that they 

provide detailed references for each specific book, chapter, or verse but seldom give a 

fundamental guide on how to understand the formal features of each poem.3 This thesis 

aims to fill the gap, providing translators involved in an Old Testament project with a 

basic approach for conducting comprehensive analysis of Hebrew poetry. Such material 

could be used as a supplementary guide for any existing translation resource. 

Psalm 137, commonly regarded as a communal lament, is chosen for this study 

despite its controversial content. It is one of the imprecatory psalms that people usually 

avoid reading due to its unpleasant tone, especially the last verse: “Blessed is the one who 

seizes and smashes your infants against the rock!” Hopefully, through the literary lens of 

this study, translators can have a better understanding of this psalm and thus accomplish a 

better translation. Another reason for selecting this psalm is that it refers to a concrete 

historical situation—the time of the Babylonian exile (587-538 BCE), which provides 

more background information for exegeting the text. 

In Chapter 2, the setting of the Book of Psalms, the nature of Lament Psalms, 

functions of Hebrew Poetry, and several major formal features of the psalms are 

 
3 When we examine the translation handbook on Psalms, published by United Bible Societies in 1993, its 

“Preface” states that this handbook “concentrates on exegetical information important for translators,” and 

it “attempts to indicate possible solutions for translational problems related to language and culture” 

(Bratcher and Reyburn 1993, ix). Moreover, its introduction only discusses the general background of the 

Psalms with some notes, like the divine name and the verse numbers (Bratcher and Reyburn 1993, 1-13). 

Within each chapter, it discusses only standard translation issues verse by verse with little attention to the 

overall stylistic features of the psalm as a poem. 
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discussed. These are all essential to the following comprehensive analysis of the selected 

poetic passage. Chapter 3 outlines the methodology that is applied in this study. Chapters 

4-9 are the comprehensive analyses of Ps 137. Finally, a conclusion of this study is 

presented in Chapter 10. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 The Book of Psalms 

The Book of Psalms is one of the most popular biblical books within the Christian 

community and has had a great impact on many people over the millennia. For Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer, the Book of Psalms contains prayers, through which  

Jesus Christ has brought before God every need, every joy, every thanksgiving, 

and every hope of humankind. … [A]ll prayers of the Bible are such prayers, 

which we pray together with Jesus Christ, prayers in which Christ includes us, 

and through which Christ brings us before the face of God. (1970, 14) 

Today, many ethnic groups and churches choose to prioritize the translation of the Psalms 

over other books in the Old Testament. 

The psalms were “originally developed for and employed chiefly in the ongoing 

worship of Israel” (Wilson 1993, 44-45).4 They are not individualistic poems but rather 

show that “the individual finds his or her identity and vocation in the community that 

God has created, ‘the Israel of God.’” Within that faith community, “one has access to 

God in worship, and … one participates in a great historical pilgrimage.” These psalms 

were essential to ancient Israel’s community life, especially in their service of worship in 

temple or synagogue, remembering and celebrating their sacred story (Anderson 2000, 6). 

 
4 Alter (2007, xvi-xvii) disagrees with that. He states that although many psalms were composed for use in 

the temple cult, there are others that shows no evident connection with any temple ritual, for example, those 

that are “general reflections on the nature of human existence or on the role of morality in human affairs,” 

or those that “have a political or public subject that has no obvious link with worship, such as the royal 

psalms … and the psalms in praise of Zion.” Alter’s view is that the psalm “was a multifaceted poetic form 

serving many different purposes, some cultic and others not, and that it played a vital role in the life of the 

Israelite community and of individuals within that community throughout the biblical period” (xviii). 
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The psalms were “to be sung [during the temple services] to the accompaniment of 

musical instruments or temple choirs” (8-9).5 Psalms were an integral aspect of 

community and family life in Israel, especially for ritual recitations, both seasonal and 

spontaneous (10). In fact, the psalms reflect “a long history of worship, reaching back at 

least to the time of David and, in some instances, including forms of worship used by 

Israel in the early period of the settlement in the Land of Canaan,” which may “cover as 

much as a thousand years of the history of worship” (13). Psalms are “cast into a poetic 

form, whose exalted style, rhythmic cadences, interplay of imagery, and emotional 

overtones are evident” (21). Fokkelman (2000, 21) also remarks that “in Ancient Israel, a 

Psalm is an oral/auditive entity usually functioning within worship, rather than a series of 

graphemes which belong in the ivory tower of the study.” Therefore, it is important for 

the translator to realize that the work he is translating is poetry intended to be read, 

recited, and sung in a worshipping environment,6 and the Psalms should help integrate 

the reader into the sacred community that God has created for his people. 

Anderson (2000, 18-19) states that it is essential to discover “the historical 

situation in the life of the people [of] Israel in which a psalm was composed,” or “the 

original liturgical use of the psalms in the worship of the Jerusalem temple.” However, it 

 
5 The enigmatic word ֶסלָׁה (selah), which appears in many psalms, probably indicated “a break or interlude 

in the recitation of the psalm, at which time the choir or instrumental accompanists would provide an 

intermezzo” (Anderson 2000, 9). In addition, many psalms are marked with musical notations at the 

beginning (called superscriptions) indicating the melody or the type of musical instrument to be used 

(Anderson 2000, 9; Wendland and Zogbo 2000, 12). Alter (2007, xx) also says that the Hebrew word for 

“psalm,” ִמְזמֹור (mizmor), means “something sung,” and possibly “designates singing accompanied by a 

musical instrument.” 
6 As Jacobson and Jacobson (2013, 2) state, the psalms are “the poetry of faith” which are meant to be read, 

to be prayed, to be sung, to be lived, to be shouted, and to be meditated upon. 
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is even more important to reflect our relation to the psalms as poetic literature. He 

continues:  

The poets of Israel invite us into a world, quite different from the world of 

ordinary daily life, in which God is taken seriously as sovereign, judge, and 

redeemer. The purpose of all great poetry is to open up an alluring vista, to catch 

sight of a strange, new world… Biblical poets use human speech metaphorically 

to portray a world in which God is related covenantly [sic] to a people, Israel, and 

through them to all peoples. It is a world in which our relation to God, whether in 

times of divine presence or apparent absence, is expressed creatively in language 

of great power. (Anderson 2000, 18-19) 

 

One important focus that we should keep in mind is the influence of Israel’s 

environment on its poetry. Anderson (2000, 26) points out that the literature and 

mythology of Israel were greatly influenced by those of its neighbors, especially when 

the Israelites settled in the land of Canaan “where forms of worship were already firmly 

established.” Alter (2007, xiv) also states that there is strong evidence showing that 

Hebrew psalms have “imaginative and verbal affiliation” with “the pagan literary 

tradition” that came before them, particularly the Canaanite tradition.7 Although such 

influence is significant, Anderson (2000, 29-30) says that Israel’s poetry is a kind of “re-

expressing faith in the forms provided by different cultures.” The poets may take a 

similar form, or even the content, of hymns or laments composed by their neighbors, and 

use them in praise of Yahweh. Therefore, “the songs used in the worship services of the 

 
7 Childs (1979, 515) states that many modern scholars believe that royal psalms, for example, “arose in a 

specific cultic historical setting which shared many features of the ancient Near Eastern royal ideology.” 

However, he further points out that such viewpoint may overlook “the alterations which the canonical 

shaping has given to the royal psalms or the new function which these psalms perform within the collection 

of the Psalter.” He concludes that “although the royal psalms arose originally in a peculiar historical setting 

of ancient Israel which had received its form from a common mythopoetic milieu, they were treasured in 

the Psalter for a different reason, namely as a witness to the messianic hope which looked for the 

consummation of God’s kingship through his Anointed One” (517). 
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Jerusalem temple should be viewed in the wider context of the psalm literature of the 

ancient Near East.”8 

Anderson (2000, 32-33) says that when Israel borrowed literary forms and cultic 

practices from its neighbors, it did not merely imitate them but transformed and 

converted those religious practices. The most distinctive element in Israel’s psalms is 

“the prevenience of God’s grace, which motivates worship.” This kind of worship is 

“based fundamentally upon a ‘root experience’ of liberation from bondage that was 

enshrined in the memory of the people.” 

Another major challenge is to identify the authors of the psalms. Usually the 

authors of the psalms are unknown, though most people regard King David as the author 

of the Psalms, adopting “the contemporary way of referring to the hymnbook of Israel,” 

just as people identify the Torah (Pentateuch) with Moses or the Wisdom literature with 

Solomon (16).9  

Anderson (2000, 16) points out that such an association of David with the Psalms 

has its “ancient tradition, to which the prophet Amos appealed … that David was skillful 

with the lyre” (Amos 6:5), and “it was this skill that brought [David] into the court of 

King Saul” according to 1 Sam 16:14-23. Moreover, 2 Samuel describes David as the one 

 
8 For example, an Israelite poet has appropriated “the ancient myth of the sea monster” in Ps 74, which was 

converted to the service of Yhwh (Anderson 2000, 27). Alonso Schökel (1988, 17) points out that “the 

Hebrews do not welcome myths as narratives, but they have no difficulty in incorporating mythical motifs 

into their lyric texts,” and the most frequent motif is “the struggle of God with chaos as he creates or 

imposes order on the world.” 
9 Childs (1979, 520) states that 73 psalms were assigned to David in the Masoretic Text. Cooper (2014, 

271) says that Davidic authorship is a widespread belief that became the main reason for “the attribution of 

authority to the Psalms in Second Temple Judaism.” This can also be seen in the viewpoints of certain New 

Testament writers, for example, Acts 4:25-26 (quoted from Ps 2) and Rom 4:6-8 (quoted from Ps 32). 
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who “gave great impetus to Israel’s worship by bringing the ark of the covenant to 

Jerusalem (2 Sam 6) and by laying plans for the building of the Temple (2 Sam 7).” In 

addition, 1 Chronicles expresses the view that David was the one who “sponsored the 

composition of psalms and was active in organizing the music and liturgy of Israel’s 

worship” (1 Chr 13-29). Thus, it may be assumed that “embedded in the Psalter are 

poems or poetic fragments actually composed by David or by those in his court” (16). 

However, Anderson (2000, 17) goes on to point out that some psalms are not 

attributed to David but to others, for example, Moses or Solomon. Some psalms do not 

have any title. Some psalms bear the title ִוד  leDawid which can mean “belonging to ְלדָׁ

David,” indicating that they were composed or recited by David. Yet leDawid could also 

mean “for David” or “concerning David,” which only reflected that “David was the 

favorite figure in the minds of composers,” or perhaps “[the psalms] were composed at 

[David’s] orders or under his sponsorship,” or designated “psalms that were used in the 

royal (Davidic) cult.”10 There are even some psalms that came from a time much later 

than David. The ascription of these psalms to David “did not necessarily indicate 

authorship” but rather could have signified that the community “identified itself with 

David as it came before God in worship.” 

Since the beginning of the twentieth century, methodologies for studying the 

Book of Psalms have been developing from Gunkel’s form-critical (1967), to 

Mowinckel’s cult-functional (1962), to Gerstenberger’s sociological (1988), to the more 

 
10 These refer to those psalms “which the king was authorized to recite in the festival cult of the Temple” 

(Weiser 1962, 96). 
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recent canonical approach (e.g., Wilson 1984). In this last approach, scholars focus on the 

editing of the Psalms into a single book.  

Childs (1979, 511-2), a major proponent of the canonical approach, says that “the 

present shape of the Psalter reflects a long history of development in both its oral and 

literary stages.” He points out that “[t]he presence of early collections of psalms 

throughout the Psalter is evident” from a number of internal clues, yet “it is also evident 

that much of the history of the development remains obscure.” Anderson (2000, 8) 

believes that the present form of the Psalms originates from the period of the Second 

Temple,11 in which 150 psalms are divided into five parts12 that are intended to imitate 

the five-book arrangement of the Torah,13 with a concluding doxology at the end of each 

part.14 Anderson (11-12) further points out that “this symmetrical organization was 

superimposed upon previously circulating collections of psalms,” including Davidic 

collections, collections that were composed and used by the choirs of the Second Temple 

(for example, those ascribed to Asaph and to the sons of Korah who were probably 

 
11 The temple of Zerubbabel, which was rebuilt in 520-515 BCE, at the time of the prophets Haggai and 

Zechariah. This collection is called “the hymnbook of the Second Temple.” It is also called “the prayer 

book of the synagogue,” as that was the period “when the synagogue was emerging as the focal point of 

prayer and scriptural interpretation” (Anderson 2000, 8-9; see also Alter 2007, xviii). Whybray (1996, 

19-21) has a more detailed discussion about the identity of the compilers and the process of the compilation 

of the Psalms to its present edited form. 
12 Wilson (1993, 42) agrees that the Psalms is a “purposeful, editorial arrangement” with its well-known 

five-book structure exhibiting theological and literary shaping. 
13 Alter (2007, xviii) believes that this may be “motivated by the redaction of the Torah in the fifth century 

BCE as a canonical book intended for public reading, …. making the psalms authoritatively available for 

use in worship.” This fivefold arrangement became “a formal device to help confer canonical status on 

Psalms, following the precedent of the recently canonized Torah” (xix). 
14 This fivefold arrangement is: Book I – Pss 1-41, Book II – Pss 42-72, Book III – Pss 73-89, Book IV – 

Pss 90-106, and Book V – Pss 107-150. The five closing doxologies are: Psalm 41:13, Ps 72:18-19, 

Ps 89:52, Ps 106:48, and Ps 150 (Anderson 2000, 202-203. See also Whybray 1996, 19; and Childs 1979, 

512). Psalm 150 also “rounds off the entire Psalter with a doxology in which all kinds of instruments praise 

God symphonically” (Anderson 2000, 203). 
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leaders of musical guilds), and various other collections.15 By reading the Book of Psalms 

in its canonical form as a whole, Anderson states that its use in the Israelites’ daily life 

shifts from “worshiping or devotion” to “teaching or instruction” so that “one can discern 

the will of God or God’s activity in the world.” This shift from liturgical use to religious 

education “corresponds to a profound institutional change that occurred in the pre-

Christian centuries: from temple to synagogue” (202). 

Anderson (204-5) raises an important question: What is the purpose of this 

intended arrangement? He suggests that this can be answered from the text of the first 

two psalms which seem to serve as an introduction to the whole book:16 Ps 1 reveals 

God’s will in the Torah,17 and Ps 2 manifests God’s dominion through a Davidic king, 

Yahweh’s anointed one. These two themes run through the whole Book of Psalms. 

According to Anderson, the Book of Psalms, after the introduction, “begins with 

laments … and moves to a great climax with hymns that celebrate God’s dominion” 

(209).18 

 
15 Weiser (1962, 99) also points out that the present form of the Psalms is not the result of the work of one 

single act of collection nor a compilation by one single person. 
16 Alter (2007, xix) takes the same position. Wilson (1993, 44) says that Ps 1 introduces the whole Book of 

Psalms and Ps 2 introduces Book 1. On the other hand, Whybray (1996, 32-3) says that there appears to be 

no agreement regarding the juxtaposition of Pss 1 and 2. See Childs (1979, 516-8) for further discussion of 

Ps 2. 
17 Childs (1979, 512-3), who agrees that Ps 1 serves as an introduction to the whole Psalms, says that 

“Psalm 1 is generally classified as a ‘Torah Psalm’ … [and it] pronounces a blessing on the godly man who 

occupies himself day and night with the divine commandments.” He points out that this introduction 

“testifies to a new theocentric understanding of the psalms in the continuing life of the people of God.” It is 

the first hint that “the original setting has been subordinated to a new theological function for the future 

generations of worshipping Israel,” such that the Psalms “assumed a new role as sacred scripture of the 

community” (514). 
18 Whybray (1996, 33-35), however, argues that although the Psalms begins with lament and ends with 

praise, it is still not evident that there is such a deliberate spiritual or theological progression from one to 

another. 
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Anderson (205-6) states that the Hebrew word torah not only refers to “law” but 

“teaching” in a broader sense, including “the tradition handed down by teacher, cosmic 

law” or what Levenson (1987, 570) called “unmediated divine teaching.” Anderson 

(2000, 206) finds that there are several torah psalms scattered throughout the Psalms. 

There are also many wisdom psalms19 that “stress gaining wisdom” through studying the 

Torah and living by its teaching.20 Therefore, he concludes that the Psalms “as a whole 

had an instructional purpose.” As McCann (2001, 114) states, the Book of Psalms “[is] 

not only to be prayed and sung, but [it is] also to be taught, learned from, and 

proclaimed” given its final form. This is the theme introduced by the first prefatory 

psalm, a torah psalm. 

The theme that is introduced by the second prefatory psalm, a royal psalm, 

regards “the kingship of God.” Anderson (2000, 207) states that the Psalms “invite us 

into a God-centered world, the dominion of God,” which is rooted in the everlasting 

covenant that God made with the Davidic dynasty. He states that the Book of Psalms 

“contains a number of royal psalms,” and it is ascribed to David who is “the prototype of 

Yhwh’s Anointed.” He continues by mentioning that there are also some psalms that 

“relate to an event in David’s life,” especially during the period of his suffering. David is 

portrayed as the one “who is completely dependent on God,” as well as “a model of a 

‘perfect’ worshiper, a devotee of Yhwh.” He is also shaped as “a poetic ‘figure’ who 

moves with the people from grief to consolation, from suffering to trust in God.” Such 

 
19 The definition and identification of this category of psalms are under debate (Whybray 1996, 16). 
20 Childs (1979, 513) shares a similar idea, “In an analogy to Israel’s wisdom collection the study of the 

Psalter serves as a guidebook along the path of blessing.” Whybray (1996, 18-19) also says that “Psalm 1 

actually specifies that this blessing is mediated partly through meditation on God’s word.” 
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development from prayer in distress to thanksgiving and praise is “grounded in the 

sovereignty of God” (207-8). Even though the Davidic covenant had broken down due to 

later tragic historical events, the later psalms reflected “the hope for a coming monarch of 

the Davidic line who would rule as God’s vicegerent” (209). 

Wendland (2017, 84-5) suggests that lament and eulogy are two basic psalmic 

genres. The former, “based on petition,” is “more prayerlike;” while the latter, 

“expressing such emotions as praise and thanksgiving,” has “a more lyric, hymnic 

character.” He adds that these two basic genres are closely related, and so they have 

“overlapping sets of formal and functional features,” which vary “according to the 

particular life situation.” He points out that the psalmist may move between the poles of 

petition and praise “in order to give voice to the pair of preeminent religious ‘tonalities’ 

that encompass the totality of human experience.” To differentiate between these two 

types, Wendland (90) holds that “with the lament, the petitioner requests and looks 

forward in faith to Yahweh’s gracious deliverance; in the eulogy he faithfully looks back 

upon such divine deliverance already received.” Wendland (91) also states that a distinct 

subgenre may result from “certain changes in the typical pattern of a lament or a 

eulogy.”21  

Wendland also classifies the types of psalms according to their functions. He 

identifies five major communicative purposes: petition, thanksgiving, praise, instruction 

(teaching), and profession of trust (2002, 34); and five minor ones: repentance, 

 
21 Wendland (2017, 92) suggests that “each sub-type probably arose as a result of the creative process of 

specification from one or more of the principal stages of the eulogy or lament as contextualized according 

to the particular socioreligious situation and historical setting that pertained at the time of composition.” 
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remembrance, retribution, royalty, and liturgy (2002, 46). He admits that any attempt to 

categorize psalms is subjective,22 and “there is much overlapping in the categories as they 

are commonly outlined in scholarly literature.” Even though certain terms are found in 

the superscriptions of many psalms (for example, ה  ְתִפלָׁה for thanksgiving” or“ ְלתֹודָׁ

“prayer”), these terms cannot be used to determine precisely what kinds of psalms they 

refer to (2017, 77).23 Nevertheless, Wendland’s categories are still useful in identifying 

the poetic genre of individual psalms or in indicating their religious function. As he says, 

“One’s notion of the meaning potential of the whole (the discourse type or genre) helps to 

guide one’s identification and understanding of the text-related parts (the specific details 

which constitute any given instance or example of the whole)” (2017, 78). In order to 

fully describe the poetic text, he reminds us, “Any specific psalm must be viewed not 

only as a general type (or combination of subtypes), but as a unique artistic and 

purposeful creation,” which may be revealed by a literary approach that is “holistic 

(discourse-based), discerning (structure-functional), and sound-sensitive (oratorical) in 

nature” (2017, 92). As Muilenburg (1969, 5) says, the interpreter should pay attention to 

“what is unique and unrepeatable,” as well as to “the particularity of the formulation” of 

the psalm. 

Although there is no consensus about whether there is a central theme for the 

whole collection of Psalms, it is agreed that the different types of psalms are deliberately 

 
22 Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 12-3) point out that the number of categories depends on the analyst, 

characterized by the distinct style, structure, or content. For example, Gunkel divides Psalms into major and 

minor genre as according to the life setting, subject matter and style. See also Gunkel 1998, 2-3. 
23 Anderson (2000, 219-24) has a similar position that it is not easy to classify a psalm. Some of them may 

be of mixed types, and some are even combination of other psalms (partially or wholly).  
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distributed over the canonical form, with many laments and Davidic psalms at the 

beginning and hymns of praise at the end. Laments and hymns or thanksgivings 

contribute most of the content of the Book of Psalms, with laments being the most 

frequently occurring type. About 40% of the 150 psalms are laments, mostly occurring in 

the first three books. One-third are hymns and thanksgivings, mostly in the last three 

books (Anderson 2000, 219-24).  

2.2 The Nature of Lament Psalms 

Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 14) describe lament or dirge as “a sad song or poem 

which expresses distress over some unhappy situation: sickness, death, defeat, 

persecution, or other catastrophes.”24 The word “lament” can convey a tragic condition 

that cannot be reversed. However, Anderson (2000, 51) says that lament in the Scriptures 

is “an outcry in a situation that can be changed if God wills it and a person is 

responsive.”25 Lament expresses confidence that Yahweh is faithful and life can be 

improved. Rather than fate or necessity, the psalmists cry out in the confidence that God 

has the power to lift a person out of desperation (Anderson 2000, 60). Wendland and 

Zogbo (2000, 14) state that, as the lament unfolds, “[T]he distraught person often finds 

new hope or has his faith renewed, and concludes by praising God.” The movement of 

 
24 According to Anderson, it is not always easy to decide who the “enemies” are in the psalms of lament. In 

the community laments, they are usually military foes or natural disasters. In the individual laments, 

however, we can never be sure what the trouble is. Due to the picturesque language, it may be “suffering 

from sickness, anxiety over death, personal attack by ungodly people, or some other distress” (2000, 

65-66). 
25 Jacobson and Jacobson (2013, 39) prefer to call them “prayers for help.” 
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the lament is from sorrow to rejoicing, from humiliation to exaltation, and thus toward 

the song of thanksgiving (Anderson 2000, 65). 

Laments are also found in other writings like prophetic and wisdom literature. 

The fact that the laments have the same general form suggests that their writers were 

following an accepted literary convention. Israel’s laments “display a formal resemblance 

to the songs of its neighbors, especially the Babylonians and the Assyrians” (Anderson 

2000, 51). Although Israel borrowed the literary form very early in their history of 

worship, it “poured into it the content of its faith in God” (60-61). Table 1 gives a 

comparison between Babylonian laments and Israelite laments (52-3, 61-2). 

Babylonian Israelite 

(a) Address of Praise (a) Address to God 

(b) Complaint in Distress (b) Complaint 

(c) Protestation of Innocence … 

… (c) Confession of Trust 

(d) Petition for Deliverance (d) Petition 

… (e) Words of Assurance 

(e) Concluding Praise (f) Vow of Praise and Thanksgiving 

Table 1: Comparing Babylonian & Israelite Laments 

 

Although they share a similar literary form, there are profound differences in 

content. As Anderson (2000, 54) points out, the Babylonian psalms are “polytheistic,” 

while Israelite psalms are “addressed to the one God.” Babylonian psalms were usually 

“to be accompanied by a ritual of incantation,” tied up with magical power. The 

Babylonians “were not sure what wrong had been done and not certain whether the deity 

could really deliver them from evil” when they “found themselves in a capricious 

situation.” By contrast, 
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the Israelite psalms of lament express the conviction that Yhwh is trustworthy and 

faithful. The God of Israel has displayed hesed (covenant loyalty) decisively in 

the saving experience of the exodus and has come to the aid of the people in the 

subsequent crises of their history. 

God is reliably “the promise-keeper,” therefore, his word “can be trusted in all the ups 

and downs of human life, for it is laden with the power to accomplish its saving purpose” 

(2000, 54). 

Wendland (2017, 85) states that there is a “decided emphasis upon the element of 

petition” in laments,26 which “designates the central ‘text acts.’” A text act, according to 

Hatim and Mason (1990, 78), is “the predominant illocutionary force of a series of speech 

acts.” Wendland (2017, 85-6) examines the laments based on the discourse-based 

perspective of speech act analysis by looking at four dynamic elements that form a tightly 

knit cluster: 

1. Locutionary act: the “formal linguistic (phonological, lexical, morphosyntactic) 

features of a given utterance.” 

2. Paralocutionary act: the “significant non-verbal signs that accompany an utterance.” 

3. Illocutionary act: the “conventional communicative force, or function, that is 

conveyed by a given locution and paralocution,” including general categories such as 

“assertives, directives, commissives, expressives, performatives,” or specific acts like 

“promise, warning, denial, concession, rebuke, confession, plea.” 

 
26 Such a complaint is “a heart-felt petition for Yahweh to deliver from some humanly unsolvable crisis” 

(Klein et al. 1993, 285). 
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4. Perlocutionary act: encompasses “all those perceptible effects, intended or 

unintended, that result from the expression of a certain utterance (or speech) in a 

specific social situation.” 

Wendland (2017, 86-8) then proposes seven illocutionary (or functional) 

compositional units for defining laments. Among them, only the central unit, “petition,” 

is obligatory, although most of the others are normally found in a psalm of average 

length. The order is variable and some units may overlap in their realization. They are:  

1. Invocation—a “divine address” usually by means of a vocative with or without an 

imperative,  

2. Complaint—a “conventional description of the problem or plight” with “specific 

expression of grievance,”  

3. Petition—the “central plea or prayer to God for help” with “motivation for divine 

action,”  

4. Confession—an “admission of personal sin, moral weakness, or negligence,” or an 

“assertion of innocence and righteous behavior before God and man,”  

5. Profession—an “affirmation of trust and confidence in Yahweh and in his power to 

save,” that may have “verbal recognition of God’s deliverance in the past and/or 

fervent hope of a future positive divine response,”  

6. Imprecation—an “accusation against the wicked and/or pernicious enemies,” or a 

“call for just recompense or retribution upon all evildoers or a particular group,” and  

7. Praise—a “solemn promise or vow” to personally and/or communally “thank and 

praise God,” with or without “accompanying ritual action.” 
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Anderson categorizes the laments in the Psalms into two types: laments of the 

individual and laments of the community. There is uncertainty about the boundary 

between the two. Sometimes, the individual “identifies with the affliction of Israel and 

laments for and with the community” (2000, 55-56). The majority of the laments are 

individual. Some of them were “composed by persons who, in a time of need or anxiety, 

went to the temple to pray” (58). The community laments “express the distress of the 

community in a time of threat, when people found it difficult to believe that ‘God is with 

us,’ a fundamental conviction of faith expressed pregnantly in the word Immanuel” (56). 

Most community laments lack references to concrete historical situations, but Ps 137 

clearly reflects the time of the Babylonian exile, around 587-538 BCE (56-57).27 Ps 137 is 

a lament that “cried out for vengeance against the Babylonians who destroyed the nation 

of Judah in 587 BCE and the Edomites who assisted them in the sack of Jerusalem” and 

“comes out of a situation of historical struggle where a small people found itself 

overwhelmed by the massed might of an empire and was suddenly deprived of everything 

held precious” (70-71). 

Anderson (71) holds that all the moods and passions of human life find expression 

in the Psalms. The psalms “do not point to a transhistorical world of pure ideals—the 

good, the true, and the beautiful—rather, they are concerned with the historical scene of 

change, struggle, and suffering, where God meets people and lays a claim upon them.” 

The laments that are commonly called “imprecatory” or “cursing” psalms arose “from the 

 
27 Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 12) also say that Ps 137 belongs to a group of later poems, following the 

exile. 
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depths of human anxiety, from which the emotions of bitterness and hatred often well 

up.”28 The psalmists “cry out to God for vindication and even pray for vengeance against 

the enemies, whoever they are” (70). 

Wanke (2014, 107-8) points out that “enemies are not a taboo but openly referred 

to in the Book of Psalms.” The psalmist “openly acknowledges that he has enemies and is 

not cautioned that he would transgress the Torah by praying for vengeance.” In the Old 

Testament context, the sufferer “should expose his fears in prayer and not leave conflicts 

with enemies out of his relation with God.” His desire for vengeance “is not suppressed 

in the name of ethics, morality, or the principles that govern what today would be called 

politically correct behavior.” Under such circumstances, “the ‘God of justice’ was 

confronted with human suffering.” Wanke (108) further states that this kind of psalm 

reflects “fundamental dimensions of human experience: suffering, horror, infirmity and 

agony as well as the desire for vengeance in the light of injustice.” Although the psalmist 

seems to experience God’s absence, he knows that “he cannot do justice alone and thus 

delegates all the vengeance to the one who is responsible, namely God.” From a positive 

point of view, as Bullock (2013, 50) states, at least these psalms “remind us that the 

world is full of injustice, and that God is the God of justice.” However, that “justice is 

different from vengeance, and when the former fails, the latter must be left in God’s 

hands.” 

 
28 Some scholars suggest that these psalms are better called “justice psalms” because they aim at “the 

restoration of justice by the saving grace of God,” a cry for “God’s justice in a world marked by injustice” 

(Wanke 2014, 116). 
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Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 63-4) note that this type of Hebrew poetry usually 

carries a deep emotional tone, striking figures of speech, and repetitive lines. Anderson 

(2000, 72-3) says that “the laments use a stylized language that was capable of being 

reinterpreted in the ever-new situations in which the worshiping community found itself.” 

This language has been described as “dynamic” and “realistic,” for “it simultaneously 

expressed the tension between cosmos and chaos, order and disorder.” This tension, 

between the precarious nature of our world, and the sovereignty of God and the goodness 

of creation, is “best expressed through poetic language” with its “monotonous and 

exaggerated epithets.” The psalmists were concerned about the adversaries of the cause 

of God, but not calling for a personal fight.29 The enemies are “associated with the 

mythical powers of chaos who stand in opposition to the Creator’s purpose.” They are 

enemies of God. Therefore, the vengeance belongs to God. Klein, Blomberg, and 

Hubbard (1993, 285) state that such highly emotive language is just a kind of hyperbolic 

language in which “the psalmist hopes to persuade Yahweh to act,” reflecting “how 

strongly he feels about the matter.” Hausmann (2014, 87) treats it as a kind of 

“psychological terror exerted by violent language.” The aim is “not to destroy the enemy 

itself” but “to make sure that with God’s help, the enemy can no longer harm the 

psalmist.” 

 
29 As Wanke (2014, 107) says, these psalms “are not an expression of a malevolent search for revenge, but 

of a situation in which the psalmist is defenseless, terribly fearful and calls on God to defend him by 

destroying his enemies.” 
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2.3 Hebrew Poetry 

As mentioned before, the psalms are cast into a poetic form, which is one of the 

two basic literary forms of the Old Testament. The other one is prose, which is 

distinguishable from poetry (Giese 1995, 17). Freedman (1980, 2-3) takes the same 

position, stating that poetry is “well delimited by its differences from prose.” Although 

the boundary may not always be perfectly clear, poetry and prose are basically two 

different ways of using language through their own operating mechanisms. Freedman has 

devised a mechanical test to separate poetry from prose in the Bible based on the 

occurrence (frequency, distribution, and ratio) of what he called prosaic elements (ֵאת 

direct object marker, ֶׁשר  definite article). Beldman (2012, 88) הַ  relative pronoun, and א 

also states that these three prosaic elements are often absent from Hebrew poetry, along 

with conjunctions, temporal markers, and causal markers, which also appear infrequently 

in Hebrew poetry. 

However, Kugel (1981, 69) argues that there are no such categories of “poetry” or 

“prose” in the Scriptures. He states that “poetry” and “prose” are foreign concepts that 

are imposed on the biblical world. To him, there are only different genres of psalms, 

hymns, songs and choral arrangements; proverbs, sayings, wordplays; curses, blessings, 

prayers; histories, tales, genealogies; laws, cultic procedures; speeches, exhortations of 

moral intent; oracles, predictions, orations of consolation or rebuke (69, 85). He prefers 

to call it “a continuum of organization or formality, with parallelism of different intensity 
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and consistency characterizing a great span of texts” (85). Some genres may be more 

poem-like, others may be more prose-like.30 

Culshaw (1968, 1), on the other hand, points out that the difference between 

poetry and prose is not only formal but also functional. He states that poetry and prose 

are two different forms that have different functions in communicating a message, and 

that they are not interchangeable in either form or function.  

Different scholars present differing perspectives regarding the function of poetry. 

As summarized by Petersen and Richards (1992, 8-11), some focus on the poet, which is 

called “emotive theory,” saying that poetry is a form of discourse that expresses human 

emotions. Others focus on the poem, which is called “mimetic theory,” saying that poetry 

is an imitation of human activities. Some instead focus on the audience, which is called 

“goal-oriented theory,” saying that poetry is a crafted product that will produce an effect 

on the audience. Although there is on-going discussion about the principal function of 

poetry, the idea of “crafting”31 should still be addressed. As O’Connor (1997, 3) says, 

“The most important and accessible feature of the heightened consciousness of Hebrew 

poetry is its form, its heightened self-consciousness.” Jacobson and Jacobson (2013, 29) 

 
30 Regarding this issue, Wendland’s view approaches that of Kugel. Wendland (2017, 2) points out that 

Biblical Hebrew does not have any generic or emic word like “poetry.” Instead, it just has what appears to 

be more specific sub-categories like “song” or “lament.” He (2-3) further comments that “in Hebrew there 

are no sharply-drawn diagnostic boundaries to distinguish such discourse from prose.” Instead, what we 

have “is a variable continuum of literary types (general) or genres (specific) that comprise the Hebrew 

Scriptures,” ranging from “those that are more, to those that are less poetic.” It depends on the 

concentration of linguistic or literary features that are found within a given text. Berlin (1985, 5) basically 

agrees with this standpoint. 
31 The idea of crafting can also be seen in Watson’s recommendation about how to analyze Hebrew Poetry. 

He (1986, 3) focuses attention on investigating the internal structure of Hebrew poetry, what he calls the 

“style” in Hebrew poetry, which shows how different linguistic elements combine to create messages. 
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also stress the need to grasp “the basic governing logic of how Hebrew poetry creates 

meaning.” 

2.4 Formal Aspects of the Psalms 

Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 2) state that the form of the message is prominent in 

poetry, being carefully chosen and arranged in order to create a specific emotional 

response. Poetry is valued and has a special role in a society. It is carefully preserved and 

frequently used through generations because of its memorable form. Anderson (2000, 

22-23) states that we should not neglect the literary form of the Book of Psalms when we 

want to read it properly.32 In order to understand the poetics of the psalms, scholars have 

studied many features of Hebrew poetry.  

2.4.1 Meter and Rhythm 

One of those features involves looking for metrical or rhythmic patterns in 

Hebrew poetry. Some scholars focus on quantitative studies of the recurrence of certain 

elements, like counting the number of syllables, accents, stresses, or words (Berlin 1996, 

302, 308). Selver (1966, 21) points out that the rhythmic structure is one of the three 

main ingredients of a poem.33 Other scholars are concerned with any recurrent pattern 

that appears in sound or sense. Culshaw (1968, 2) describes poetry as possessing the 

following: (a) recurring sound patterns, (b) recurring rhythms, and (c) recurring semantic 

patterns.  

 
32 Alonso Schökel (1975, 10) brings out the importance of recognizing the “form” of the text for reading 

and understanding biblical literature, stating that “the literary work is a revealing of meaning, and not a 

concealing of meaning through the artifice of form.” 
33 The other two ingredients of a poem are (a) its actual contents or subject-matter, and (b) its verbal 

effects, including such features as musical qualities, subtleties of style, and so forth. 
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Although there is still debate about whether any regular “meter” exists, Hebrew 

poetry does present an obvious “rhythm” or “recurrent pattern” that pushes us to treat this 

genre differently from daily speech. As Berlin (1996, 309) says, there exists a certain 

kind of rhythmic balance among lines of Hebrew poetry that gives us the sense of 

metrical aspect, no matter what elements we take into consideration. Wendland and 

Zogbo (2000, 34) point out that “sound is the building block of any poem.” Wendland 

(2017, 2) elsewhere states that poetry involves a certain type of “sustained rhythmic 

principle that is manifested in measured line-forms as well as in recurrent patterns of 

larger formal and/or thematic organization.” We can therefore see that its rhythmic 

pattern is at least one crucial feature of poetry.  

Freedman (1977, 11-12; 1980, 7-8) points out that although there is no single 

satisfactory view for handling meter in Hebrew Poetry, some possible descriptions may 

still be applicable, including counting syllables, which he thinks is more precise. Geller 

(1979, 9) also states that a “syllabic approach to Hebrew (and Ugaritic) meter is the most 

useful one functionally.” He believes that “parallel lines often display a syllable 

symmetry.” On the other hand, Kugel (1981, 141) judges that syllable-counting fails to 

reveal a consistent metrical structure in Hebrew Poetry. However, Andersen (1986, 

73-74) suggests that even though syllable counting may not be as effective as Freedman 

states, it is still applicable for determining any potential metrical patterns. Berlin (1996, 

308-9) agrees that there exists a certain kind of rhythmic balance among lines in Hebrew 

poetry, although she may not agree with counting syllables or stresses. 
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2.4.2 Parallelism 

Berlin (1996, 308) points out that such poetic rhythm “results from terse parallel 

lines.”34 Therefore, we cannot grasp the rhythmic feature of Hebrew poetry without a 

proper understanding of the idea of parallelism, which is “the most obvious formal 

feature of Hebrew poetry” (Crim 1972, 103). Berlin (1996, 304) states that, although 

parallelism cannot be considered as a distinctive feature of poetic texts since it also exists 

in non-poetic texts, “a high frequency of parallelism in adjacent lines or verses has a high 

correlation with what we consider poetic discourse.” Parallelism, in a certain sense, “is 

the essence of poetry” (Berlin 1985, 4). 

Prior to the mid-eighteenth century, most scholars attempted to understand 

Hebrew poetry through classical Greek and Latin meter. In 1753, Robert Lowth, a bishop 

of the Anglican Church, turned away from this approach toward a rhythm of meaning 

which he called “parallelism of lines.” Alonso Schökel (1988, 3) says that Lowth’s 

innovative systematic study of biblical poetry showed “great sensitivity in perceiving the 

poetic value of the Bible” and pointed out “certain poetic techniques such as parallelism.” 

Berlin (1985, 1) believes that even though “Lowth was not the first to recognize 

parallelism, he promoted it to a place of prominence in biblical studies.” Holmstedt 

(2019, 617-8) also says that Lowth’s work is influential even though he largely disagrees 

with Lowth’s analysis. 

 
34 Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 35) also state that parallel structures are built “not only on similarity of 

meaning and grammatical form, but on sound patterns as well.” Parallel lines have “similar or regular stress 

patterns, which add to the overall feeling of rhythm and balance.” See also Alonso Schökel 1988, 48. 
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According to Anderson (2000, 23), this literary phenomenon is “quite familiar to 

worshippers who are accustomed to chanting or reading psalms responsively.” He also 

says that the poetic lines are in general “constructed symmetrically, so that there is a 

balance or correspondence between two lines, A and B, or even three lines, A, B, C.”35 

This can be viewed as a general construction of “parallel lines,” or definition of 

“parallelism.” Greenstein (1982, 64-5) states the importance of studying parallelism for 

understanding Hebrew poetry because “parallelism contributes to the meaning of Biblical 

verse by structuring the ways in which we perceive its content.” Parallelism has the effect 

of “reinforcing the semantic association between” parallel lines. Particularly, parallelism 

functions to “produce a meaningful relation between two propositions that possess no 

inherent interconnection.” 

Different scholars suggest different types of parallelistic construction. According 

to Lowth (1835, 200), there are basically three species of parallelism that describe the 

relationship among lines: “synonymous,” “antithetic,” and “synthetic.” “Synonymous” 

parallelism occurs when “the same sentiment is repeated in different, but equivalent 

terms” (205). “Antithetic” parallelism occurs when “a thing is illustrated by its contrary 

being opposed to it” (210). “Synthetic” or “Constructive” parallelism occurs when “the 

sentences answer to each other, not by the iteration of the same image or sentiment, or the 

 
35 Pierce states that there are three common types of parallel lines in Hebrew poetry. Most basic is the 

“couplet” (two lines). The second is the “quatrain” (four lines), and the third is the “tristich” (three lines). 

Beyond these, there are the “pentastich,” which is a combination of couplet and tristich, and “hexastich,” 

which is a combination of three couplets or two tristichs. He points out that many of the biblical poems 

have mixed forms, which present a “single unifying principle, that of balance or symmetry” (1954, 66-67). 

Alonso Schökel (1988, 51) says that binary parallelism is the simplest and predominant kind of articulation. 

However, ternary and quaternary parallelism is not uncommon, or even more extended ones. 
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opposition of their contraries, but merely by the form of construction” (211).36 

Fokkelman (2001, 25) describes Lowth’s third category as involving “a different 

relation,” covering anything that cannot be called synonymous or antithetic. 

Alonso Schökel (1988, 52) holds that other kinds of relationship may also exist among 

parallel lines. 

Andersen (1986, 74) says that Lowth’s categorization is frequently refined by 

later scholars, with some focusing on semantic distinctions37 and other on syntactic 

features.38 Berlin (1996, 304) defines parallelism as “the repetition of similar or related 

semantic content or grammatical structure in adjacent lines or verses.” Similarly, Geller 

(1979, 2-3) takes both semantic and grammatical approaches into consideration regarding 

the study of parallelism. He first focuses on compositional or grammatical units of 

parallel lines in order to identify any corresponding constituents, and then investigates 

any total or partial parallel in meaning (5-6). He then concludes that there are twelve 

categories of “parallel units”: (a) synonym, (b) list, (c) antonym, (d) merism, (e) epithet, 

(f) proper noun, (g) pronoun, (h) whole-part or part-whole, (i) concrete-abstract or 

 
36 Berlin (1996, 304) explains Lowth’s idea. In synonymous parallelism, “the same thought is expressed in 

different words.” In antithetic parallelism, “the second line contradicts, or is opposed to, the first line.” In 

synthetic parallelism, there is a lack of “exact correspondence between their parts but show a more diffuse 

correspondence between the lines as a whole.”  
37 Gray (1972, 59) prefers to use “complete parallelism” and “incomplete parallelism” instead of 

“synonymous parallelism” and “antithetic parallelism.” “Complete parallelism” occurs when “every single 

term in one line is parallel to a term in the other,” or when “at least every term or group of terms in one line 

is paralleled by a corresponding term or group of terms in the other.” “Incomplete parallelism” occurs when 

“only some of the terms in each of two corresponding lines are parallel to one another, while the remaining 

terms express something which is stated once only in the two lines.” This is more frequent than is complete 

parallelism. 
38 Watson (1995, 114-5) treats parallelism as a kind of geometric symmetry or asymmetry. He introduces 

other syntactic categories of parallelism like: “gender-matched parallelism” (123), “number parallelism” 

which “a digit which is higher in value than the original” (144; cf. Alter 1985, 11), and “staircase 

parallelism” with multiple colons that “proceeds in steps” (150). O’Connor (1997, 5) also takes a syntactic 

approach to investigating parallelism. 
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abstract-concrete, (j) numerical, (k) identity, and (l) metaphor (34-38). Some scholars 

also look for “morphological or phonological evidence” (Anderson 2000, 23-25).  

In addition, Wendland (2017, 5) points out that parallelism can be constructed in 

ways that are marked by “correspondences in vocabulary (e.g., word pairs).” O’Connor 

(1997, 96) states that “any single word in a language can be paired with another.” Such 

pairs of words “reveal particular facets of language behavior.” Watson (1995, 129) points 

out that Hebrew poets used “a selection of stock word-pairs” in their work, which can 

also be found in other languages like Ugaritic. Dobbs-Allsopp (2015, 272) states that 

Ugaritic tablets and biblical poetry share “sets of more or less fixed pairs of words that 

repeatedly occurred in parallel lines.” Alonso Schökel (1988, 62) states, though, that 

different Hebrew poets may have their own “favorite word pairs.” 

However, Kugel (1981, 7) argues that “the ways of parallelism are numerous and 

varied,” and that “the intensity of the semantic parallelism established between clauses 

might be said to range from ‘zero perceivable correspondence’ to ‘near-zero perceivable 

differentiation.’” He says that if such categorization does exist, either there is only one 

category, or else there are a hundred categories (1981, 58). Jacobson and Jacobson (2013, 

12) state that any over-categorization will limit “the imagination of readers,” preventing 

them from “engaging in the deeper levels of meaning in the poem.” 

According to Alonso Schökel (1988, 57-8), parallelism is a flexible device with “a 

variety of formulations and arrangements according to the different situations.” He states 

that, no matter how we categorize parallelism, what matters most is “to develop 

sensitivity to be able to appreciate the variations in their poetic function.” It may serve to 
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“amplify the picture given,” or to “concentrate the attention,” or even to “provide a 

suitable and reduced mould.” Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 29) have a similar 

understanding of parallelism, saying that “it is the association of two poetic lines linked 

by one or more features,” with the second line being seen as “completing, 

complementing, or intensifying” the first. These two lines “combine together to express 

one unified thought.”39 Berlin reminds us that we should have a broader view of 

parallelism, not only focusing on the level of adjacent lines but also at higher levels 

within the text as a whole (1985, 3).40 We should not only pay attention to “how much 

parallelism a text has,” but “how much of it is effective and meaningful in terms of 

focusing the message on itself,” that is, its poetic function. It is important that we do not 

“simply list formal equivalences without taking into account their semantic impact” 

(9-10). According to Alter (1985, 12), “[E]very paired set of terms in parallel versets 

reflect[s] development or intensification.”41 (Alter’s “verset” is what is called a colon in 

this thesis.) Through the device of parallelism, a “new perception” may be introduced 

 
39 Wendland (2017, 130) later takes the notion of parallelism in its more etymological sense as being 

“situated, or lying, ‘side by side’—with reference to clearly delimited line forms that are regularly placed, 

primarily in poetic discourse, ‘alongside each other’ in some recognizable and interrelated association 

involving sound, sense, and/or syntax.” 
40 Berlin (1985, 3) states that “inclusio, in which the first and last lines of a text contain the same words or 

phrases, is actually a form of parallelism.” Jacobson and Jacobson (2013, 10) hold that parallelism can 

occur at many different levels: within lines, between lines, between verses, between entire sections, and 

even between psalms. Wendland (2017, 131) states that this has “important implications for the holistic 

study of poetic (and other) compositions as integral artistic-rhetorical units.” It may help to “demarcate the 

discourse—that is, to mark boundaries and thereby to help signal and establish the onset, midpoint, and 

conclusion of discrete, larger structural units.” 
41 Beldman (2012, 89) also states that “parallelism never involves a static equivalence between lines, but 

that there is always a dynamic movement from the first line to the second.” This progression or 

intensification “is most significant on the semantic level, increasing the impact of a statement.” 
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(16).42 Therefore, it is important to focus not only on the content of the parallelism but 

also on the movement through the parallel lines from the beginning to the end of the text. 

2.4.3 Terseness 

Berlin (1996, 303) mentions that “poetic lines tend to be shorter and terser than 

lines of prose,” and Anderson (2000, 25-26) suggests that this terseness “contributes to 

the effect of the poetry on the audience, heightening the emotional impact.” Brogan and 

Cushman (2012, 801) view terse poetic lines as crucial in differentiating poetry from 

prose. They point out that “the sense in prose flows continuously,” while in poetry “it is 

segmented to increase the density of information and the awareness of structure.” Each 

line is perceived “as a rhythmical unit and a unit of structure,” and “is linked to its 

neighbors to form higher-level structures.” Beldman (2012, 88) says that terseness is a 

feature that is shared by “poetry throughout history.” Gerstenberger (2014, 32) points out 

that poetic language, in its “linebound” written form, “possesses a wide range of 

vocabulary and structural forms, is highly figurative, and sometimes creates its own 

grammatical rules.” 

Alter (1985, 5) points out that it is hard to identify the length of lines as “the 

poems are not set out as poetry in the traditional Hebrew text.” Petersen and Richards 

(1992, 4) also mention that there is no clue in Hebrew telling us how we should divide 

the poetic lines. Therefore, some scholars suggest different ways for handling the 

 
42 Berlin (1985, 11-12, 16) points out that it is this “new perception” that distinguishes the use of 

parallelism in “poetry” from “prose.” Parallelisms are used so systematically in poetry that they constitute 

the “constructive device” (or the “formal device”) of the text, while prose, though it may contain 

parallelism, “does not structure its message on a systematic use of parallelism.” The effectiveness of using 

parallelism in poetry can be seen especially in bringing out the poetic function of “contrast” or “perceptible 

opposition,” which is seldom “brought sharply into focus” when used in prose. 
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lineation in Hebrew poetry, for example, using meter. However, as Andersen (1986, 87) 

concludes, “There is seldom a clear meter to guide us, and always the possibility of 

irregular lines.” He suggests, instead, that information structure43 may be a fundamental 

component for dividing poetic lines. Information units are defined “mainly by syntactic 

criteria with semantic factors having a secondary role.” Therefore, a comprehensive 

analysis of the Hebrew sentence is necessary, “especially the complex sentence, and 

especially with regard to its information structuring functions.” Other features of the 

sentence should also be taken into consideration, such as “rhythmic patterns, tense and 

aspect patterns of verb sequence, and how sentences combine into higher unit [sic] such 

as paragraphs or strophes.” 

Berlin (1996, 303) states that the relationship between poetic lines is usually not 

explicitly expressed but is “implied by the parallelism that compels the reader to construe 

some type of relationship.”44 Terseness also “tends to produce phonetic and syntactic 

balance in parallel lines” (Berlin 1985, 6). Kugel (1981, 1-2) treats parallelism as “the 

recurrent use of a relatively short sentence-form that consists of two brief clauses.” These 

clauses have certain elements in common so that “the second half seems to echo, answer, 

 
43 According to Andersen (1986, 81), information structure refers to any alternative that one uses “in 

presenting linguistic information in terms of varying the relative thematization and focus of the different 

elements in relation to each other.” 
44 Berlin (1985, 5) points out that the continuum of poetic-like style is largely “the product of parallelism 

and terseness,” with parallelism as the predominant one. Berlin (1985, 6) also points out that a poem 

“distills and condenses its message, removing unnecessary words and leaving only the nucleus of the 

thought,” and without losing its terseness, it “constructs relationships between its parts such that the final 

product is unified.”  
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or otherwise correspond to the first.”45 Therefore, the consensus is that there is a strong 

correlation between terseness and parallelism in Hebrew poetry.46 

2.4.4 Other Characteristics 

Besides rhythm, parallelism, and terseness, other features can commonly be found 

in Hebrew poetry. Different scholars give inventories of such literary features, which 

complement or modify each other. For example, Berlin (1996, 301) lists repetition and 

patterning, imagery, figures of speech, and motifs and themes.47 Beldman (2012, 89-90) 

includes two more macro-features besides terseness and parallelism: figurative 

language48 and patterns (such as acrostic or chiasm). Watson (1995, 46-7) suggests 

additional poetic features such as ellipse (especially verb-gapping), unusual vocabulary 

or word-order,49 archaisms,50 regularity and symmetry, word-pairs, chiastic patterns, 

envelope figure (or inclusio), break-up of stereotyped phrases to form parallel couplets, 

gender-matched parallelism, use of tricola,51 rhyme, other sound patterns such as 

alliteration and paronomasia, and the absence or rarity of prose particles.52 

 
45 See also Watson 1995, 19; and Wendland 2017, 5.  
46 Wendland (2017, 196) points out that “parallelism attracts … a number of other stylistic attributes which 

thus tend to be associated with Hebrew poetry—first and foremost, a perceptible terseness (e.g., ellipsis 

such as asyndeton, verb gapping, the reduction of modifiers and prose particles, etc.).” 
47 Repetition and patterning are other forms of repetition (e.g., the same word or a triliteral root); imagery is 

comparison of one object with another; motifs and themes refers to recurring themes in Scripture (Berlin 

1996, 309-14). Wendland (2017, 7) would include allusion. 
48 Alonso Schökel (1988, 95) views figurative language as “the glory, perhaps the essence of poetry, the 

enchanted planet of the imagination, a limitless galaxy, ever alive and ever changing.” 
49 Watson (1995, 49) states that, although ancient Hebrew is a VSO (Verb-Subject-Object) language, this 

sequence is not always followed in poetry. 
50 For Watson (1995, 49), the term “archaisms” refers to “enclitic mem, vocative lamedh, emphatic waw 

and like, but particularly, use of yiqtol for the past tense.” 
51 “The well-knit, carefully structured tricolon is only found in true verse so that its presence is an almost 

unequivocal pointer to poetry” (Watson 1995, 53). 
52 According to Watson (1995, 54), these include relative pronoun, definite article, object-marker, as well 

as consecutive waw. See also Freedman 1980, 2-3; and Beldman 2012, 88. 
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Watson (1995, 66, 72) believes that Hebrew poetry is likely “oral in origin,” sung 

or recited in the “context of a live performance.” There is interaction between bard and 

audience, who share a “common code, i.e. the traditional language of oral poetry, with its 

conventions and its peculiar vocabulary.” Dobbs-Allsopp (2015, 264) accepts that poetic 

genres are “(re)presented in the Bible aboriginally as orally performed verbal art,” and 

their language is “pervasively a language of speaking, singing, and hearing, of embodied 

performance and of face-to-face interaction” (286). Rhoads (2012, 25) also sees the 

original biblical text as a “witness to oral performances in the ancient world.” Ong (2012, 

36) points out that “[i]n an oral culture, experience is intellectualized mnemonically.” 

Dobbs-Allsopp (2015, 278) also suggests that biblical poetic tradition “is likely memorial 

in nature” based on their orality (oral performance and transmission). According to 

Miller-Naudé and Naudé (2015, 255), “Oral tradition was transmitted through the 

memorization of ancient traditions for oral performance.” Therefore, certain “mnemonic 

patterns,” such as “rhythmic, balanced patterns, in repetitions or antitheses, in 

alliterations and assonances, in epithetic and other formulary expressions,” may be 

applied in the construction in order to help the audience to recite and recall the material 

(Ong 2012, 35). These mnemonic patterns are reflected in most of the above-mentioned 

poetic features.  

Dobbs-Allsopp (2015, 270) points out that parallelism, especially repetition, 

“through its redundancies and antitheses, through the rhythm that it helps to create, and 

by measuring out thought in bite-size chunks that are easily consumed in short-term 

memory,” strongly facilitates memorization. According to Ong (2012, 39-40), since “the 
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oral utterance has vanished as soon as it is uttered,” repetition “keeps both speaker and 

hearer surely on the track.” Dobbs-Allsopp (2015, 271) further states that various 

elements of linguistic art “overlap with and therefore support the play of parallelism.” For 

example, most Hebrew poems are short or medium in length, and thus “eminently 

memorizable from a cognitive perspective” (276). A possible conclusion would be that 

translators should understand the oral nature of the mnemonic features of Hebrew poetry 

and consider how to address them in the translation. As Ong (2012, 1) says, primary oral 

and written cultures have different “ways of managing knowledge and verbalization.” 
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3. Methodology 

The Literary Functional Equivalence (LiFE) approach that is proposed by Ernst R. 

Wendland53 is adopted in this thesis for analyzing the selected Hebrew poetic passage. 

His approach consists of two major parts. The first part is an analysis of the biblical 

psalmic literature, including an “artistic” (formal) text analysis and a “rhetorical” 

(functional) text analysis. This involves investigating “the compositional aspects of 

biblical discourse” as it “pays special attention to a text’s macro- and microstructure, its 

stylistic distinctives, its functional dimension, as well as the emotive and connotative 

aspects of the discourse” (Wendland 2011, 123). This helps us to “better appreciate the 

beauty and power of the Psalms” (Wendland 2017, xx). The second part is preparation for 

a corresponding literary functional-equivalence translation into another language 

(Wendland 2011, 125). This part also guides the reader to “effectively evaluate and 

critique different translations …, especially those in their mother tongue” (Wendland 

2017, xx). 

Wendland is well known in both the field of translation theory and in the practice 

of Bible translation. Noss (2007, 15) summarizes the work of Wendland as one whose 

“emphasis on the Scriptures as literature encourages the translator to look at the message 

of Scripture through its literary expression.” His approach is based on the idea of relevant 

 
53 Ernst R. Wendland is a retired United Bible Society Translation Consultant who has published several 

books about the analysis and translation of Hebrew poetry, for example, Lovely, Lively Lyrics: Selected 

Studies in Biblical Hebrew Verse in 2013 using his literary functional equivalence approach. 
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functional equivalence translation strategy, which means, on the one hand to keep “the 

style manifested in the original text,” and on the other hand to be “appropriate for the 

intended audience.” His approach mainly focuses on a “genre-for-genre holistic 

transmission of the Scriptures” (Wendland 2011, 95). As he explains, his approach is a 

functionalist method which focuses on the communicative purpose that “a particular 

translation is designed to perform for its primary target audience within a given 

sociocultural setting” (2011, 96). His approach extends the goal expressed by Nida and 

Waard (1986, 36) “to employ a functionally equivalent set of forms which in so far as 

possible will match the meaning of the original source-language text.” Therefore, his 

approach does not focus on needing to choose whether to apply a literal or idiomatic 

approach in translation, but on how to choose appropriate stylistic devices and rhetorical 

strategies in the target language that can reproduce the principal communication 

functions of the source text. 

Wendland establishes a systematic step-by-step framework for conducting a 

literary analysis of a psalm. He focuses particularly on the “literariness” of both the 

source text and the target text (Wendland 2011, 108). In Bible translation, the source is 

the biblical text. The Bible is “undeniably a book of literary forms, consisting of many 

different genres and their associated stylistic features,” which “embodies a demonstrably 

excellent compositional quality (‘literariness’) in many places.” At the same time, any 

target text has its own set of “literary features that are associated with the different ... 

genres” (Wendland 2011, 109, 113). The LiFE approach is applicable in responding to 

our two fundamental keys or principles of translating Hebrew poetry as discussed in 
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Chapter 1: (1) to uncover the formal aspects of the source text, and (2) to render it into 

the poetic form of the target text.  

The ultimate goal of this approach is to produce a good translation; as Wendland 

(2011, xi) says, “to enable translators to better understand the original text and then 

convey selected texts in a correspondingly ‘literary’—artistic, poetic, rhetorical—manner 

in their mother tongue or another target language.”54 This approach leads the translator to 

a good literary analysis of a poetic text and a good translation of that poetic text. This is 

what a language team should aim to achieve in its Bible translation. Therefore, LiFE is 

employed in this study as the principal tool for poetic text analysis, using both the formal 

and functional analyses. 

Wendland (2017, 9) proposes a ten-step procedure for analyzing poetic discourse. 

He admits that due to “our temporal and conceptual distance from the original 

communication event,” the analysis can only give a partial picture of the intended lyric 

form, content and function of the text (10). Wendland’s ten steps are as follows (10-24):  

1. Delimitation: to determine the “pericope,” that is, the textual unit “whose borders can 

be precisely defined and defended.” 

2. Spatialization: to examine “word placement within a [Hebrew] text’s sequence of 

(bi)cola” in order to “discern any standard stylistic patterns.” This involves a 

systematic “vertical (paradigmatic) and horizontal (syntagmatic) display of the 

 
54 Three aspects that are equally important: (a) the world of the text (co-text), (b) the world that is behind 

the text (background context), and (c) the world that is in front of the text (foreground context) (Wendland 

2017, xvi). 
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discourse.” Also studied are “different aspects of verbal progression, frequency, and 

distribution.” 

3. Text-Criticism: to investigate or explain “various options in terms of the wording of 

the original text or its interpretation.” 

4. Segmentation: to detect significant instances of recursion to help “determine the 

structural contours of the discourse as it develops from beginning to end.” Any points 

of disjunction are identified and their functions examined, contributing to identifying 

the stanza-strophe divisions of the text. 

5. Confirmation: to conduct a “detailed linguistic analysis of the text” in order “to check 

and confirm the segmentation [result].” 

6. Distinction: to conduct a “focused literary (artistic and rhetorical)” analysis in order 

to locate any “areas of special significance” that may “suggest a particular 

communicative function …, whether emotive (‘climax’) or thematic (‘peak’).” 

7. Contextualization: to investigate the “situational context” of the composition as well 

as “any clear inter-textual influence that may be posited.” 

8. Conversation: to understand the intended impact that the author was seeking to 

accomplish through the poetic discourse. Speech-act analysis may be helpful with 

this. 

9. Summarization: to construct a “topical-thematic outline” that organizes “the major 

religious ideas of a composition in relation to its principal structural units.” This may 

involve a propositional analysis (or structural diagram). 
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10. Translation and testing: to express the text in another language, focusing on the 

analysis of its content and aiming to reproduce an “equivalent sonic effect” in the 

target language.55  

The first nine steps relate to the literary analysis of the text, while the last step 

relates to assessment of the translation. Since this study does not assess a translation of 

Ps 137, the last step is not included. Instead, this study adds one more step to the literary 

analysis of Ps 137, which I call “Formation.” This step focuses on the large-scale 

structure of the psalm. For the sake of effective presentation and easy reading, these ten 

steps are organized into four levels of study which are discussed in separate chapters. The 

first level is “Macro-Structural Analysis,” which includes the first three steps: 

Delimitation, Spatialization, and Text-Criticism. This level, which is discussed in Chapter 

5, provides a preliminary overview of the poetic structure of the psalm. The second level 

is “Micro-Structural Analysis,” which includes the second three steps: Segmentation, 

Confirmation, and Distinction. This level, which is discussed in Chapter 6, lays out a 

deeper discussion of the poetic features of each unit of the psalm. The third level is 

“Compositional Analysis,” which includes the last three steps: Conversion, 

Summarization, and Formation. This level, which is discussed in Chapter 7, investigates 

the intra-textual relationship within each unit of the psalm. The fourth level is “Canonical 

Analysis,” which is the remaining step of Contextualization. This level, which is 

 
55 Assessment should focus on the following four key criteria ranked in this order: 

a. “Fidelity” which focuses on accuracy to the meaning in the source text, 

b. “Intelligibility” which focuses on the target text being understandable, 

c. “Naturalness” which focuses on the target text being natural, 

d. “Closeness” which focuses on faithfulness to the form of the source text in its literary and cultural 

context (Wendland 2017, 25-6). 
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discussed in Chapter 8, considers the inter-textual relationship of Ps 137 to other psalms. 

Since Ps 137 has a strong historical background, the literary analysis begins with a 

discussion of the background of the psalm, which is presented in Chapter 4, including its 

historical context, the author, and the place of composition. 

When applying this analysis to the psalms, Wendland (2017, 82-83) further lists 

ten of the most important features of psalmic language.56 These ten features are: 

1. Parallelism: Cola typically “occur in matching, parallel pairs (i.e., line B 

complements line A), averaging six lexical units (‘words’) per couplet.” They exhibit 

“various correspondences in linguistic quality such as rhythm (accent-word meter), 

phonological properties, morphosyntactic structure/patterning, propositional relations, 

and interactive-conjoined meaning.”57 

2. Condensation: Parallelism may be occasioned by “various forms of shortening, 

ellipsis (especially verb gapping), semantic laconicity,” and “the absence of prose 

particles.” 

3. Figuration: intensive use of “religious imagery, symbolism, and allusion.” 

 
56 Wendland states that “the psalms were formulated specifically with oral production in mind,” and this 

“affected their manner of verbal construction.” They were prepared so that “they would be memorable, 

readily expressed, audibly intelligible to, and appreciated by listeners.” In order to achieve this, the poet 

relied “upon a cluster of stock oral-based techniques both to shape and to sharpen his key ideas and deeply 

felt emotion,” and to structure the text so that it manifests “the familiar characteristics of a well-formed 

discourse” (2017, 128). 
57 Wendland (2017, 185) refines his understanding of parallelism as more syntax-oriented, stating that “it is 

not the semantic quality of interlineal similarity that creates or initiates parallelism, but the purely syntactic 

factor of juxtaposing the two (or more) lines within a poetic format (including genre).” The condensed 

nature of these lines “is an outcome of the pressure towards symmetry principle in language systems, 

applied in accordance with the implicit phonological norms of Hebrew poetry in general.” 
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4. Intensification: Poetic figuration is frequently heightened “by means of emphatic 

devices such as exclamations, intensified terminology, hyperbole, reiteration, 

rhetorical or leading questions, cohortative and jussive verbal forms.” 

5. Transposition: “a shift or displacement” in the normal order of syntactic constituents 

“to mark topic or focus and to form chiastic, terraced, and other arrangements.” 

6. Phonesthetic appeal: using “recursive auditory patterns, resulting in assonance, 

alliteration, rhythm, rhyme, and other sound-based rhetorical techniques.” 

7. Dramatization: an “inclination towards ‘I/we-you’ divine-human verbal interaction” 

and the use of “vocatives, (separable) personal pronouns, imperatives, exclamations, 

embedded quotations, and other oral-oriented intensifiers.” 

8. Lexical distinction: characterized by “conventional, readily recognizable liturgical-

cultic diction that is appropriate” for worship. 

9. Accentual uniqueness: a system of “accentuation or cantillation.” 

10. Strophic structuration: the “formation of additional compositional structures” that 

“increases the semantic density of poetic discourse.” 

These features, as Wendland (2017, 134-5) says, often occur “at the semantic peak and/or 

the emotive climax of a certain structural unit or sub-section.” The more features that 

appear conjoined in a passage, “the more ‘concentrated’ it is poetically, the more 

noticeable perceptually, and hence also the greater the probability that it signals some 

prominent structural-thematic node within the text.” Most of these features are examined 

in detail within the ten steps of the literary analysis. 
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In order to conduct a more thorough literary analysis of Ps 137, Fokkelman’s 

guidelines on how to read Hebrew poetry also prove helpful. Based on his position that 

“the whole has priority over the parts,” he gives eighteen questions (2001, 208-9), which 

I have summarized and condensed into the following sixteen questions: 

1. “Who is speaking…?” 

2. “Whom is the lyrical subject addressing?” 

3. “How long are cola and verses [or lines]…?” 

4. “Which verb [forms] are used?” 

5. “Which modes are used besides the indicative?” 

6. “How do space and time function in the lyrical world?” 

7. “Can a diagram be drawn of the relations between the lyrical characters…?” 

8. “How much parallelism [exists]?” 

9. “What devices does the poet use to create [strophes and stanzas]?” 

10. “Is the cohesion of the strophe internal or external?” 

11. “Does the poet use [figures of speech]?” 

12. “How are the verses [and strophes] related in regard to meaning?” 

13. “How does the theme develop?” 

14. “What are the keywords?” 

15. “[Are there any] contrasts, oppositions, [or] transitions”? 

16. “[Is there any form] of repetition”? 

These sixteen questions are used here as a set of preliminary parameters for conducting 

literary analysis in conjunction with Wendland’s framework. They are used in this 
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analysis as deemed necessary. Questions (1) and (2) are handled mostly in the 

background, question (3) mostly in the macro-structural analysis, questions (4) – (12), 

and (14) – (16) mostly in the micro-structural analysis, and question (13) in the 

compositional section. 

Although Wendland’s model addresses the literary “sound play” of Hebrew 

poetry, he simply mentions that the rhythm of speech is important, and focuses his 

attention on any phonological emphasis, for example, an iterative alternation of key 

consonants (2017, 6-7). Such analysis may not be sufficient for understanding the rhythm 

of a psalm and how that affects the structure. In fact, what Wendland mainly addresses is 

rhyme, not rhythm or meter. Therefore, Fokkelman’s prosodic study of poetic texts is 

used in the analysis of the selected psalm as a countercheck to the literary analysis using 

Wendland’s model. 

Fokkelman (2001, 30) proposes a nine-layer textual hierarchy of a poem which 

may be represented as a series of steps (from low to high): (a) sounds, (b) syllables, 

(c) words, (d) cola (or versets), (e) verses (or poetic lines), (f) strophes, (g) stanzas, 

(h) sections,58 and (i) the poem as a whole. He focuses on the two smallest units: sounds 

and syllables, counting the average number of pre-Masoretic syllables59 per colon in 

poetic text, focusing on any significant patterns (1998, 4, 9; 2000, 9-10). He (2000, 25) 

states that the syllable is “a much smaller unit and hence a much finer measure” than are 

 
58 Not all poems are long enough to have separate “sections” composed of stanzas. 
59 According to Fokkelman (1998, 18), most pre-Masoretic Hebrew words have the same structure as 

Masoretic Hebrew except in a few details. He states that counting syllables “does not serve as a metrical 

theory, or as a replacement of it,” and it is “descriptive rather than prescriptive” (20). In a later work (2000, 

15-6), he describes how to restore the pre-Masoretic syllable structure. 
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words or stresses. Its structure is relatively simple to measure, although it depends on 

how the researcher measures the length of a colon or strophe and on diachronic change in 

Hebrew phonology (1998, 8-9; 2000, 12). He states that in many poems, the average 

number of syllables per colon (expressed as an integer) is usually eight syllables, though 

it may sometimes be seven or nine.60 He suggests that this demonstrates that “the colon is 

the fundamental building block of Hebrew prosody” (2001, 47). He calls the number 

“eight” the “central norm figure of prosody,” which he believes the poet bears in mind 

when constructing the cola (2001, 48). 

According to Fokkelman, the poet also makes use of parallelism “to balance the 

members of the verse and control the subject matter,” creating what Fokkelman calls an 

“equivalence.” A colon is usually represented by a simple clause that contains two to five 

words. The poet then “repeats this [structure] and creates a discernible cohesion with the 

aid of sound, grammatical form, or word meaning” to form a poetic line, which is a set of 

conjoined parallel cola. Most poetic lines are bi- or tri-cola.61 The poet may also “arrange 

the material so that the sentence core is in one colon, possibly accompanied by a direct 

object, and any further adjuncts occupy the other colon.” Under such a circumstance, the 

poet extends a syntactic unit beyond a colon (2001, 31-3). Fokkelman (86) states that 

parallelism is “a powerful mechanism for regulating proportions.” He elsewhere (2000, 

 
60 Besides this syllabic number, Fokkelman (2000, 41) also suggests that at the level of colon, there are 

usually two to four stresses. 
61 Fokkelman (2000, 41) says that “monocola do exist, but their number is marginal.” He elsewhere (2001, 

38) points out that monocola usually function “as markers at the beginning or end of a higher-level textual 

unit such as a strophe or stanza.” 
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41) suggests that at the level of the poetic line, there are usually two or three cola, two or 

three poetic lines in a strophe, and two or three strophes in a stanza.62  

Fokkelman (2001, 34) further points out that the length of a colon or a strophe is 

related to singing. A psalm was composed for singing or reciting, therefore, the poetic 

lines were composed with that in mind. The proportions of components “lend structure 

both to this singing [and reciting],” and to the “meaning and content” of a poem. He thus 

defines poetry as “the result of (on the one hand) an artistic handling of language, style 

and structure, and (on the other hand) applying prescribed proportions to all levels of the 

text, so that a controlled combination of language and number is created” (35). 

Although the validity of counting syllables is still under debate in academia, I 

believe that Fokkelman’s study of prosody can give insight into the poetic structure, as a 

supplement to Wendland’s literary analysis. Fokkelman’s point of view is a 

supplementary tool to evaluate both the macro- and micro-structure of the poetic text that 

is revealed through literary analysis. Therefore, Wendland’s approach is the foundation 

for the literary analysis of the selected psalm, with Fokkelman’s perspective being 

employed to examine the details and review the results of that analysis.  

This study basically adopts the terminology that was used by Watson (1995, 11):  

 
62 Wendland (2017, 115) also says that in his studies, it is “rather rare for a stanza unit to go much beyond 

three verses with respect to form (cohesion), content (coherence), and/or function (communicative goal).” 

Instead, it is “usually possible to find a smaller unit—a poetic paragraph (strophe).” These are general 

observations and there may be examples that fall outside each range. Fokkelman (2000, 44-45) says that it 

is solely up to the poet’s discretion, flexibility and creativity whether to follow the rules. Therefore, the 

interpreter should pay attention to any irregularity that occurs. 
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The larger units such as poems or stanzas are composed of strophes, and the 

strophes in their turn are made up of one or more cola. The cola consist of even 

smaller units. Accordingly, a poem can be considered as a set of components 

forming larger and larger complexes which ultimately combine to form a single 

unified structure: the poem. 

 

According to Watson, a colon is “a single line of poetry.” He speaks of three types of 

cola: a monocolon is “a colon standing on its own;” a bicolon is “a couplet or line-pair 

made up of two lines or cola;” and a tricolon is “a set of three cola forming a single 

whole.” A strophe is “a verse-unit of one or more cola, considered as part of the higher 

unit termed the stanza,” with a stanza being “a sub-section of a poem.” A poem, then, is 

“an independent unit of poetry such as a psalm” (1995, 12-4). Sometimes, this study may 

use the terms “poetic line” and “verse.” Poetic line is a general term referring to any 

complete unit of cola, for example, monocolon, bicolon, tricolon, etc. Verse (abbreviated 

as ‘v.’ for a single verse and ‘vv.’ for multiple verses) is a general term referring to 

“biblical verses,” which were used by rabbis as textual units (cf. Fokkelman 2001, 13).  

In the analysis of Ps 137, the Masoretic Text is the primary source for this study, 

with other textual versions, like the Septuagint, consulted where apropos. 
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4. Background of Ps 137 

This psalm is commonly classified as a community lament or complaint. There is 

no superscription of any kind at the beginning of the psalm. Therefore, there is no 

apparent information about the occasion or the authorship for its composition. The first 

verse, though, may give a clue about its historical context. 

4.1 Historical Context 

The first verse places the scene in Babylon.63 A group of people was sitting by the 

rivers of Babylon, weeping as they remembered Zion (Jerusalem). The two locations, 

Babylon and Jerusalem, play a key role in the setting that the psalmist is communicating. 

These locations relate the psalm to the Israelites being taken captive to Babylon. In 

587 BCE, Jerusalem fell, and the Temple was destroyed. Many Israelites (more precisely 

Judeans) were exiled to Babylon, including the king, Zedekiah (2 Kgs 25:1-12; 

Jer 52:10-11). Many of them witnessed the destruction of the Temple and the Holy City. 

Before that, there were two other deportations from Jerusalem to Babylon. The first was 

during the reign of Jehoiakim (606 BCE), when Daniel was taken to Babylon (Dan 1:1-7). 

The second was during the reign of Jehoiachin (597 BCE), when the prophet Ezekiel was 

taken to Babylon (2 Kgs 24:10-16; Ezek 1:1-3). The third deportation (587 BCE), 

 
63 There are only three occurrences of ֶבל  Babylon” in Psalms, two in this psalm and the remaining one in“ בָׁ

Ps 87:4. 
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mentioned above as when the temple fell, was the most catastrophic, involving the 

complete destruction of Jerusalem. 

The first verse also presents the reader with a picture of helpless people, who 

could do nothing but weep in exile when they remembered their destroyed city Jerusalem, 

that is Zion. Zenger (1996, 48) states that Ps 137 is “an attempt to cling to one’s historical 

identity even when everything is against it.” This identity is rooted in Zion, the place 

where Yhwh is present. Zion was so significant to the Israelites’ life that they exhibited 

great grief when they remembered Zion during their exile, as described in the first verse 

of the psalm. One factor that can help the reader understand the passage is what 

Wendland calls “lyric ideology” (2013, 119-20). The concept addresses a people’s 

worldview—their core religious and philosophical beliefs. Wendland, therefore, suggests 

that we should analyze biblical texts using a “combined holistic, literary (poetic) and 

sociological emphasis” (121).64 Ideology is inextricably linked to identity.  

The name “Zion” first occurred in the Scriptures when David defeated the 

Jebusites who lived in Jerusalem. Zion, formerly the name of the fortress of the Jebusites, 

was then renamed “the city of David” (2 Sam 5:7). The ark of the covenant was brought 

to Zion (2 Sam 6:12b), and later to Solomon’s newly constructed Temple (1 Kgs 8:1). 

Under such circumstances, Zion not only referred to David’s city but to Yahweh’s 

dwelling place, symbolizing the presence of Yahweh as king. Zion figured as the worship 

center for the Israelites (Ollenburger 2001, 348).65 On the other hand, Niehaus (2008, 

 
64 Botha (2002, 320) says that “it is not possible to understand the [poetic] text as an instrument of 

communication if the social context is not taken into consideration.” 
65 See also Goldingay 2008, 603; and Vos 2005, 274. 
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125-8) states that the Israelites might feel that their God had abandoned the Temple and 

its location, Jerusalem, when they were destroyed. This ideology of “divine temple 

abandonment was part of Mesopotamia’s theological outlook for nearly two millennia.” 

People believed that “the gods might abandon their temples and cities because of some 

sin on the part of their chosen ruler or people,” which “paved the way for judgement.” 

Such abandonment “would mean a removal of divine protection and would result in 

military defeat, foreign domination, and exile.” This is the warning that is stated in the 

Book of Jeremiah (7:9-15), and Ezekiel is the one who would “see and report that tragic 

[divine abandonment]” (7:20-23; 10:18-19; 11:22-23).   

It is important to note that the captors and mockers demanded the “Songs of Zion” 

(v. 3). The “Songs of Zion” are about praising the beauty and holiness of Jerusalem (cf. 

Berlin 2005, 70). They also give praise to Yhwh, the protector of Mount Zion and of 

those who live there (cf. Zenger 1996, 48). Therefore, this demand is ironic since, in the 

eyes of the Babylonians, Jerusalem has lost its beauty and holiness. The assumption is 

that Yhwh failed to protect His people. Hence, the Babylonians are insulting them and 

Yhwh together (cf. Ross 2016, 790). This is often reflected in certain communal laments, 

for example, Ps 79:10. 

Besides Babylon and Zion, the psalm also mentions Edom and its people (v. 7). 

The historical record in the Old Testament (e.g., the Books of Kings and Chronicles) does 

not recount the Edomites’ involvement in Jerusalem’s fall, though this psalm refers to it 

as a well-known fact (cf. Goldingay 2008, 607). Edom’s wicked act against Israel is 

mentioned only in some prophetic books when Yhwh’s punishment on Edom is 
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prophesied. Obadiah stated that Edom was involved in the fall of Jerusalem (Obad 10-

14), and Ezekiel spoke of Edom’s complicity (Ezek 25:12; 35:5). 

Although the psalm refers to a historical event, we still do not have adequate 

evidence for where and when it was composed. It could have been written in Babylon 

during the exile or in Jerusalem after the return from exile. Ross (2016, 787) believes that 

the psalm was written during the exile, expressing the Israelites’ grief as they “looked 

back to the painful beginning of their captivity.” However, other scholars suggest that the 

psalm was written in Jerusalem after the exile. Goldingay (2008, 600) states that the 

opening of the psalm gives the impression that the psalmist had experienced the exile 

together with his community, and the adverb ם  there” in vv. 1b and 3a suggests that the“ ׁשָׁ

psalmist was back in Jerusalem when he wrote the psalm.66 Allen (2002, 239) states that 

the psalmist was present in Jerusalem, since he directly addressed Jerusalem in v. 5a. He 

wrote the psalm “at the sight of the city [that was] still lying in ruins.” 

If the psalmist was part of the exilic community that returned to Jerusalem, this 

psalm could have been composed as early as 538 BCE, the year Cyrus, king of Persia, 

allowed the Israelites to return to Jerusalem (2 Chr 36:22-23; Ezra 1:1-4). We can infer 

that it was probably written before the fall of Babylon based on the prophetic prediction 

in vv. 8-9. However, the exact date of the destruction of Babylon is still not settled. 

Babylon itself was not destroyed in 539 BCE when Cyrus conquered it (cf. Goldingay 

2008, 601), and Babylon continued under Persian administration until 331 BCE when 

Alexander the Great conquered it. VanGemeren (1991, 826) suggests that the date of this 

 
66 See also Wendland 2013, 127. 
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psalm “reflects a situation in between the return of the exiles from Babylon (vv. 1, 3) and 

the rebuilding of the second temple (c. 537-515 B.C.).” Under such circumstances, the 

psalmist's memory of the exiles would still be fresh and Jerusalem still in ruins (cf. 

Simango 2018, 232). 

4.2 Authorship 

Regarding authorship, this psalm could have been written either by someone who 

personally experienced Babylon’s treatment of the Israelites or by someone who 

remained in Jerusalem but expressed empathy with his community who were captive in 

Babylon. Commentaries seldom go into detail about the identity of the author of this 

psalm. They typically only mention the title of other textual versions for the reader’s 

reference, for example, the Septuagint provides a heading τῷ Δαυιδ “Davidic” (Allen 

2002, 235; cf. Goldingay 2008, 599). 67 If the psalm had been composed by David, then 

he would have been prophesying about the Babylonian exile, the suffering of the people 

in a foreign land, and their return to Jerusalem and destruction of Babylon. However, 

such oracles of judgement and salvation were conveyed only through the prophets in the 

Scriptures (e.g., Jeremiah or Ezekiel). David was not portrayed as a prophet in the Old 

Testament (unlike Saul in 1 Sam 19:24). As discussed in §2.1 The Books of Psalms, it is 

only a tradition to attribute the authorship of the Psalms to David, and there may not be 

adequate evidence for such connection to each individual psalm. In fact, Kugel (1990, 

174) says that Ps 137 “was often marshalled as proof of the falsity of [such] traditional 

 
67 It is Ps 136 in the Septuagint. 
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view.” He points out that David could not have written a psalm that describes the 

situation of the Babylonian exile four hundred years in the future using the past tense 

(qatal verbs), “as of an event that had already taken place.”68 

Some Septuagint manuscripts additionally refer this psalm to Jeremiah in the title, 

for example, the Lucianic text adds (διὰ) Ἰερεμίου “(through) Jeremiah” (Allen 2002, 

235; Goldingay 2008, 599). Allen (235) says that this reference “was intended to 

compare the attacks” as reported in the Book of Jeremiah on Edom (LXX Jer 29:8-23 

[MT 49:7-22]) and Babylon (LXX Jer 27:1-28:58 [MT 50:1-51:58]). Allen (235) 

continues by stating that the piel of the verb ׁשלם “repay” that occurs in Ps 137:8 also 

occurs in Jer 51:24, 56; and נפץ “smash” that occurs in Ps 137:9 occurs nine times in 

Jer 51:20-23. It may be appropriate to connect this psalm to Jeremiah since he was the 

prophet at the time of Jerusalem’s destruction who prophesied the return from exile 

(Jer 30:1-3). However, this viewpoint neglects the fact that Jeremiah was not captured 

and taken to Babylon but remained in Jerusalem and later went to Egypt;69 and the piel of 

the verbs ׁשלם and נפץ also occurs in other books like Isaiah (e.g., 59:18) or Daniel (e.g., 

12:7) respectively. In response to the query of whether Jeremiah had been taken captive 

to Babylon, Kugel (1990, 177-8), citing Josephus as support, says that many Jews of 

Egypt were deported to Babylon after Nebuchadnezzar’s latter conquest of Egypt. Kugel 

further suggests that Jeremiah might have been in such a group of deportees. Under such 

 
68 Although the usage of qatal verbs is flexible, especially when used prophetically, most scholars 

understand vv. 1-4 as referring to past event (Savran 2000, 48; Allen 2002, 239; Wendland 2013, 124, 127; 

and Ross 2016, 787). 
69 Jeremiah stayed in Mizpah with the governor Gedaliah (Jer 40:1-6), and then was taken to Egypt by 

Johanan, the successor of Gedaliah (Jer 43:1-7). 
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circumstances, the scenario in vv. 1-3 might not have happened at the beginning of the 

exile. 

As Ahn (2008, 271) concludes in his article, “[T]he problem of dating, 

composition, and provenance [of this psalm] depends on how one understands the first 

three verses.” Since there is no adequate evidence for a specific person to be the author of 

this psalm, we can only say that Ps 137 was probably composed by someone who was in 

the ruins of Jerusalem after returning from the exile, as suggested by the qatal verbs and 

the repeated adverb ם  there” in vv. 1-3, expressing the psalmist’s loyalty to that holy“ ׁשָׁ

city as he recalled his past traumatic experience with his community in the land of exile. 

The adverb ם  shows that “the land is distant and strange—not the place where the ׁשָׁ

author finds himself at the time of writing” (Simango 2018, 232). 

4.3 Theological Context 

One of the things that makes Ps 137 familiar is its unpleasant ending: “Blessed is 

the one who seizes and smashes your infants against the rock” (v. 9). Therefore, it is also 

classified as one of the “imprecatory,” or “cursing,” psalms. Verse 9 raises the 

uncomfortable question of how the people of God can curse others, even their enemies, in 

such an incredible way. Bullock (2013, 52) says that this verse is “morally repelling to 

many readers.” People may prefer that the psalm end with v. 8. That solution, though, 

would “destroy the literary structure of the psalm” and “deprive it of an essential key to a 

correct and theologically acceptable understanding of its perspective on violence” 

(Zenger 1996, 48). Zenger (48) points out that the two blessings in vv. 8-9 are “a 

passionate outcry of the powerless demanding justice.” Allen (2002, 237) says that this 
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“barbarous practice” in v. 9 arouses “shock and horror (cf. 2 Kgs 8:2), and so the psalm 

here reaches an emotional climax.”  

McCann (1993, 119) points out that “the crucial act of remembering [in Ps 137] is 

energized by the strong and inseparable emotions of grief and anger,” which are “not 

only inevitable, but also acceptable and indeed necessary” in the situation of “monstrous 

victimization.” The psalmist, instead of taking revenge by himself, submits his anger to 

Yhwh (addressing Yhwh in v. 7a), pleading with Yhwh for divine justice to take revenge 

on his enemy, even by killing the little ones. However, such a horrific scene (the killing 

of the little ones) actually energizes the reader’s compassion for those victims. McCann 

(119-20) says that v. 9 is “a clue to the ultimate direction and significance of 

remembering in Psalm 137—namely, grief and rage eventually energize a memory that 

takes the form of compassion.” Such compassion is “grounded in God’s compassion for 

all and God’s will for life” which points finally to the cross, where “God bore the pain of 

victimization for the sake of the victimizers” as well as the victimized. 
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5. Macro-Structural Analysis of Ps 137 

This chapter describes a macro-structural analysis of Ps 137 using procedural 

steps 1-3 of Wendland’s literary-structural approach. The steps presented in this chapter 

are Delimitation (§5.1), Spatialization (§5.2), and Text-Criticism (§5.3). 

5.1 Delimitation 

The literature is in agreement that Ps 137 is an individual psalm, forming a 

complete and self-contained textual unit.70 In the MT, this psalm consists of nine verses 

without a superscription, as discussed in Chapter 4 Background of Ps 137. 

5.2 Spatialization 

Table 2 presents the overall shape of Ps 137. It presents the Hebrew text alongside 

my English translation. The indention of the text shows the poetic structure of the psalm. 

Prominent topical and illocutionary shifts indicate points of discourse unit aperture. 

Major pausal or disjunctive accents, such as silluq  ַֽ, ‘oleh weyored  ַ ֥ ֫ , ’atnah  ַ֑, or 

rebia‘  ַ֗ mark most colon breaks. Parallel constructions and major syntactic constituents 

may also help determine the boundary of a colon. The maqqef and the object marker ֵאת in 

the Hebrew text are marked by a hyphen and (DO) respectively in the English gloss. 

Notes on the demarcation (labelled (i) – (iv)) and translation (labelled (1) – (5)) are 

discussed in this section; and textual issues (labelled (a) – (b)) in §5.3. 

 
70 See Goldingay 2008, 599-600; Allen 2002, 235; Fokkelman 2000, 465; and Wendland 2013, 122-3. 
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The psalm is demarcated into three major stanzas: vv. 1-4 (stanza A), vv. 5-6 

(stanza B), and vv. 7-9 (stanza C). Such demarcation is indicated by the shift in topic of 

the location mentioned at the beginning of each stanza and rhetorical devices employed 

by the psalmist within each stanza. The verbal forms also indicate a shift in time of the 

event in focus: the psalmist looks back at the painful experience of his community 

(vv. 1-4) which focuses on the past, followed by an expression of his love for his 

homeland (vv. 5-6) which focuses on the present, and then a look forward to the 

fulfillment of God’s promise (vv. 7-9) which focuses on the future.71 

Stanza 

Hebrew Text Translation 

S
tr

o
p
h

e 

M
T

 V
v

. 

C
o

lo
n
 

A 

I 1 a ל ֥ ֙רֹות ע  ַל נ ה  ֶב֗  בָׁ
by rivers of Babylon 

By the rivers of Babylon, 

b ם ָׁ֣ ְבנּו ׁשָׁ ׁש  ינּו יָָׁ֭ ִכ֑ ם־בָׁ  ג 
there we sat also-we wept 

there we sat down, also we wept, 

c נּו זְָׁכֵר֗  ֶאת־ִצּֽיֹון׃ ְבְּ֜
when we remembered (DO) Zion 

when we remembered Zion. 

2 a יַם ִב֥ ל־ע רָׁ ֽ ּ֑ה ע   ְבתֹוכָׁ
on-poplars in her midst 

On the poplars(1) in that region,(2) 

b ינּו ִל֗ ינּו׃ תְָּׁ֜ רֹוֵתֽ  ִכנ 
we hung up our harps 

we hung up our harps. 

II 3 a י ם ִכִּ֤ ֵא֪לּונּו ׁשָׁ֙  ְׁשֽ
for there they asked us 

For there they asked us,(i) 

b ינַּו יַר ׁשֹוֵבֵ֡  ִדְבֵרי־ִׁשָ֭
who capture us words of-song 

our captors [asked for] a song,ַ 

c ינּו ֵלָׁ֣ ַה ְותֹולָׁ ֑  ִׂשְמחָׁ
and our mockers joy 

and our mockers(a) [asked for] joy, 

d ירַּו נּו ִׁש֥ ֗ יַר לְָּׁ֜  ִצּֽיֹון׃ ִמִש֥
sing  for us from song of Zion 

“Sing for us a song of Zion!” 

4 a יְך יר ֵא֗ ַ֑ה נִָׁׁש֥  ֶאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁ
how we [can] sing (DO) song of-Yhwh 

How [can] we sing a song of Yhwh 

b ל ֗ ת ע ְּ֜ ֥ ְדמ  ר׃ א  ֽ  ֵנכָׁ
on ground of foreign place 

on foreign ground?(ii) 

 
71 See also Bellinger 2005, 14. Wendland (2013, 124) regards it as a “temporal progression.” 
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Stanza 

Hebrew Text Translation 

S
tr

o
p
h

e 

M
T

 V
v

. 

C
o

lo
n
 

B 

III 5 a ְך ֵח֥ ם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ ַם ִאֽ ִ֗ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ  ְיֽ
if-I forget you Jerusalem 

If I forget you, O Jerusalem, 

b ֥ח יַ׃ ִתְׁשכ   ְיִמיִנֽ
may it forget my right hand 

may my right hand forget(b) [how to play]. 

6 a י ק־ְלׁשֹוִנ֙ ֥  ְלִחִכיַ  ִתְדב 
my tongue-may it stick my palate 

May my tongue stick to my palate, 

b א ִכי ִאם־ל ֪ ְזְכֵר֥  ֶא֫
if-not I remember you 

if I do not remember you. 

c א ע ֶלה ִאם־ל ָׁ֣ ִַם א ָ֭ ֑ ל   ֶאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ
if-not I exalt (DO) Jerusalem 

If I do not exalt(3) Jerusalem 

d ל ֗ אׁש ע ְּ֜ יַ׃ ר ָׁ֣ ִתֽ  ִׂשְמחָׁ
above head of my joy 

above my highest joy.(4) 

C 

IV 7 a ר ה ְזכ ִּ֤ י ְיהוָׁ֙ ֗דֹום ִלְבֵנֵ֬  א 
remember Yhwh to sons of Edom 

O Yhwh, hold it against(5) the Edomites 

b  ַֹוַם ֵאת ִַם יִּ֤ ֥ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ֫  ְיֽ
(DO) the day of Jerusalem 

[for] the day of Jerusalem, 

c ְמִריַם א ָׁ֣ רּו הָָׁ֭ ִּ֤ רּו עָׁ ֑  עָׁ
who said lay bare lay bare 

who said, “Demolish, demolish, 

d ד ֗ ְי֥סֹוַד ע ְּ֜ ּהַ׃ ה  ֽ  בָׁ
to the foundation in it 

down to its foundation.” 

V 8 a ַל ֶב֗ ת־בָׁ ה ב  ֥ ְש֫דּודָׁ  ה 
daughter of-Babylon who soon be destroyed 

O daughter of Babylon,(iii) who will soon be destroyed! 

b י ְׁשֵר֥ ְ֑ך א  ֶלם־לָׁ  ֶׁשְיׁש 
blessed who repays-to you 

Blessed [is the one] who repays you 

c ְַך מּוֵל֗ ְלַת ֶאת־ְגְּ֜ ֥ מ  נּו׃ ֶׁשגָׁ ֽ  לָׁ
(DO) your dealing which you deal to us 

[for] the way you dealt with us! 

9 a י ְׁשֵרִּ֤ ַז א  ץ ֶׁשּי אֵחֵ֓  ְוִנֵפֵ֬
blessed who seizes and smashes 

Blessed [is the one] who seizes and smashes(iv) 

b ִיְך ל ֗ לָׁ ת־ע ְּ֜ ע׃ ֶאֽ ל  ֽ סָׁ  ֶאל־ה 
(DO) your children to-the rock 

your infants against the rock! 

Table 2: Overall Shape of Ps 137 

 

There are four notes about demarcation in the table, one in v. 3, one in v. 4, one in v. 8, 

and one in v. 9: 

Note (i). The word ֵא֪לּונּו  in v. 3a has a nonpausal accent galgal under the syllable ְׁשֽ

ינּו If the first colon, v. 3a, ends at the following word .ֵאלַ֪  due to its pausal accent pāzēr ׁשֹוֵבֵ֡

above the syllable י  then the first colon would consist of four words and the following ,ֵבֵ֡

colon v. 3b would consist of only one word; this is rather uncommon according to 
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Fokkelman’s prosodic study (See Chapter 3 Methodology). If, however, the first colon 

ends at the word ֵא֪לּונּו  ,then the length of the two cola is more balanced. Moreover ,ְׁשֽ

under such circumstances, cola vv. 3b (with a pausal accent dechi  ַָ֭  under the syllable 

יר  that marks a minor disjunction) and 3c are semantically and syntactically parallel to ִׁשָ֭

each other, forming a terse parallelistic structure that connects the two bicola vv. 3ab and 

3cd in order to highlight the nature of the request of a song—a mocking oppression. As 

discussed in Chapter 3 Methodology, the psalmist makes use of parallelism for balancing 

the constituents of a poetic line.72 Both cola vv. 3b and 3c have verb ellipsis. Their verbs 

are supplied by ׁשאל “ask” in the previous colon v. 3a.  

Note (ii). There is minimal disagreement about the overall demarcation of Ps 137 

except for the position of v. 4, which some place at the end of stanza A (or strophe II)73 

and others place at the beginning of stanza B (or strophe III).74 Although the latter 

arrangement results in a more symmetrical distribution of the number of cola (stanza A 

and C each consisting of one tricolon and three bicola respectively, with the central 

stanza B consisting of four bicola), this thesis includes it at the end of stanza A for the 

reasons discussed further in §6.1 Segmentation.75 

 
72 Cf. Wendland 2013, 122; Fokkelman 2000, 465. 
73 For example, Goldingay 2008, 599-602; Allen 2002, 235; Fokkelman 2000, 301; Wendland 2013, 122-4. 
74 For example, Terrien 2003, 864; Bratcher and Reyburn 1993, 1113; Freedman 1980, 309. 
75 Savran (2000, 49) points out that on the one hand, v. 4 can be treated as a question that reveals “the 

genuine perplexity of the exiles at the Babylonians’ impossible demand” and thus close the previous unit 

vv. 1-4 as a “firm rejection of the guards’ demand.” On the other hand, v. 4 can also be treated as a preface 

to the response of vv. 5-6 saying “this is how we shall sing” and thus open the following unit vv. 4-6. 

Wendland (2013, 124) also comments that if v. 4 attaches to the previous unit, it will function as a 

rhetorical climax of that unit. However, if v. 4 attaches to the following unit, it will function as an emphatic 

opener to that unit. 
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Note (iii). There is a fourth shift in topic of the location mentioned by the 

psalmist, from דֹום ֶבל Edom” to“ א   Babylon” in v. 8a. However, this thesis considers it“ בָׁ

as determining the boundary of a strophe instead of a stanza. See further discussion in 

§6.1.3 Segmentation: Stanza C. 

Note (iv). The word ץ  in v. 9a has a nonpausal accent ‘illuy above the syllable ְוִנֵפֵ֬

ץ If the first colon, v, 9a, ends at the word .ֵפֵַ֬  then the length of the two cola, vv. 9a and ,ְוִנֵפֵ֬

9b, is more balanced (3 + 4).76 Moreover, under such circumstances, the cola v. 9a and 

v. 9b will semantically and syntactically parallel v. 8b and v. 8c respectively, which is 

further discussed in §6.2 Confirmation. 

There are five notes about translation in the table, two in v. 2, two in v. 6, and one 

in v. 7: 

Note (1). According to Zohary (1982, 130), the word ה בָׁ  poplars” in v. 2a“ ע רָׁ

refers to “Populus euphratica dominant in riverine Euphrates vegetation.” 

Note (2). The pronominal suffix of the word ּה  in v. 2a is 3rd person feminine ְבתֹוכָׁ

singular, “in her midst.” The problem is what this feminine singular pronoun refers to in 

this context. The closest feminine noun that can be the antecedent of this pronoun is ה בָׁ  ע רָׁ

“poplar” in v. 2a. However, as this noun occurs in plural form ִבים  the singular pronoun ,ע רָׁ

“her” cannot be a reference to it. The second closest noun is ִצּיֹון “Zion” in v. 1c. 

Although it is unclear whether this proper noun is feminine, it is referenced with a 3rd 

person feminine singular pronoun in other psalms (for example, ִַָׁקיפּוה בּוִַצּיֹוןְַוה   walk“ ס 

about Zion, go around her” in Ps 48:13). However, ִצּיֹון only appears as the object of the 

 
76 Cf. Wendland 2013, 123; Allen 2002, 235; Fokkelman 2000, 465; Alter 2007, 475. 
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memory of the Israelites in Ps 137:1c and hanging up the harps is the actual action that 

the Israelites had done when they were in Babylon in response to their mockers and 

oppressors (v. 3). Moreover, the Israelites would not refuse to sing songs in Zion by 

hanging up their harps. Therefore, the singular pronoun “her” cannot be a reference to 

Zion. The third closest noun is ֶבל  Babylon” in v. 1a. Again, it is unclear whether this“ בָׁ

proper noun is feminine, but the psalmist later uses ת  daughter” to describe Babylon“ ב 

(v. 8a). Moreover, the psalmist continues to use 2nd person feminine singular pronominal 

suffixes to refer to Babylon (לְָׁך “to you” in v. 8b, ְגמּוֵלְך “your dealing” and ְְַלת מ   which“ ֶׁשגָׁ

you dealt” in v. 8c, and ִיְך ל  לָׁ  ”your children” in v. 9a). In addition, the word “poplars“ ע 

refers to the trees that were planted along the rivers of Babylon as stated in note (1) 

above. Therefore, it can be concluded that Babylon is feminine in the mind of the 

psalmist and it is appropriate to interpret the 3rd person feminine singular pronominal 

suffix in ּה  as referring to the land of Babylon. The translation in this paper renders ְבתֹוכָׁ

the phrase ּה  as “in that region,” referring to Babylon (particularly the region along ְבתֹוכָׁ

the rivers of Babylon). 

Note (3). Savran (2000, 52) points out that the word ע ֶלה  I exalt” in v. 6c is“ א 

problematic in this context, as the hiphil form of עלה never occurs with geographical 

entities like ִם ל   Jerusalem.” Other scholars suggest various possible solutions to this“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

issue.77 This thesis will treat it as a poetic device through an abnormal usage of the 

 
77 For a detail discussion of suggestions by different scholars regarding this issue, refer to Savran 2000, 52. 
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grammar,78 drawing the attention of the reader to this third conditional clause, which 

helps to mark the prominent position of this stanza within the psalm. 

Note (4). The phrase י ְמָחתִׂ  ”.in v. 6d literally says “above head of my joy ַעל רֹאׁש שִׂ

It means that the psalmist places Jerusalem at the top of his list of things that give him joy. 

Berlin (2005, 69) points out that “the joy of worshipping in the Temple is now to be 

replaced by the celebration of the memory of Jerusalem—that songs that memorialize 

Jerusalem will now replace the songs once sung in the Jerusalem Temple.” Therefore, this 

prepositional phrase is rendered “above my highest joy.” 

Note (5). The verb זכר “remember” in v. 7a is used together with the preposition ְַל, 

which has the meaning “call to mind the disgrace of” (HALOT, s.v. “זכר”). The subject 

and object of the verb are יהוה “Yhwh” and דֹום  sons of Edom” respectively, giving“ ְבֵני א 

the sense that the psalmist asks Yhwh to remember the wrongdoing of the Edomites.  

Moreover, when זכר that carries ֹלִהים  it may ,לְַ God” as its subject is used together with“ א 

have the sense of “to punish” (BDB, s.v. “זכר”),79 which fits the context. Here, the 

psalmist pleads with Yhwh to keep in mind to punish the Edomites for what they had 

done on the day of Jerusalem. However, it is not easy to find a single English word that 

can express such meaning. Therefore, the phrase ְַזכר…ל “remember … to” will be 

rendered as an idiom “hold it against” in this translation. 

The poetic structure of Ps 137 is three stanzas, five strophes, and twelve poetic 

lines, as shown in Table 3. This psalm is carefully crafted with a symmetrical structure. 

 
78 Lunn (2006, 1-2) states that “unfamiliar words and forms abound in poetry which are not to be found in 

prose.” Such a departure from those familiar forms or patterns aims at impressing the readers with treating 

the text as a poetic literature. It may result in causing difficulty in interpreting the text. 
79 See Neh 6:14; 13:29. Cf. Allen 2002, 236. 
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The first and fifth strophes are composed of a tricolon followed by a bicolon. The three 

strophes in between are composed solely of bicola. The first and third stanzas of the 

psalm each consists of two strophes, while the second stanza consists of only one strophe.  

The first stanza consists of five poetic lines divided into two strophes. Strophe I 

has two poetic lines, one tricolon and one bicolon; and strophe II has three poetic lines, 

all bicola. The second stanza, including only strophe III, has three poetic lines, all bicola. 

The third stanza consists of four poetic lines in two strophes. Strophe IV has two poetic 

lines, all bicola; and strophe V has two poetic lines, one bicolon and one tricolon. The 

number of cola in poetic lines, poetic lines in strophes, and strophes in stanzas are within 

the expected range (two to three) proposed by Fokkelman, which he considers to be a 

basic characteristic of most psalms (2000, 41). 

Table 4 shows the distribution of the words based on this demarcation. The 

number of words per colon ranges from two to five, which is consistent with the basic 

measure proposed by Fokkelman indicating terseness of the cola (31). This is also 

Stanza Motif Strophe Poetic Line Topic 

A 
Pain in 

Babylon 

I 
1abc 

Mourning by the rivers of Babylon 
2ab 

II 

3ab 

Oppression in a foreign land 3cd 

4ab 

B 
Love for 

Jerusalem 
III 

5ab 

Commitment to Jerusalem 6ab 

6cd 

C 
Hope in 

Yhwh 

IV 
7ab 

Divine Justice to Edom 
7cd 

V 
8abc 

Divine Justice to Babylon 
9ab 

Table 3: Poetic Structure of Ps 137 
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consistent with the basic measure proposed by Wendland (2017, 196).80 We conclude that 

the basic poetic structure of Ps 137 as suggested here is sensible. 

Stanza Strophe MT Verse Colon Word Count 

A I 1 a 3 

b 4 

c 3 

2 a 3 

b 2 

II 3 a 3 

b 3 

c 2 

d 4 

4 a 5 

b 3 

B III 5 a 3 

b 2 

6 a 3 

b 3 

c 5 

d 3 

C IV 7 a 4 

b 3 

c 3 

d 3 

V 8 a 3 

b 3 

c 4 

9 a 3 

b 4 

Table 4: Word Counts in Cola of Ps 137 

 

 
80 Wendland (2017, 196) states that, in Biblical Hebrew, the default system requires two cola (that is, a 

bicolon) “of similar, but not necessarily equal length (3-5 words or accent units)” which are “joined 

together sequentially in more or less related sets or larger segments (strophes) to form rhythmic verse 

texts.” 
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5.3 Text-Criticism  

In this section, we address the two textual notes that were marked in Table 2 using 

superscript letters (a) and (b). 

Note (a). The meaning of the hapax legomenon ל  is uncertain. The (v. 3c) תֹולָׁ

Septuagint (and Syriac) renders this Hebrew word by the Greek phrase οἱ ἀπαγαγόντες 

ἡμᾶς “those who led us away,” reflecting something like the word ּומֹוִליֵכינּו. Such a 

rendering may be a guess from the context (Allen 2002, 236) or parallelism (Goldingay 

2008, 599). Some scholars relate the word ל  howl” as suggested by the form in“ ילל to תֹולָׁ

MT, which is generally associated with distress (cf. Allen 2002, 236). Others relate this 

hapax legomenon to the poel of הלל “mock,” which signifies “to make a fool of, to mock” 

(Dahood 1970, 271); or to תלל “to mock, taunt,” behind which lies the primary root ללה  

“to boast” (Freedman 1980, 308). Freedman (1980, 308) concludes that whatever the 

exact derivation of the word ֵלינּו  in v. 3c, it is appropriate to understand it through the תֹולָׁ

semantic domain suggested by those related roots. This thesis, therefore, interprets the 

hapax legomenon ינּו ֵלָׁ֣  in the text as “our mockers” without any emendation of its תֹולָׁ

form.81 It is structurally parallel to the word ינּו  our captors” in v. 3b, which can be“ ׁשֹוֵבֵ֡

treated as complementary to each other.82 The captors tried to insult the Israelites and 

their God by mocking their form of worship: singing the song of Zion for their mockers’ 

entertainment.  

 
81 Allen (2002, 236) states that the wordplay between ֵלינּו ִלינּו and תֹולָׁ  appears to support [the] consonantal“ תָׁ

integrity” of ֵלינּו  and thus “to discourage emendations reconstructed from LXX.” This phonological תֹולָׁ

issue is discussed in §6.2.1 Confirmation: Stanza A. 
82 As Freedman (1980, 308) says, the colon v. 3a is modified by the following two cola, vv. 3b and 3c, in 

“paratactic construction, each supplying a subject (or nominative appositive) and a second object for the 

verb.” 
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Note (b). The verb ח  means “may it forget,”ַand so the phrase (v. 5b) ִתְׁשכ 

ח ְיִמיִניִַתְׁשכ   literally means “may my right hand forget.” However, the meaning is 

incomplete as the phrase lacks the object.  

The Septuagint construes this Hebrew word ח  as passive, ἐπιλησθείη “may it ִתְׁשכ 

be forgotten,” which reflects a niphal form, ח כ   Other emendations have also been .ִתשָׁ

proposed. One proposed solution is to reverse two consonants, resulting in the root כׁשח 

“be crippled, weak-handed.” The phrase would then be ח ְיִמיִניִַתְכׁש  , “may my right hand be 

crippled.” This would be semantically parallel with the phrase ק־ְלׁשֹוִני ְלִחִכיִַתְדב   “may my 

tongue stick to my palate” in v. 6a, expressing loss of the faculty of motion (Allen 2002, 

236). These would, then, be two curses that the Israelites called on themselves if they 

were to forget Jerusalem. They would not be able to sing the songs of Yhwh because 

their tongues could not move, and their hands would not be able to play the harp. 

Nevertheless, such suggested emendations may neglect the fact that poets sometimes 

used odd wording for artistic purposes.  

Goldingay (2008, 606) says that this kind of construction “parallels other self-

curses that leave the curse’s sanction unstated (e.g., [Ps] 132:3-5).” He points out that 

“[t]he KJV assumes that the verb implies as object ‘its cunning,’ its skill in playing the 

lyre,” and this fits the content of the following parallel bicola in v. 6ab. Ross (2016, 791) 

states that the verb ׁשכח “forget” expresses “more than mental activity.” It refers to the 

ability of taking an action, meaning that “he would be paralyzed and unable to act.” It is 

unnatural to use the verb “forget” without an object in an English translation. In order to 

maintain the echo between vv. 5a and 5b through the repeated use of the verb ׁשכח 
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“forget,” it may be preferable to render this clause as “may my hand forget how to play,” 

indicating the consequence of their hands being crippled (cf. Ross 2016, 786). However, 

we should remember the purpose of deliberately breaking off a sentence (aposiopesis): it 

may reflect the emotion of the psalmist such that he could not finish the sentence. He 

might also intend to invite the reader to have empathy with him. 
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6. Micro-Structural Analysis of Ps 137 

This chapter describes a micro-structural analysis of Ps 137 based on Wendland’s 

procedural steps 4-6. While most issues are discussed in detail, this section does not 

incorporate a comprehensive metrical study or a full survey of the lexical inventory. The 

micro-structural analysis involves Segmentation (the principle points of disjunction, 

§6.1), Confirmation (linguistic and rhetorical features, §6.2), and Distinction (broader 

emotive and thematic devices, §6.3). 

6.1 Segmentation  

This section discusses in more detail the demarcation of Ps 137 that was shown in 

the Spatialization section (§5.2). The focus is on the principal points of disjunction that 

mark the boundaries of each stanza and strophe. 

Watson (1995, 161) defines stanza as “a subunit within a poem,” and strophe as 

“a subunit within a stanza.” Therefore, stanza can be broadly defined as “a major 

subdivision of a poem—which comprises one or more strophes.” He further points out 

that stanza division “tends to be based on content,” determined by seeing “where the 

subject matter changes” (163). Stanza-markers include (1) refrains, (2) acrostics, (3) 

keywords, (4) certain particles such as ִהֵנה “See!” or כי “for, because,” (5) gender 

patterns, (6) overall chiastic or concentric pattern, (7) introductory formulae, (8) change 

of speaker, and (9) particular strophic patterns such as tricolon or pivot-patterned couplet 

(163-4). Wendland (2017 14-5) justifies the stanza and strophe divisions by looking at 
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“probable points of disjunction within the text—points where it presents a break due to a 

noteworthy shift in form or content, e.g., a change of topic, speaker-addressee, pragmatic 

function, emotive tone, and so forth.” The above criteria will be considered in this thesis 

for deciding the demarcation of stanzas and strophes. 

6.1.1 Stanza A: vv. 1-4 

The first major unit, stanza A, is demarcated by the focus on the location of the 

Israelites’ captivity, ֶבל ֶבל Babylon.” This unit is opened by the phrase“ בָׁ רֹותַבָׁ לַנ ה   by the“ ע 

rivers of Babylon” in v. 1a and closed by the phrase ר תֵַנכָׁ ְדמ  לַא   on the ground of a“ ע 

foreign place” in v. 4b which are parallel to each other, with the first phrase referring to 

the water and the second to the land. To the Israelites, Babylon is a foreign land that 

strongly indicates a sense of displacement. Therefore, the word ר  ”foreign place“ ֵנכָׁ

alludes to their pain as captives of Babylon. Savran (2000, 49) says that the description of 

Babylon as foreign place “adds a new dimension to the psalmist’s sense of 

displacement.” The common noun ר  foreign place” thus semantically corresponds to“ ֵנכָׁ

the proper noun ֶבל ת Babylon,” and the common noun“ בָׁ ְדמ   ground” (construct form)“ א 

semantically corresponds to the common noun רֹות  .rivers” (construct form) as well“ נ ה 

Both verbless clauses start with the preposition ל  The parallel constructions at the .ע 

beginning and end of the unit therefore form a semantic and syntactic inclusio that 

embraces the entire unit. Within this inclusio, the proper noun ִצּיֹון “Zion” is repeated at 

the end of vv. 1c and 3d, forming an inverted parallel construction of places (Babylon—

Zion // Zion—Foreign Place) within the first stanza:  
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v. 1a 

 v. 1c 

 v. 3d 

v. 4b 

רֹותַ לַנ ה  ֶבלע   ַבָׁ

 ִצּיֹוַןְבזְָׁכֵרנּוֶַאת־ַ

נּוִַמִשירַַ ִַצּיֹוַןִׁשירּוַלָׁ

לַ תַע  ְדמ  רא    ֵנכָׁ

 By the rivers of Babylon 

 when we remembered Zion 

 Sing for us a song of Zion 

on the ground of foreign place 

This further supports viewing vv. 1-4 as a cohesive unit, giving prominence to the 

distressed situation of the Israelites at that moment: as captives of Babylon in a foreign 

land. Goldingay (2008, 602) says that “the opening and closing cola [vv. 1a and 4b 

respectively] form the painful frame around vv. 1-4, with their reference to the rivers of 

Babylon and to foreign soil,” and “[i]n the third colon [v. 1c] and the third colon from the 

end [v. 3d], the references to Zion set up the painful contrast over against these.” 

The first stanza can be further divided into two smaller units or strophes: vv. 1-2 

(strophe I) and vv. 3-4 (strophe II). The psalmist begins strophe I with an introduction of 

the first participant through the subject of the verb ְבנּו  ,we sat”—the Israelites“ יָׁׁש 

describing their painful situation in the exile. The opening of strophe II is demonstrated 

by the introduction of a new participant through the subject of the verb ְׁשֵאלּונּו “they asked 

us” (v. 3a) alongside the existing participant—the Israelites. This new participant “they” 

refers to “our captors” (the substantival participle ׁשֹוֵבינּו in v. 3b) and ֵלינּו  our“ ְותֹולָׁ

mockers” (v. 3c), injecting a point of discontinuity as the focus now shifts from the 

Israelites to the Babylonians, describing what the Babylonians had done to the Israelites. 

The parallel relationship between these two strophes is expressed by the repeated 

occurrence of the adverb ם  there” near the beginning of each strophe (in vv. 1b and 3a“ ׁשָׁ

respectively), referring to the place near the rivers of Babylon which is first introduced at 

the beginning of v. 1a. This repeated particle heightens the two past situations of the 
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Israelites that are described in each strophe: they were captives living there—in the 

foreign land of Babylon—full of deep grief (strophe I), and they were mocked there by 

their captors (strophe II). Strophes I and II are also connected by the fronted particle ִכי 

“for” that occurs at the beginning of v. 3a, providing the reason for why they hung their 

harps on the poplars. Savran (2000, 46) says that  

[If] the hanging up of the harps was motivated simply by memory and mourning, 

v. 3 supplies another explanation which goes to the heart of the psalm. The 

confrontation with the Babylonian guards is not simply an irritant, but poses a 

distress which rivals the memory of destruction, and signals that their suffering is 

not limited to what they experienced in Jerusalem.83 

Strophe II can be treated as an explanatory unit for strophe I (Allen 2002, 240).  

The first strophe is also characterized by the presence of the only infinitive in a 

temporal clause ְבזְָׁכֵרנּו “when we remembered” (v. 1c), presenting the cause for the 

Israelites’ weeping in v. 1b (Arnold and Choi 2003, 104; see also HALOT, s.v. “ְַב”).  The 

second strophe is characterized by the embedded quotation with the first imperative of 

the psalm (v. 3d). The verb ִלינּו ֵלינּו we hung up” (v. 2b) and the noun“ תָׁ  ”our mockers“ תֹולָׁ

(v. 3c), with similar consonant sequence t-l-n and t-l-l-n respectively that form a 

wordplay as discussed in §5.3 Text-Criticism (cf. Goldingay 2008, 599; Rendsburg and 

Rendsburg 1993, 399), also bind the two strophes together, heightening the response of 

the Israelites to their mockers.84 

Lastly, it is worth noting that the first strophe (I) of stanza A begins with a 

tricolon followed by a bicolon, paralleling the second strophe (V) of stanza C which 

 
83 Bar-Efrat (1997, 6) states that songs “were as a rule accompanied by instruments, and the exiles did not 

want to sing and play for their captors.” 
84 Any similarity or equivalence in phonological structure “promotes the perception of semantic 

equivalence” (Berlin 1985, 112). 
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begins with another tricolon followed by a bicolon. Thus, the first and last strophes of the 

psalm reflect a symmetric structure (see also §5.2 Spatialization).  

6.1.2 Stanza B: vv. 5-6 

The second unit, stanza B, is demarcated by shifting the focus from ֶבל  בָׁ

“Babylon” to ִם ל   Jerusalem” in v. 5a. This unit also ends with a bicolon mentioning“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

ִם ל   Jerusalem” (v. 6c). Thus, the name of the holy city forms an inclusio for this“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

second stanza.85 In fact, the focus of the whole unit is solely Jerusalem. It is the only 

topic that the psalmist talks about in this unit—expressing his loyal love for Jerusalem, 

thus making a single strophe by itself. Therefore, this stanza consists of one strophe only. 

The 2nd person singular pronominal suffix and the proper name are used alongside 

each other in reference to the holy city, Jerusalem, in this unit: ֵחְך  I forget you” is“ ֶאְׁשכָׁ

followed by a vocative proper noun ִם ל   O Jerusalem” in v. 5a, then a 2nd person“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

singular pronominal suffix again ֶאְזְכֵרִכי “I remember you” at the end of v. 6b,86 and 

finally back to “Jerusalem” in v. 6c. Such addresses personify Jerusalem, heightening the 

deep affection of the psalmist for his hometown. 

This unit is also unified by a sequence of ִאם clauses (vv. 5a, 6b, 6c), the last two 

of which are negated. Moreover, the shift in 1st person pronoun from plural to singular in 

reference to the Israelite (from communal to individual) also marks the aperture of a new 

unit. In addition, Babylon and Yhwh do not appear in this stanza. 

 
85 According to Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 34, 232), an inclusio has a broader sense: repetition of a 

phrase in the first and last lines, and it does not require the last phrase to be at the end of the line. 
86 The final suffix ִכי on the word ֶאְזְכֵרִכי “I remember you” in v. 6b is different from that on its paralleled 

word ֵחְַך  is an unusual ִכַי I forget you” in v. 5a. According to Goldingay (2008, 600), the final suffix“ ֶאְׁשכָׁ

Aramaic-like form which perhaps is used to create a striking rhymed paronomasia with the final word ְלִחִכי 

“to my palate” of the preceding colon v. 6a that has the same ending. 
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6.1.3 Stanza C: vv. 7-9 

The third major unit, stanza C, is demarcated by shifting the focus from ִם ל   ְירּוׁשָׁ

“Jerusalem” to דֹום ֶבל Edom” in v. 7a and later to“ א   Babylon” in v. 8a. Although“ ,בָׁ

ִם ל   day“ יֹום Jerusalem” is mentioned in v. 7a, since it follows the construct noun“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

of”—the day when Jerusalem was completely destroyed by Babylon—it functions 

temporally, not geographically. There is also a shift in mood regarding Jerusalem from 

joy in v. 6 of stanza B to sorrow again, together with anger at Israel’s enemies in v. 7, due 

to the destruction of Jerusalem. The shifting from addressing ִם ל   Jerusalem” (v. 5a)“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

to addressing יהוה “Yhwh” (v. 7a) also supports the demarcation of a new unit. 

Additionally, the third stanza is opened by an imperative, shifting from the extensive use 

of yiqtol verbal forms in the previous stanza.  

The third stanza can be further divided into two smaller units or strophes: v. 7 

(strophe IV) and vv. 8-9 (strophe V). This is supported by shifting from דֹום  Edom” to“ א 

ֶבל  Babylon” in v. 8a. Both are enemies of Israel, and the psalmist petitions Yhwh to“ בָׁ

punish them. These two factors connect the two strophes, forming a coherent stanza. It is 

worth noting that Edom is mentioned before Babylon in this stanza, perhaps because 

Edom is closely related to Israel as the descendants of Esau. When Jerusalem was under 

attack from Babylon, Edom showed not sympathy but hostility to Israel. In Ps 83:7-9 

[83:6-8 English], Edom has also been the first one mentioned on the list of Israel’s 

enemies. Indeed, Edom and Israel had a long history of enmity. It is also notable that the 

participants of stanza A which disappear in the previous stanza, Babylon and Yhwh, 

reappear in this stanza. 
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Verse 7 makes up a single strophe by itself, with an intensive use of imperatives. 

One imperative is from the psalmist, asking Yhwh to remember what the Edomites did 

(or said) on the day of Jerusalem. The other two are from the Edomites, shouting for the 

destruction of Jerusalem. Under such circumstances, the first imperative echoes the other 

two imperatives. This strophe is closed by the embedded quotation in v. 7cd.  

The second strophe is also marked by the shifting from an imperative to a 

substantival participle ה ְשדּודָׁ  who will soon be destroyed” in v. 8a. Moreover, the 1st“ ה 

person pronoun in reference to the Israelite shifts from singular in stanza B back to plural 

in the second strophe of stanza C (נּו  to us” in v. 8c). The psalmist reflects on what his“ לָׁ

enemies have done to his community, not only to himself, echoing stanza A (cf. v. 3a). 

Lastly, as stated in §6.1.1, the second strophe (V) of stanza C begins with a 

tricolon followed by a bicolon, paralleling the first strophe (I) of stanza A which also 

begins with a tricolon followed by a bicolon, reflecting a symmetric structure of the 

psalm. 

6.2 Confirmation  

This section discusses in more detail linguistic and rhetorical features that support 

the unity of each stanza or strophe in order to confirm the segmentation that was 

presented in §6.1. 

6.2.1 Stanza A: vv. 1-4 

זְָׁכרֵַ֗נּוֶַאת־ִצּֽיֹון׃ ינּוְַַַַַַַַַַַַַבְּ֜ ִכ֑ ם־בָׁ בְַנּוַג  ׁש  םַיָָׁ֭ ָׁ֣ לַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַׁשָׁ ֶב֗ ֙רֹות׀ַבָׁ לַנ ה  ֥  ע 

ינּו׃ רֹוֵתֽ ינּוִַכנ  ִל֗ ּ֑הַַַַַַַַַַַַַַתְָּׁ֜ יםְַבתֹוכָׁ ִב֥ ל־ע רָׁ ֽ  ע 

יַר ינּוִַַַַַַַַַדְבֵרי־ִׁשָ֭ ֵא֪לּונּוַׁשֹוֵבֵ֡ םְַׁשֽ ֙ יַׁשָׁ  ִכִּ֤

ירִַצּֽיֹוןַ׃ ַ֗נּוִַמִש֥ ירּוַלְָּׁ֜ הִַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַׁש֥ ֑ ינּוִַׂשְמחָׁ ֵלָׁ֣  ְותֹולָׁ

לַאַ  ֗ ֑הַַַַַַע ְּ֜ ירֶַאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁ יְךַנִָׁׁש֥ ר׃ֵַַַַא֗ ֽ תֵַנכָׁ ֥ ְדמ   

1 

2 

3 
 

4 
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The first stanza is further characterized by the intensive use of the 1st person 

plural pronominal suffix נּו. Altogether there are nine occurrences: ְבנּו ִכינּו we sat” and“ יָׁׁש   בָׁ

“we wept” (v. 1b), נּו ִלינּו ,when we remembered” (v. 1c)“ ְבזְָׁכֵר֗ ינּו we hung up” and“ תָׁ רֹוֵתֽ  ִכנ 

“our harps” (v. 2b), ֵאלּונּו ֵלינּו ,our captors” (v. 3a)“ ׁשֹוֵבינּו they asked us” and“ ְׁשֽ  our“ תֹולָׁ

mockers” (v. 3c), and נּו  ;for us” (v. 3d). All but the last of these refer to the Israelites“ לָׁ

the last refers to their enemies in a direct quote. Such repetition creates a kind of rhyme, 

drawing the reader’s attention to the reality that the suffering was not the psalmist’s alone 

but was felt by the entire exilic community. These pronominal suffixes also contribute to 

the phonological cohesion in this unit. The three prepositions, ל  also ,(vv. 1a, 2a, and 4b) ע 

create a resonant, rhythmic alliteration with each other, further developing the 

phonological cohesion in this unit. The repetition of ל  draws the reader’s attention to the ע 

place where the Israelites were resettled as captives, heightening the sense of 

displacement which is the cause of their grief. 

Moreover, the finite verbs in vv. 1-3 are qatal, except one that occurs within the 

quotation which is an imperative; the qatal forms describe what happened in the past—

how the people of Israel responded to the oppression from their enemies in the land of 

exile. Savran (2000, 48) points out that the use of the imperative in the quotation “acts as 

a turning point in the psalm, moving the focus away from past events to a concern with 

the future.” The change to yiqtol together with the continuation of the 1st person plural in 

v. 4 signals a change of stanza.  

As mentioned in §6.1.1, verses 1-2 form the first strophe of the stanza; they are 

linked by the preposition ל  that occurs at the beginning of both vv. 1 and 2. The action ע 
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of hanging the harps in v. 2b echoes the action of weeping in v. 1b. The Israelites wept 

when they remembered Zion, reliving “again and again the catastrophe of the destruction 

of their land and the holy city throughout the exile” (Ross 2016, 789). Zion had lost its 

beauty and holiness, and thus they would no longer sing the song of Zion after the 

destruction of Zion (See Chapter 4 Background of Ps 137). The action of hanging up the 

harps signifies that “their days of singing had come to an end” because it was 

inappropriate (790),87 giving “a concrete picture of the exiles’ distress and is therefore 

parallel to ‘we wept’” (Bar-Efrat 1997, 6). These two verses form an alternating 

parallelistic construction based on the semantic and phonetic coherence between vv. 1a 

and 2a discussed above, and between vv. 1b and 2b:88 

v. 1a 

 v. 1b 

  v. 1c 

v. 2a 

 v. 2b 

ֶבלַ רֹותַבָׁ לַנ ה   ע 

ִכינַּו  ְבנּוַג ם־בָׁ םַיָׁׁש   ׁשָׁ

 ְבזְָׁכֵרנּוֶַאת־ִצּיֹוַן  

ּהַַ ִביםְַבתֹוכָׁ ל־ע רָׁ  ע 

רֹוֵתינּו  ִלינּוִַכנ   תָׁ

 By the rivers of Babylon, 

 there we sat down, also we wept, 

  when we remembered Zion. 

On the poplars in that region, 

 we hung up our harps 

The outer four cola surround a central colon (v. 1c) introduced by the preposition ְַב 

(followed by an infinitive construct) which functions as a temporal conjunction. Verses 

1ab and 2ab are linked together, giving the cause for weeping and hanging up harps, as 

well as foreshadowing the motif of stanza B. Such a parallelistic construction strengthens 

the unity of this strophe. Moreover, the last word of the second colon (v. 1b), ינּו ִכ֑  we“ בָׁ

 
87 Bar-Efrat (1997, 6) points out that the harp “is often mentioned in contexts of joy” (e.g., Gen 31:27), and 

“its being silenced is considered to be an expression of grief” (e.g., Ezek 26:13). 
88 Savran (2000, 46) has a similar discussion on this construction but from a different perspective. He also 

states that the word תלה “hang up” primarily describes “violent decease, whether death by hanging, or post-

mortem impalement of the head on a stake.” It also has a sense of “temporarily suspended judgement, a 

hanging in the balance.” Therefore, this verb may suggest that the Israelites were in a state of “indefinite 

suspension awaiting a divine verdict.” 
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wept,” and the first word of the following colon (v. 1c), נּו זְָׁכֵר֗  ”,when we remembered“ ְבְּ֜

have similar consonants, b-k-n and b-z-k-r-n, forming a phonic cohesive chain. This 

connection also draws the reader’s attention to the situation of the Israelites: they wept as 

they remembered Zion. 

Verses 3-4 form the second strophe of the stanza. The repetition of the root ׁשיר 

(š-y-r) five times within vv. 3-4 (ִׁשיר “song” in vv. 3b, 3d, and 4a, as well as ׁשיר “sing” in 

vv. 3d and 4a respectively) also contributes to the unity of this strophe, both semantically 

and phonologically. This intensive use of the root ׁשיר draws the reader’s attention to the 

tension that the Israelites confronted: their enemies forced them to sing a song that they 

could not sing in a foreign land. Savran (2000, 47) states that such repetition of the root 

  ”.intrudes harshly upon the mournful mood of vv. 1 f“ ׁשיר

The particle ֵאיְך “how” in v. 4 introduces a rhetorical question that communicates 

the Israelites’ refusal of the request by their enemies in v. 3: they cannot sing the song of 

Yhwh (which should be sung in Zion where Yhwh dwells) in a foreign land. Such a 

refusal was provoked by their enemies’ oppression and mocking, marked by the chiastic 

construction of vv. 3ab and 3cd: 

v. 3a 

 v. 3b 

 v. 3c 

v. 3d 

םְַׁשֵאלּונּו  ִכיַׁשָׁ

 ׁשֹוֵבינּוִַדְבֵרי־ִׁשיַר 

ַה  ֵלינּוִַׂשְמחָׁ  ְותֹולָׁ

נּוִַמִשירִַצּֽיֹוַן  ִׁשירּוַלָׁ

 for there they asked us 

 our captors [asked for] a song 

 our mockers [asked for] joy 

sing for us a song of Zion 

The adverb ם  there” (v. 3a) which points to Babylon semantically corresponds to the“ ׁשָׁ

noun ִצּיֹון “Zion” as they both refer to a location (although “Zion” appears in the name of 

the song), and the verbal clause ְׁשֵאלּונּו “they asked us” corresponds to the verbal clause 

נּו  sing for us.” The first “us” refers to the Israelites, while the second “us” refers to“ ִׁשירּוַלָׁ
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the Babylonians. In the middle of the chiastic structure, יר ינּוִַדְבֵרי־ִׁשָ֭  our captors“ ׁשֹוֵבֵ֡

[asked for] a song” parallels ה ֑ ינּוִַׂשְמחָׁ ֵלָׁ֣  our mockers [asked for] joy.” The second“ ְותֹולָׁ

colon (v. 3c) supplements the first colon (v. 3b) by explaining what kind of song the 

Babylonians asked for: a joyful song (further described as a song of Zion that is 

specifically mentioned in v. 3d).89 As discussed in §5.3 Text-Criticism, ֵלינּו  our“ ְותֹולָׁ

mockers” (v. 3c) and ׁשֹוֵבינּו “our captors” (v. 3b) also complement one another. 

The two parallel cola, vv. 3b and 3c, are bracketed by the quotation frame in v. 3a 

and the quotation in v. 3d. Verses 3a and 3d together already form a complete sentence. 

However, the psalmist first uses a pronominal suffix ּו “they” in the quotation frame to 

hide the identity of the speaker. Then he continues to reveal who these people are in vv. 

3b and 3c through the above-mentioned chiastic construction, giving prominence to the 

oppression of the Israelites by the Babylonians. Savran (2000, 47) says that the word 

ֵלינּו  our captors” “adds a sense of“ ׁשֹוֵבינּו and our mockers” that parallels the word“ ְותֹולָׁ

harshness to that captivity.” He also points out that “the quotation makes it clear that [the 

Israelites] suffer ongoing humiliation at the hands of these captors.” 

6.2.2 Stanza B: vv. 5-6 

יַ׃ חְַיִמיִנֽ ֥ םִַַַַַַַַַַַַַַתְׁשכ  ִ֗ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ ְךְַיֽ ֵח֥ ם־אְֶַׁשכָׁ  ִאֽ

אַאְֶַ֫זְכֵרִַ֥כי ִַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַאם־ל ֪ י׀ְַלחִִַכיַ  ק־ְלׁשֹוִנ֙ ֥  ִתְדב 

יַ׃ ִתֽ אׁשִַׂשְמחַָׁ לַר ָׁ֣ ֗ ִםַַַַַַע ְּ֜ ֑ ל  ַע ֶלהֶַאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ אַא ָ֭  ִאם־ל ָׁ֣

5 

6 

The second stanza is characterized by the intensive use of the 1st person singular 

pronoun, either as a verbal prefix א (for example, ֵחְך ִכי I forget you” in v. 5a, or“ ֶאְׁשכָׁ ְזְכֵר֥  ֶא֫

“I remember you” in v. 6b, or ע ֶלה י  I lift up” in v. 6c), or as a pronominal suffix“ א  ִ  (for 

 
89 Cf. Freedman 1980, 308. 
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example, י  my palate” in“ ֵחִכי my tongue” and“ ְלׁשֹוִני my right hand” in v. 5b, or“ ְיִמיֽנִ

v. 6a, or י ֽתִ  my joy” in v. 6d). Such an arrangement creates a certain kind of rhythm“ ִׂשְמחָׁ

as well as an association that binds these two verses together into a semantically coherent 

unit. The psalm’s focus now shifts in this stanza from the communal to an individual 

perspective, stating that each individual member of the faith community should pledge 

his loyalty to Jerusalem and should not forget the promise of Yhwh.  

The second stanza is the only place that the psalmist mentions body parts: יִָׁמין 

“right hand” in v. 5b, ׁשֹון  ר אׁש palate (roof of mouth)” in v. 6b, and“ ֵחְך tongue” and“ לָׁ

“head” in v. 6d. These draw to the reader’s attention that the loyalty of the psalmist to 

Jerusalem is not only through his head (exalting) but also through his mouth (singing) 

and his right hand (playing). The psalmist applies the figurative language of synecdoche, 

using mouth and right hand which are essential body parts for praising God, to represent 

his whole body. The major duty of a psalmist is composing and singing psalms with 

instrumental accompaniment. Therefore, the mouth and right hand are his major organs 

that allow him to fulfill his duty. If he gives up his loyalty to Jerusalem, his mouth and 

right hand will be cursed, leading to the woe of physical handicap that would prevent him 

from fulfilling his duty.90 Goldingay (2008, 607) states that it is “the greatest curse that a 

musician could utter.” For the psalmist, the remembrance of Jerusalem is far more 

important than his body. This is reinforced by the chiastic structure of vv. 5ab-6ab which 

is a pair of conditionally formulated oaths: 

 
90 Cf. Vos 2005, 268. 
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v. 5a 

 v. 5b 

 v. 6a 

v. 6b 

ִַם לָׁ ֵחְךְַירּוׁשָׁ  ִאם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ

חְַיִמיִנַי   ִתְׁשכ 

ק־ְלׁשֹוִניְַלִחִכַי   ִתְדב 

ְזְכֵרִכי  ִאם־ל אֶַא֫

 if I forget you, O Jerusalem 

 may my right hand forget [how to play] 

 may my tongue stick to my palate 

if I do not remember you 

The if-clause of the first bicolon is fronted following normal Hebrew usage (Conklin 

2011, 2), while the if-clause of the second bicolon is at the end. Correspondingly, the 

hortatory-clause of the first bicolon is at the end, while the hortatory-clause of the second 

bicolon is fronted. This chiastic construction draws the reader’s attention to its core—the 

content of the psalmist’s self-imprecation. 

Such an oath results in physical handicap which leads to the same consequence as 

weeping and hanging the harps on the poplars. The situation in stanza A is that it is 

impossible for the people to sing because they weep as they remember Jerusalem and 

they hang their harps on the poplars because of the mocking oppression. Similarly, the 

situation in stanza B is that it is impossible for the people to sing if they forget Jerusalem 

as their tongues stick to their palates and their right hands forget how to play harps. Thus, 

stanza B echoes stanza A.  

The if-clause in the last bicolon (v. 6cd), ַע ֶלה ִתיאם־ל אַא  לַר אׁשִַׂשְמחָׁ ִםַע  ל  ֶאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ  “If I 

do not exalt Jerusalem above my highest joy,” further dwells on the meaning of 

“remembering” Jerusalem in vv. 5a and 6b: 

v. 5a ִַם לָׁ ֵחְךְַירּוׁשָׁ  if I forget you, O Jerusalem  ִאם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ

v. 6b ֶַאְזְכֵרִכיִאם־ל א  if I do not remember you 

v. 6c ִם ל  ע ֶלהֶַאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ  if I do not exalt Jerusalem  ִאם־ל אַא 

 v. 6d  ִתי לַר אׁשִַׂשְמחָׁ  above my highest joy   ע 

It is notable that vv. 5a, 6b, and 6c are almost syntactically parallel to each other. Each 

begins with a conditional particle ִאם “if,” followed by a yiqtol verb (with or without a 
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preceding negation particle ל א “not”) either suffixed with 2nd person feminine singular 

pronoun or followed by an object. They are also semantically parallel to each other: 

“forget” corresponds to “not remember,” and “Jerusalem” corresponds to “you” (see also 

§6.1.2). The psalmist establishes a pragmatic relationship between the words זכר 

“remember” and עלה “exalt” through this parallelistic construction. Goldingay (2008, 

607) says that it is this “mindfulness” that lifts Jerusalem up, “exalts it over anything else 

in which [the psalmist] may find joy.” Terrien (2003, 866) says that the psalmist’s highest 

joy “will remain with the memory of Jerusalem.” 

The bicolon v. 6cd is an incomplete conditional sentence that consists only of a 

protasis. Most scholars agree that it is common for the apodosis of a conditional sentence 

that expresses some negative consequences to be elided (Conklin 2011, 31). Vos (2005, 

268) says that “it is impossible for the poet to forget Jerusalem, because it is his greatest 

joy.” Simango (2018, 225) says that forgetting Jerusalem (vv. 5a and 6b) “is the same as 

not making Jerusalem the source of one’s joy” (v. 6cd). Under such circumstances, the 

psalmist’s failure to make Jerusalem his highest joy will cause him to be under the same 

curse as his failure to remember Jerusalem. In this context, the negative consequence of 

the protasis v. 6cd is then implied by the previous two cola (vv. 5b and 6a): suffering 

from physical disabilities. It is notable that the first and third bicola (vv. 5ab and 6cd) of 

this stanza have only one body part, while the second bicolon (v. 6ab) of this stanza has 

two. These two body parts belong to the mouth, the major organ for speech and song. 

This heightens the severity of the psalmist’s self-imprecation: may he lose the ability to 
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recite and sing if he does not remember Jerusalem, which is his major professional skills 

as discussed above. 

The third if-clause in this stanza, v. 6cd, also syntactically and phonologically 

parallels v. 4ab: 

v. 4a 
יר־ְיהָוה    ֶאת־ׁשִׂ

(DO) song of Yhwh 

יר  ָנׁשִׂ

we sing 

 ֵאיְך

how 

v. 4b 
 ֵנָכר

foreign place 

 ַאְדַמת

ground of 

 ַעל

on 

 

v. 6c 
ִׂם    ֶאת־ְירּוָׁשַל

(DO) Jerusalem 

 ַאֲעֶלה

I exalt 

ם־לֹא  אִׂ

If not 

v. 6d 
י  ְמָחתִׂ  שִׂ

my joy 

 רֹאׁש

head of 

 ַעל

above 

 

Firstly, the two bicola are well-balanced in the number of words (disregarding the 

maqqef). Each bicolon consists of eight words, with the first colon of each consisting of 

five words and the second colon of each consisting of three words. Each first colon starts 

with the consonant א (ֵאיְך in v. 4a and ִאם־ל א in v. 6c).ַThese are followed by yiqtol verbs 

(imperfective) that begin with an a-vowel and a 1st person pronominal prefix (plural 

prefix ַנ in v. 4a and singular prefix א in v. 6c). Their corresponding direct objects are both 

marked by a direct object marker (ֵאת), which is not common in Hebrew poetry (see 

§6.3.2 below). Finally, each second colon is a prepositional phrase introduced by ל  Both .ע 

following noun phrases are construct chains (ר ֽ תֵַנכָׁ ֥ ְדמ   ground of foreign place” in v. 4b“ א 

with a feminine noun followed by a masculine noun, and י ִתֽ אׁשִַׂשְמחָׁ  head of my joy” in“ ר ָׁ֣
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v. 6d with a masculine noun followed by a feminine noun). Such parallelism between 

vv. 4ab and 6cd binds stanzas A and B together.91 

Besides forming semantic coherence within a poetic paragraph, the body parts 

that occur in strophe III are also phonologically connected. Each member of the 

consonant sequence of ְלׁשֹוִני “my tongue” (l-š-n-y) repeats in one of the other body parts 

in the same position: ל repeats in the first position of the word ְלִחִכי “to my palate” 

(l-ḥ-k-k), ׁש repeats in the second position of the word ר אׁש “head” (r-š),92 and ַנ and י 

repeat in the third and fourth positions of ְיִמיִני “my right hand” (y-m-n-y). This consonant 

repetition binds these four words together, further creating a phonological cohesive force 

for the unity of this stanza. 

The second word of the colon v. 5a ֵחְך  I forget you” and the last word of the“ ֶאְׁשכָׁ

colon v. 6b ֶאְזְכֵרִכי “I remember you” have similar consonant sequences, ’-š-k-ḥ-k 

and ’-z-k-r-k, that also form a phonic cohesive chain, in addition to their semantic 

contrast.  Both begin with a glottal stop (’) followed by a sibilant (š and z respectively), 

then followed by a voiceless velar stop (k) and end with the same voiceless velar stop 

(k).93 Such a connection further heightens the loyalty of the Israelites to Jerusalem: they 

cannot forget their homeland, Jerusalem, even though the city has already fallen. 

 
91 Freedman and Savran have similar discussions on the parallelistic relationship between vv. 4ab and 6cd, 

but from different perspectives. Freedman (1980, 309-11) treats vv. 4-6 as a unit constituting the core of 

this psalm. On top of syntactic parallels, Savran (2000, 53) points out that there is also a semantic 

coherence between these two bicola as v. 6c functions as a response to the question of v. 4. Nevertheless, 

the whole of stanza B (that is, vv. 5-6) establishes the foundation or reason for the rhetorical question (v. 4) 

which is a conclusion of the response of the Israelites (v. 2) to the mockery from their enemies (v. 3). 
92 The א is usually assumed to be silent based on Masoretic vowels. 
93 For a detail discussion of the phonetics of Hebrew consonants and vowels, refer to Blau 2010, 63-9. 
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Lastly, all the verbs in this unit are yiqtol (two of which are jussive, ח  may it“ ִתְׁשכ 

forget” in v. 5b and ק  may it stick” in v. 6a) which also bind the three bicola together“ ִתְדב 

as a single cohesive unit, expressing the psalmist’s continuous commitment to Jerusalem 

as well as Yhwh. This unit is closed by a verbless prepositional clause. Unlike a verbal 

clause that focuses on an action or event, a verbless clause focuses on a stative notion of 

“existence or equation” (Miller-Naudé 1999, 11). Here the final verbless clause calls the 

reader’s attention to the ultimate position of Jerusalem in the life of the psalmist: above 

his highest joy (literally “above the head of [his] joy”), marking the theme of this stanza 

as well as the entire psalm. 

6.2.3 Stanza C: vv. 7-9 

ִַַם ֥ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ֫ ַֹוםְַיֽ ַיִּ֤ ֗דֹוםֵַַַַַַאת  יַא  ה׀ִַלְבֵנֵ֬ רְַיהוָׁ֙  ְזכ ִּ֤

ּהַ׃ ֽ ְי֥סֹודַבָׁ דַה  ֗ רּוַַַַַַַַַַע ְּ֜ ֑ רּו׀ַעָׁ ִּ֤ ְמִריםַעָׁ א ָׁ֣  הָָׁ֭

נּו׃ ֽ ְלְתַלָׁ ֥ מ  ְךַׁשֶַגָׁ מּוֵל֗ ְךֶַַַַַַאת־ְגְּ֜ ֑ ֶלם־לָׁ יַַׁשֶַיְַׁשַ  ְׁשֵר֥ הַַַַַַַַַַא  ֥ ְש֫דּודָׁ לַה  ֶב֗ ת־בָׁ  ב 

ע׃ ל  ֽ סָׁ ִיְךֶַאל־ה  ל ֗ לָׁ ת־ע ְּ֜ ץֶַאֽ זְַַַַַַַַַַַַַַַוִנֵפֵ֬ י׀ַׁשֶַּי אֵחֵ֓ ְׁשֵרִּ֤  א 

7 

 

8 

9 

There are four words in v. 7 that end with the consonant דֹום :ם  ,Edom” in v. 7a“ א 

ִם day” and“ יֹום ל  ְמִרים Jerusalem” in v. 7b, and“ ְירּוׁשָׁ א ָׁ֣  who said” in v. 7c. This repetition“ הָָׁ֭

of the word-final m-consonant across three consecutive cola in v. 7 further supports the 

idea that the verse forms a single cohesive unit in addition to those criteria that are 

discussed in §6.1.3. Moreover, such repetition draws the reader’s attention to the inter-

textual connection between these four words, heightening the role of Edom in the fall of 

Jerusalem during the day of its destruction. 

The third stanza is the only place that the psalmist uses kinship terms: ֵבן “son” in 

v. 7a, ת ל daughter” in v. 8a, and“ ב   child” in v. 9b. These kindship terms further“ עֹולָׁ

support the unity of this stanza. They are used in reference to Edom and Babylon when 
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the psalmist talks about the destiny of Edom and Babylon due to their cruelties to Israel. 

The word ת  daughter” metaphorically describes the nation Babylon semantically“ ב 

echoing the word ֵבן “son” which refers to the people of Edom. The phrases דֹום  to“ ִלְבֵניַא 

sons of Edom” in v. 7a and ֶבל ת־בָׁ  daughter of Babylon” in v. 8a are thus parallel to“ ב 

each other, joining strophes IV and V to form stanza C. The psalmist pleads with Yhwh 

to remember and act on what the people of Edom did on the day of Jerusalem in v. 7. 

Although there is no plea about the daughter of Babylon, the psalmist then describes her 

as ה ְשדּודָׁ  who will soon be destroyed” as the psalmist believes that Yhwh will punish“ ה 

her as promised (Goldingay 2008, 608-9; see also §6.3.7). The last kinship term in v. 9b, 

ל  child,” describes the situation of how Babylon is going to be punished through a“ עֹולָׁ

hyperbolic expression: ַעְוִנֵפץ ל  סָׁ ִיְךֶַאל־ה  ל  לָׁ ֶאת־ע   “and smashes your infants against the rock.” 

The psalmist seeks Yhwh’s divine justice, repaying Babylon for what she did to Israel 

(see also §6.3.7; cf. Simango 2018, 238). 

The two substantival participles, ְמִרים א  ה those who said” (v. 7c) and“ הָׁ ְשדּודָׁ  who“ ה 

will soon be destroyed” (v. 8a), also bind strophes IV and V together into a cohesive 

stanza. Moreover, the word ֶסל ע “rock” (v. 9b) is also the name of a city in Edom (cf. 

2 Kgs 14:7 and 2 Chr 25:12), creating a wordplay as well as pointing back to the proper 

noun דֹום  Edom” (v. 7a; cf. Dahood 1970, 273-4). Such paronomasia calls the reader’s“ א 

attention to the fact that not only Babylon but also Edom would suffer from Yhwh’s 

punishment. Berlin (2005, 70) says that “the rock-fortress protecting Edom will be the 

instrument for Edom’s own punishment.” Bar-Efrat (1997, 9) points out that the two 

words נפץ “smash” and ֶסל ע “rock” occur together nowhere else in the Bible. Therefore, 
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the mention of where or how the smashing is carried out might have additional 

significance besides intensifying the horror of the act. He says that here the rock “may 

signify that the blood is visible to all” which “is the sense in Ezek 24:7-8.” Bar-Efrat (10) 

continues by stating that “[i]t is more probable, however, that the rock serves to indicate 

dry, infertile land, as in Ezek 26:4, 14,” functioning “as an antithesis to the waters at the 

beginning.” Thus, the word ֶסל ע “rock” in v. 9b echoes both the name דֹום  Edom” in“ א 

v. 7a and the word רֹות   .rivers” in v. 1a“ נ ה 

The interjection ְׁשֵרי  blessed” that occurs at the beginning of vv. 8bc and 9ab“ א 

associates them together, describing how Babylon would soon be destroyed as stated in 

v. 8a, and thus binding v. 8 (which is a tricolon) with v. 9 (which is a bicolon) to form 

strophe V. This is further heightened by the following alternating parallelistic 

construction that parallels the one in strophe I: 

v. 8a 

 v. 8b 

  v. 8c 

 v. 9a 

  v. 9b 

ַה ְשדּודָׁ ֶבלַה  ת־בָׁ  ב 

ְַךַ ֶלם־לָׁ ְׁשֵריֶַׁשְיׁש   א 

נַּוַַ ְלְתַלָׁ מ   ֶאת־ְגמּוֵלְךֶַׁשגָׁ

זְַוִנֵפץַַַ ְׁשֵריֶַׁשּי אֵחֵ֓  א 

עַַַַ ל  סָׁ ִיְךֶַאל־ה  ל  לָׁ ת־ע   ֶאֽ

O daughter of Babylon, who will soon be destroyed! 

 Blessed [is the one] who repays you  

  [for] the way you dealt with us! 

 Blessed [is the one] who seizes and smashes 

  your infants against the rock! 

This unit is opened by a colon that begins with a vocative followed by a passive participle 

prefixed with the definite article  ַה. The two interjections ְׁשֵרי  blessed” are each“ א 

immediately followed by a verbal phrase composed of a yiqtol verb prefixed with the 

particle  ַׁש “who/that,” ֶלם־לְָׁך  ”,who seizes“ ֶׁשּי אֵחז who repays you” (v. 8b) and“ ֶׁשְיׁש 

conjoined with the following weqatal verb ְוִנֵפץ “and he smashes” (v. 9a). Moreover, both 

direct objects of these verbal phrases are masculine nouns marked by the direct object 

marker ֵאת (which is rare in Hebrew poetry) and end with 2nd person feminine singular 
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pronominal suffix, ֶאת־ְגמּוֵלְך “(DO) your dealings” (v. 8c) and ִיְך ל  לָׁ  your (DO)“ ֶאת־ע 

children” (v. 9b). In addition, both bicola end with a prepositional clause, נּו  ”to us“ לָׁ

(v. 8c) and ל ע סָׁ  to the rock” (v. 9b). It is also notable that both interjectional clauses“ ֶאל־ה 

(vv. 8bc and 9ab) have the same number of words (seven words, disregarding maqqef). 

Therefore, there is a semantically coherent and phonologically cohesive force between 

vv. 8bc and 9ab, which together with v. 8a form a strophic unit indicating the hope of the 

psalmist for the future divine justice. 

It is worth noting that in the second part of the first blessing (v. 8c), the psalmist 

uses two consecutive words with similar consonant sequences: ְגמּוֵלְך “your dealing” 

(g-m-l-k) and ְְַלת מ   which you dealt” (š-gg-m-lt). The first one is a noun and the second“ ֶׁשגָׁ

one is a verb (prefixed by a relative pronoun), both derived from the same Hebrew root 

 This construction calls the reader’s attention to the reason for Babylon’s .גמל

destruction—what she has done to Jerusalem. Babylon destroyed Jerusalem, which is the 

center of worshipping Yhwh. Therefore, the psalmist pleads with Yhwh “to uphold his 

honor and that of his covenant people by exercising penal justice in vengeance upon the 

wicked,” that is, Babylon (Wendland 2013, 131).94 

Lastly, these two blessings in vv. 8bc-9ab parallel the two curses in vv. 5ab-6ab, 

as both are related to the remembrance of Jerusalem. Curses can be avoided if the 

psalmist and his community remember Jerusalem. Similarly, blessings can be achieved if 

Yhwh remembers Jerusalem (because He remembers what the Edomites did to Jerusalem 

and will bring justice). The word ְׁשֵרי  blessed” in vv. 8b and 9a also contrasts with the“ א 

 
94 See also Simango 2018, 227-8; and Vos 2005, 270. 
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word בכה “wept” in v. 1b.95 Therefore, the mood of the psalm turns from negative in 

stanza A to positive in stanza C. 

6.3 Distinction  

This section looks at the psalm from a broader view, examining distinctive artistic 

or rhetorical devices that mark any communicative functions. Any connection or 

progression among key terms, as well as any central motivating forces across poetic 

paragraphs or larger units are also identified. 

6.3.1 Imagery 

At the beginning of the psalm, the psalmist presents a beautiful, tranquil image of 

rivers (v. 1a) with many poplars (v. 2a). Usually, “rivers and trees are sources of delight” 

(Ross 2016, 789), as in Ps 23:2. Readers may imagine that those who stay in such a 

peaceful environment will find relaxation and happiness. There may also be laughing and 

singing. However, the psalmist tells us that the people who stay by the rivers are weeping 

not laughing (v. 1b) and hanging their harps on poplars not singing (v. 2b). Such a 

reversal of expectations leads the reader to deeply experience the grief of the Israelites. 

Although life in Babylonia might be comfortable, they did not enjoy the peaceful 

environment since they did not belong to this foreign land. Their minds were fully 

consumed by memories of the catastrophic destruction of their Temple and city (v. 1c). 

They were further tormented by being requested to joyfully sing the song of Zion for 

 
ְׁשֵרי 95 ְׁשֵרי“ .which has the sense of happiness (HALOT, s.v ֶאֶׁשר blessed” relates to the noun“ א   .(”א 
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their enemies (v. 3). Thus, this opening scene sets off their painful emotion at the 

beginning of the psalm. 

At the end of the psalm, the psalmist presents a dreadful and violent image of 

destruction (v. 7cd). The phrase ּה ְיסֹודַבָׁ דַה  רּוַע  רּוַעָׁ  demolish, demolish, down to its“ עָׁ

foundation” was first used to present the situation of Jerusalem when it was destroyed by 

Babylon. A similar scene was described in Lam 4, in which the destruction of Jerusalem 

(through Babylon) was due to God’s wrath. The fall of Jerusalem was at least partly due 

to a fire burning it down (cf. 2 Kgs 25:8-10). In the Old Testament, fire is figuratively 

used of Yhwh’s wrath and destruction (Deut 9:3; Isa 5:24-25; Ps 89:46). The word ְיסֹוד 

“foundation,” which occurs only here in the Book of Psalms, also occurs only once in the 

Book of Lamentations: 

Lam 4:11 

ַ׃ יהָׁ ֶתֽ לְַיסֹודַ  אכ  ת ַ֖ ׁשְַבִצּ֔יֹוןַו  ּי ֶצת־ֵאָׁ֣ ֑פֹוַו  ֹוןַא  רָׁ֣ ְךַח  ַ֖ פ  ֔תֹוַׁשָׁ מָׁ ֙הֶַאת־ח  הְַיהוָׁ ִּ֤  כלָׁ

The LORD gave full vent to his wrath; he poured out his hot anger, and he kindled 

a fire in Zion that consumed its foundations. (ESV) 

In addition, the word ערה “lay bare” that occurs twice in Ps 137 also occurs once in 

Lamentations: 

Lam 4:21 

יַ׃ ִרֽ יַוְִַתתְַעָׁ ר־֔כֹוסִַתְׁשְכִרַ֖ ע בָׁ ִיְ֙ךַת  ל ַ֙ ֶרץַ֑עּוץַג ם־עָׁ ֶבת[ְַבֶאָׁ֣ ְבִתי(ַ]יֹוֶׁשַ֖ ֔דֹוםַ)יֹוׁש  ת־א   ִׂשיִׂשיְַוִׂשְמִח֙יַב 

Rejoice and be glad, O daughter of Edom, you who dwell in the land of Uz; but 

to you also the cup shall pass; you shall become drunk and strip yourself bare. 

(ESV) 

This time, the scene does not refer to the situation of Jerusalem but the destiny of Edom. 

The word ֹוסכ  “cup” here speaks of “a cup of punishment” which represents an image of 

God’s anger. This cup would be passed to Edom (by God), making her drunk and laid 

bare. Edom would end up in the same shameful situation as Jerusalem (Salters 2014, 
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335-6). Thus, the phrase ּה ֽ ְיסֹודַבָׁ דַה  רּוַע  רּוַעָׁ  ”demolish, demolish, down to its foundation“ עָׁ

constructs an echo between Ps 137 and Lam 4. 

This destructive image is carried forward to Jerusalem’s other enemy Babylon. 

The psalmist then pleads with Yhwh for divine justice (v. 8bc): Babylon should 

experience the same degree of destruction as Jerusalem suffered. The destiny of Babylon 

is further described by the hyperbolic expression in v. 9ab: her children would be 

smashed against the rock. This terrible image contrasts with the delightful description of 

Babylonia at the beginning of the psalm, heightening a turning point in the situation of 

Babylon. Through Yhwh’s punishment, Babylon would change from a happy land to a 

miserable land. Instead of the song of joy that the Babylonians asked for from the 

Israelites, they were given the song of destruction by Yhwh (Berlin 2005, 69). However, 

Israel would turn from a miserable community to a happy community. Instead of the song 

of grief, Yhwh gave them the song of victory. 

6.3.2 Prosaic Particles 

According to Freedman (1980, 2-3), prosaic elements (including ֵאת direct object 

marker, ֶׁשר  .definite article) are often rare in Hebrew poetry הַ  relative pronoun, and א 

However, throughout this psalm, there are six occurrences of the direct object marker ֵאת: 

֑ה ,Zion” (v. 1c) (DO)“ ֶאת־ִצּֽיֹון ִם ,the song of Yhwh” (v. 4a) (DO)“ ֶאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁ ֑ ל   (DO)“ ֶאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ

Jerusalem” (v. 6c), ִם לָׁ ְך ,the day of Jerusalem” (v. 7b) (DO)“ ֵאת יֹוםְַירּוׁשָׁ מּוֵל֗  your (DO)“ ֶאת־ְגְּ֝

dealing” (v. 8c), and ִיְך ל ֗ לָׁ ת־ע ְּ֝  your children” (v. 9b).96 The first four object markers (DO)“ ֶאֽ

 
96 In the MT of this passage, five direct object markers אֵַת join to the following direct object with a maqqef, 

and the remaining one occurs as an independent particle. 
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point to Jerusalem (or its day), and the last two to the enemies of Jerusalem (Babylon). 

On the other hand, this marker is not used for other objects like רֹוֵתינּו   ”.our harps“ ִכנ 

The use of prosaic particles in this psalm create a kind of rhyme, drawing the 

reader’s attention to the nouns it marks, which are associated with the two opposite 

forces: the Israelites and their enemies, foregrounding a contrast within the passage.97 

The nominal clause, ִם לָׁ  the day of Jerusalem,” indicates the time when the two“ יֹוםְַירּוׁשָׁ

opposite parties (Israel and Babylon) were in conflict. In this context, the day of 

Jerusalem refers to the day of the destruction of Jerusalem due to punishment by God 

(Ezek 24:1-2).98 The psalmist does not use the word “destruction” which might revive his 

painful memory of the suffering of his community. Instead, he refers to the time when 

this happened. The object marker in vv. 1c and 4a helps to identify the opening and 

closing boundaries of the first stanza. Similarly, the object marker in v. 6c helps to 

identify the closing boundary of the second stanza; and the object marker in vv. 7b and 

9b also helps to identify the opening and closing boundaries of the third stanza. 

There are four occurrences of the definite article  ַה, all in stanza C. Two of them 

attached to substantive participles: ְמִרים א  ה who said” (v. 7c) and“ הָׁ ְשדּודָׁ  who will soon“ ה 

be destroyed” (v. 8a). These two substantives refer to the enemies of the Israelites: the 

Edomites and the Babylonians. The other two definite articles attach to nouns: ְיסֹוד  the“ ה 

foundation” (v. 7d) and ל ע סָׁ  is also the ֶסל ע ,the rock” (v. 9b). As mentioned in §6.2.3“ ה 

 
97 Such a high incidence of prosaic particles in poetry might also point to a later date of composition 

(Freedman 1980, 3). This is coincident with the point of view that Ps 137 was written later in the exile or 

post-exile period. 
98 See also Goldingay 2008, 607. Vos (2005, 269) states that “[t]he ‘day of Jerusalem’ is a stock expression 

(cf. Jeremiah 32:28) used to indicate the destruction and laying waste of Jerusalem” that “refers to the 

events of 587 BCE.” 
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name of the capital city of Edom. A capital may be conceptualized as the foundation 

supporting a country, like the foundation rock supporting the Temple and its city. The 

word “foundation” then not only refers to a physical base but also refers to the social, 

cultural, political, and spiritual reinforcement that the capital of a country represents (cf. 

Ross 2016, 792). Therefore, these two nouns are syntactically linked, forming an ironic 

connection: Edom ridiculed the destruction of Jerusalem, but she would soon be 

destroyed herself (see also the discussion about the content of Lam 4 in §6.3.1). Although 

the imprecation was only imposed upon Babylon (vv. 8-9), the same punishment would 

also be brought against Edom even though she did not actively participate in the 

destruction of Jerusalem. 

6.3.3 Key Words 

This section discusses selected lexical items that are repeated across the entire 

psalm, focusing on their significance with respect to the context or theme of the psalm. 

 ”forget“ ׁשכח remember” and“ זכר 6.3.3.1

The verb זכר “remember” is one of the key words across the entire psalm. In this 

context, it does not refer to recalling something that is forgotten. As Goldingay (2008, 

603) explains, it “implies not just an accidental remembering but a deliberate focusing of 

attention and thought, a focused mindfulness on the part of a community gathered for 

recollection.” Ross (2016, 791) states that this word זכר “remember” carries the sense of 

taking an action. Remembering refers to “acting on what is remembered,” and thus 

forgetting refers to “a decision not to act.”  
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There are three occurrences in this psalm, one in each stanza: v. 1c in stanza A, 

v. 6b in stanza B, and v. 7a in stanza C. This even distribution produces a semantic 

coherence among the three stanzas. Remembering Zion in the first stanza points to the 

Israelites’ suffering in Babylon. Remembering Jerusalem in the second stanza points to 

their faithfulness to Jerusalem. Remembering the enemies in the third stanza points to 

their pleading. The target of the first two occurrences of the term “remember” is the holy 

city Zion or Jerusalem, while the target of the last “remember” is the wickedness of their 

enemies. 

The third “remember,” however, has a twofold meaning. As stated in the Book of 

Obadiah, on the day of the destruction of Jerusalem by Babylon, Edom stood aloof while 

Babylon attacked Jerusalem and captured the people of Israel (Obad 11). Edom was 

accused of doing nothing to rescue Jerusalem when she was in great disaster. While the 

Babylonians were destroying Jerusalem, the Edomites even stood by as agitators, uttering 

inciting speech: “Demolish, demolish, down to its foundation!” Edom did not remember 

his brother Israel. The psalmist pleads with Yhwh to remember the wicked deed of the 

people of Edom on the day of Jerusalem, indeed he pleads with Yhwh to remember 

Jerusalem. Therefore, we can say that all three occurrences of “remember” focus on 

Jerusalem. Such coherence strongly marks the theme of the entire psalm. The first picture 

of “remember” in stanza A brings grief to the Israelites, the second in stanza B brings 

them strength, and the third in stanza C brings hope. 

It is notable that the psalmist employs figurative language (litotes) to heighten his 

solemn oath (or self-curse) by using the contrastive word pair—forget and remember. In 
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v.6b, he uses ִאם־ל אֶַאְזְכֵרִכי “if I do not remember you” to express the idea of “if I forget 

you.” The psalmist uses a negative formulation ִאם־ל א to express a positive oath (Conklin 

2011, 31), affirming his loyalty to Jerusalem: “I will remember you.” On the one hand, 

this semantically parallels the conditional clause ֵחְך  if I forget you” (v. 5a), and“ ִאם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ

on the other hand, this echoes the clause ְבזְָׁכֵרנּוֶַאת־ִצּיֹון “when we remembered Zion” 

(v. 1c). Likewise, the psalmist also uses a positive formulation ִאם in the phrase ֵחְך  ִאם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ

“if I forget you” to express a negative oath (Conklin 2011, 31), further affirming his 

loyalty to Jerusalem: “I will not forget you.”99 The psalmist uses yet another litotes 

construction in the following colon (v. 6c), ִם ל  ע ֶלה ֶאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ  if I do not exalt“ ִאם־ל אַא 

Jerusalem” (that is, “I will exalt Jerusalem”), producing a semantic coherence as well. In 

this sense, the psalmist uses the element of “mindfulness” to start off each stanza. 

ִם Zion” and“ ִצּיֹון 6.3.3.2 ל   ”Jerusalem“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

The key ideas of a poem will often be repeated throughout the poem. Mindfulness 

is one key idea of Ps 137 as the word זכר “remember” (or its contrastive word ׁשכח 

“forget”) is repeated in all three stanzas (see §6.3.3.1). The name of the holy city, ִצּיֹון 

“Zion” or ִם ל   Jerusalem,” is another key idea of the psalm as it is also repeated in all“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

three stanzas. Altogether it occurs five times: twice in stanza A as ִצּיֹון “Zion” (vv. 1c and 

3d as epiphora), twice again in stanza B as ִם ל   Jerusalem” (vv. 5a and 6c as epiphora“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

echoing the previous pair in stanza A), and once in stanza C as ִם ל   ”Jerusalem“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

(v. 7b). There are no other ideas or words repeated as often or as widely as זכר 

 
99 Savran (2000, 51) points out that the psalmist decided to have the verb ׁשכח “forget” precede זכר 

“remember” and to use a more negative formulation because of matching “the series of negative actions 

throughout the poem—mourning, destruction, mockery, and revenge.” 
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“remember”/ׁשכח “forget” and ִצּיֹון “Zion”/ִם ל   .Jerusalem” throughout the psalm“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

Moreover, these two key word pairs are always used together (vv. 1, 5, 6, and 7). 

Therefore, it can be concluded that remembering (or not forgetting) Zion (or Jerusalem) 

is the key or central motivating force for the psalm. 

There are other words that develop further levels of semantic coherence and 

phonic cohesion with the proper noun ִם ל  ה Jerusalem.” The first is the noun“ ְירּוׁשָׁ  ִׂשְמחָׁ

“joy” that occurs together with ִם ל   Jerusalem” in the bicolon v. 6cd, repeating the“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

same word that occurs at the end of v. 3c. The first occurrence refers to the joy of the 

Babylonians when oppressing the Israelites, while the second occurrence refers to the joy 

of the Israelites when exalting Jerusalem. This contrastive coherence further heightens 

the loyalty of the Israelites to the holy city Jerusalem where their God Yhwh dwells, even 

when they were under oppression. 

The association of ה ִם Zion” in stanza A (v. 3cd) shifts to“ ִצּיֹון joy” to“ ִׂשְמחָׁ ל   ְירּוׁשָׁ

“Jerusalem” in stanza B (v. 6cd), probably for the sake of assonance. The word ה  ִׂשְמחָׁ

“joy” has the consonant sequence ś-m-ḥ-h, while the word ִם ל   Jerusalem” has the“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

consonant sequence y-r-š-l-m. Since ś and š are both voiceless sibilants,100 these words 

share a similar consonant sequence: ś-m and š-l-m, forming a phonic cohesion, thus 

heightening the connection between the psalmist’s joy and his remembering Jerusalem.  

The second word is the verb ׁשלם “repay” (v. 8b), which has the same consonant 

sequence š-l-m as the noun לֹום ִם peace” and the proper noun“ ׁשָׁ ל   Jerusalem.” In“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

addition, when the verb ׁשלם “repay” is prefixed with a relative pronoun ֶַׁש “who” (ֶלם  ֶׁשְיׁש 

 
100 In the acrostic poems, the Hebrew poets typically treat the two sounds, ׁש (š) and ׂש (ś), interchangeably. 
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“who repays you” in v. 8b), its consonants š-y-š-ll-m are strongly phonologically 

cohesive with the word ִם ל   Jerusalem” (y-r-š-l-m). This provides another connection“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

between the word ׁשלם “repay” and ִם ל   Jerusalem.” Perhaps the poet intended these“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

phonological similarities to indicate that “peace” will be with “Jerusalem” when someone 

“repays” Babylon for what she had done to “Jerusalem.” Thus, the wordplay between 

ִם repay” (v. 8a) and“ ׁשלם ל   ,Jerusalem” (vv. 5a, 6c, and 7b) links vv. 5 to 8“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

connecting the second and third stanzas.101 

To summarize, the proper noun ִם ל   Jerusalem,” which occurs most often in“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

the central stanza B, seems to point back to ה ֶלם joy” in stanza A and forward to“ ִׂשְמחָׁ  ֶׁשְיׁש 

“who repays you” in stanza C. These connections further develop the motivating force 

through the key word ִַ ל  םְירּוׁשָׁ  “Jerusalem” across the entire psalm. The psalmist realizes 

that if he continues to focus his anger against Babylon, he will lose his joy. Unless he 

reconnects himself back to Jerusalem and put his anger in God’s hand repaying what 

Babylon had done to Jerusalem, he could not have real joy. 

ֶבל 6.3.3.3  ”Yhwh“ יהוה Babylon” and“ בָׁ

Another two proper nouns that bracket the entire psalm are ֶבל  Babylon” (vv. 1a“ בָׁ

and 8a), and יהוה “Yhwh” (vv. 4a and 7a). These two proper nouns only appear in the first 

and third stanzas, not in the second. They represent two opposite authorities for the 

Israelites. Their distribution over the psalm correlates with the emotions communicated in 

the psalm. In the first stanza, the figure of Babylon seems to be the victor and the figure 

of Yhwh seems to be hidden (merely appearing in the name of a song, ֶאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁה “the 

 
101 Cf. Bar-Efrat 1997, 9; Savran 2000, 56-57. 
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song of Yhwh”), setting off the deep grief of the Israelites that came from the oppression 

of the Babylonians and the absence of Yhwh. However, in the second stanza there is a 

shift in the mood as the psalmist vows not to forget Jerusalem. In the third stanza, the 

figure of Babylon seems to be the loser and the figure of Yhwh is given a prominent 

position (as a just judge to whom the Israelites cried out), setting off the great joy that 

comes from the retribution of Babylon (see also the discussion in §6.3.3.2). In the hope of 

the psalmist (as well as the people of Israel) for divine justice, Yhwh will soon come to 

punish Babylon. Babylon will experience the sorrow that she has previously inflicted on 

Israel. 

The status of Babylon and Jerusalem in the Israelites’ hearts is contrastive. This is 

signaled first in stanza A. The psalmist uses two similar prepositional clauses which 

begin with the locative particle ל ל ,ע  רֹותַע  ֶבלַנ ה  בָׁ  “by the river of Babylon” (v. 1a) and 

ל תַע  ְדמ  רַא  ֵנכָׁ  “on the ground of foreign place” (v. 4b), to create a physical space, Babylon, 

where the Israelites physically stayed at the time of exile. However, the psalmist also uses 

anotherַtemporal clause which begins with the conjunction ְַב followed by an infinitive 

construct, ֶאת־ִצּיֹוןְַבזְָׁכֵרנּו  “when we remember Zion” (v. 1c), to create a mental space, 

Jerusalem, where they mentally stayed at the time of exile. This creates a parallelistic 

inverted structure across the first stanza, drawing the reader’s attention to its central part 

that indicates the prominent status of Jerusalem in the life of the Israelites: 

v. 1a 

 v. 1c 

v. 4b 

ֶבל רֹותַבָׁ לַנ ה   ע 

 ְבזְָׁכֵרנּוֶַאת־ִצּיֹוַןַ

ל תַע  ְדמ  רַא  ֵַנכָׁ

 By the rivers of Babylon 

 when we remembered Zion 

on the ground of foreign place 
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Even when the Israelites stayed in Babylon, they still remembered Jerusalem. As Savran 

(2000, 45) says, “Babylon and Zion represent the geographical poles of the psalmist’s 

lament: he is physically in Babylon, but emotionally he is bound up with Zion.” 

The contradictory status of Babylon and Jerusalem is also exhibited by the 

chiastic construction that appears within v. 1:102 

v. 1a 

 v. 1b-i 

 v. 1b-ii 

v. 1c 

לַ ֶבלע  רֹותַבָׁ  נ ה 

ְבנַּוַ םַיָׁׁש  ַׁשָׁ

ִכינּוַ  ג ם־בָׁ

 ְבזְָׁכֵרנּוֶַאת־ִצּיֹוןַ׃

 By the rivers of Babylon 

 there we sat down  

 also we wept 

when we remembered Zion 

Verses 1a and 1c are parallel to each other syntactically, as both are introduced by a 

preposition (ל  respectively) and end with a proper noun. Babylon and Jerusalem בְַ and ע 

contrast with each other, as Babylon is the foreign land and Jerusalem is the homeland. 

The first and second parts of v. 1b (vv. 1b-i and 1b-ii respectively) are also parallel to 

each other phonologically and syntactically, as both are introduced by an adverb (ם  ׁשָׁ

“there” and ג ם “also” respectively) and end with the same sound sequence (a-m) followed 

by a 1st person plural qatal verb. The pair ְבנּו םַיָׁׁש  ִכינּו there we sat down” and“ ׁשָׁ  also“ ג ם־בָׁ

we wept” further heightens their loyalty to Jerusalem, which is the motif of stanza B. It 

can be imagined they sat by the rivers of the foreign land, Babylon, but faced Jerusalem 

and wept as they remembered their homeland. The prominent status of Jerusalem in the 

life of the Israelites is further heightened in stanza B where Babylon is not mentioned. 

When the psalmist stayed in Babylon, he always remembered Jerusalem. After he 

returned to Jerusalem, he took an oath that he would not forget Jerusalem. 

 
102 Cf. Bar-Efrat 1997, 5. Bar-Efrat has a different interpretation on the adverb ג ם. 
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In addition, the psalmist uses different non-pronominal expressions for referring 

to Babylon: the proper name ֶבל ם Babylon” (vv. 1a and 8a), an adverb“ בָׁ  there” (vv. 1b“ ׁשָׁ

and 3a), and a nominal phrase ֵַרנ כָׁ ת  ְדמ   ground of foreign place” (v. 4b). However, the“ א 

psalmist mostly uses proper names for referring to Jerusalem: ִצּיֹון “Zion” (vv. 1c and 3d) 

or ִם ל   Jerusalem” (vv. 5a, 6c, and 7b). Place names are “an important part of [the]“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

geographical and cultural environment” of those people who live in a place. They identify 

“geographical entities of different kinds” and represent “irreplaceable cultural values of 

vital significance to people’s sense of well-being and feeling at home.” Therefore, place 

names are of “major social importance,” an “essential linguistic tool that most people use 

many times a day,” and one of their functions is emotive (Helleland 2002, 2). On this 

understanding, referring to Jerusalem by its place name within the psalm indicates that 

Jerusalem occupies an important and non-interchangeable status in the psalmist’s life, 

unlike Babylon, which can be referred to by many different phrases. 

The role of Yhwh as described in this psalm seems to be passive. Even though 

Yhwh has been given a prominent position in the third stanza, He says and does nothing. 

The retribution of their enemies is called for by the psalmist but not by Yhwh. However, 

such a call is based on the promise that Yhwh has made through the prophet Jeremiah 

that He would punish Babylon and make its land an everlasting waste after seventy years 

of exile (Jer 25: 12). Therefore, Yhwh is still the one who takes charge of history, and his 

active role was already evoked by the “song of Yhwh” in the first stanza. As mentioned 

in §6.2, the song of Yhwh (which parallels to the song of Zion) is about His presence 

among His people through His love and protection. This can be seen from His work 
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during the pre-exilic history of Israel. Although the exilic experience seems to overthrow 

their belief that Yhwh is with them, this does not deny the active role of Yhwh in their 

history. 

6.3.4 Phonological Connections 

The psalms are composed to be sung or recited. Therefore, sound is an important 

element of a poetic text. Since poets use different sound devices to convey or reinforce 

the meaning of poetry, it is worthwhile to understand how the psalmist used sound 

devices, especially the repetition of sounds in Ps 137. This section does not aim at 

handling the full inventory of sounds but focuses on a sample of selected ones. These 

include the occurrence of the same sound (consonant or vowel) at the beginning or at the 

end of words, words with similar sound patterns, and rare occurrence of certain sounds 

within this psalm. 

In some instances, there is a kind of phonic connection across several key strophe 

boundaries. For example, both the last word of strophe I, רֹוֵתינּו  our harps,” and the first“ ִכנ 

word of strophe II, ִכי “for,” begin with a consonant כ followed by an i-vowel. These are 

the only two words in the psalm that begin with the sound ki/kî, possibly intended to 

provide local phonological cohesion across the strophe boundary that binds these two 

strophes together into a single stanza (A).  

Similarly, the last word of strophe IV, ּה  ,in it,” and the first word of strophe V“ בָׁ

ת  followed by an a-vowel, also possibly forming a ב daughter,” begin with a consonant“ ב 

local phonological link intended to bind these two strophes together into a single stanza 

(C), similar to the link between strophes I and II. These two pairs of strophes that are 
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bound together in this way have similar poetic line structure. The first pair consists of a 

strophe (I), which is composed of a tricolon and a bicolon, followed by another strophe 

(II), which is composed solely of bicola. Whereas the second pair consists of a strophe 

(IV), which is composed solely of bicola, followed by another strophe (V), which is 

composed of a tricolon and a bicolon. Such phonic connections across strophe boundaries 

contribute further to the symmetric structure of the entire psalm, with stanza A 

structurally paralleling stanza C, forming a concentric structure, drawing the reader’s 

attention to the core of the psalm, stanza B. The significance of this concentric structure 

is discussed in §7.3 Formation of Ps 137. 

The distribution of ס, one of the less common letters in Hebrew, may also help to 

link strophes IV and V together. The consonant ס only appears in two words in Ps 137: 

ְיסֹוד ל ע the foundation” (v. 7d) and“ ה  סָׁ  the rock” (v. 9b), which is also the name of the“ ה 

capital city of Edom (see also §6.2.3). These two words are syntactically linked, preceded 

with a definite article  ַה, which is relatively rare in Hebrew poetry (see §6.3.2). Under this 

construction, they have somewhat similar consonant sequences, h-ys-d and h-ss-l, and 

thus they are also phonologically linked, providing a little more cohesion between 

strophes IV and V.103  

Besides crossing strophe boundaries, the psalmist also employs repetition of 

sounds as an internal phonological cohesive force within certain strophes. One means by 

which strophe II is unified is through repetition of the root ׁשיר. Three of these repetitions 

 
103 The connection between these two words may also suggest that Edom’s capital will be completely 

destroyed like Jerusalem because of God’s judgement. See §6.2.3.  
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 form an alliteration with otherַ(you sing” in v. 3d“ ִׁשירּו song” in vv. 3b and 4a, and“ ִׁשיר)

words within the same strophic unit that also begin with the consonant ם) ׁש  there” and“ ׁשָׁ

,they asked us” in v. 3a“ ְׁשֵאלּונּו ׁשֹוֵבינּוַַ “who capture us” in v. 3b, and ה  joy” in“ ִׂשְמחָׁ

v. 3c).104 Wendland (2013, 138) notes that this repetition of ׁש and ׂש, together with 

another sibilant, צ (ִצּיֹון “Zion” in v. 3d), forms a sequence of “hissing” sounds, “showing 

the mocking of the captors.”  

Strophe III has several similar unifying phonological features. The intensive use 

of the 1st person pronominal prefix ֶַא/  if” in strophe III“ ִאם and conditional particle אַ 

create an alliteration with the other א-initial word in this strophe, the direct object marker 

 my right“ ְיִמיִני :Moreover, four of the six cola in this unit end with an i-vowel .(v. 6c) ֵאת

hand” in v. 5b, ְלִחִכי “to my palate” in v. 6a, ֶאְזְכֵרִכי “I remember you” in v. 6b, and ִַת יִׂשְמחָׁ  

“my joy” in v. 6d. This is due to the pronominal suffixes used: 1st person singular י ִ and 

2nd person feminine singular 105.ִכי It is also notable that five of the six cola (all but v. 6d) 

also begin with an i-vowel: ִאם “if” in v. 5a, ח ק ,may it forget” in v. 5b“ ִתְׁשכ   may it“ ִתְדב 

stick” in v. 6a, ִאם “if” in v. 6b, and ִאם “if” in v. 6c, due to repetitions of the conditional 

particle ִאם “if” and 3rd person feminine singular jussive verbs. The repeated א- and i-

sounds, together with the chiastic structure of vv. 5ab-6ab (see §6.2.2) reinforce the 

cohesive unity of this strophe. 

Repetition of sounds also occurs across strophes. There are two rare words with 

very similar sound patterns. The first one is ל  mocker” (v. 3c, strophe II), which only“ תֹולָׁ

 
104 There are altogether five repetitions of the root ׁשיר in strophe II. See §6.2.1. 
105 See also Goldingay 2008, 600. 
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appears here in the Scriptures, and whose meaning is unclear (see also §5.3 Text-

Criticism). Another one is the kinship term, ל  child” (v. 9a, strophe V), which is“ עֹולָׁ

comparatively rare, appearing only nine times in the Scriptures. They are not 

semantically related but have a similar phonetic structure—consecutively repeated 106,ל 

preceded by a different consonant (ע and ת respectively), with the same vowel pointing (ȏ 

and ā). The psalmist may have used these similar sound patterns (tȏlāl and ‘ȏlāl) to link 

these two phonologically cohesive but not semantically coherent rare words, marking the 

ironic reversal in the role of the Babylonians: from tormentor (“mockers”) to sufferer 

(losing their “child[ren]”). In v. 3c, the Babylonians tormented the Israelites by mocking 

them and asking them to sing a song of Zion for their entertainment. However, in v. 9b, 

the Babylonians would be tormented when their infants were seized and smashed against 

the rock. Such phonic linkage may also connect stanza C with content from stanza A 

through the second strophes of each stanza. Both stanzas are emotive parts of the psalm 

that parallel each other (see §7.3 Formation of Ps 137). In addition, the word ינּו ֵלָׁ֣  our“ ְותֹולָׁ

mockers” (v. 3c) and the verb ִלינּו  we hung up” (v. 2b) also form a pun (see also“ תָׁ

§6.2.1). 

From these examples, we can see that in Ps 137 analyzing the phonetic content of 

the Hebrew poem gives clues to its structure. The main function of phonology in this 

psalm is to link successive structural units (cola, strophes or stanzas), forming a cohesive 

psalm. The sound devices build up the internal structural integrity of these units. The 

 
106 These are the only two words that carry two consecutive ל sounds in the psalm. 
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sound devices may also give exegetical clues to the poem, heightening the emotion 

expressed by the psalmist or nuancing the sense of the words used by the psalmist.  

6.3.5 Preposed Constructions107 

Preposed constructions appear in the first and third stanzas of the psalm, 

highlighting the contrastive relationship between Jerusalem and Babylon. One preposed 

construction appears in v. 1a, one in v. 2a, and one in v. 8a. 

Verse 1a is an adjunct-preposed clause. The prepositional phrase ֶבל רֹותַבָׁ לַנ ה   by“ ע 

the rivers of Babylon” is fronted before the finite verb ְבנּו  we sat,” which draws the“ יָׁׁש 

reader’s attention to the identity of the Israelites at that time: captives in the foreign land 

of Babylon. This fronted constituent also provides the reader with the historical 

background and the geographical setting of the psalm (see §4.1 Historical Context). In 

addition, this preposed prepositional phrase which occurs at the beginning of v. 1a 

parallels the prepositional phrase ל ע סָׁ  to the rock” at the end of v. 9b. The first“ ֶאל־ה 

prepositional phrase points out the location of the captives, while the second phrase 

points out the punishment of the captors. As discussed in §6.2.3, the word ֶסל ע “rock” 

probably indicates dry, infertile land which contrasts to רֹות  rivers” at the beginning of“ נ ה 

the psalm. Thus, the psalm “begins and ends with Babylon, but, whereas at the beginning 

Babylon was characterized by abundance of water, at the end it has become dry and 

barren” (Bar-Efrat 1997, 10; see also Jer 51:36). 

 
107 The analysis is based on the widely accepted classification that Biblical Hebrew is a VSO (Verb-

Subject-Object) language (cf. Lunn 2006, 4). 
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Verse 2a is also an adjunct-preposed clause. The prepositional phrase ִבים ל־ע רָׁ  ע 

“on poplars,” followed immediately by another adjunct ּה  in her midst,” is fronted“ ְבתֹוכָׁ

before the finite verb תלה “hung up.” It parallels ֶבל רֹותַבָׁ לַנ ה   ”by the rivers of Babylon“ ע 

(v. 1a). Moreover, these two phrases are cohesive, beginning with the same preposition 

ל  that links vv. 1 and 2 into strophe I (see §6.2.1). This prepositional phrase, with ,ע 

“poplars,” is parallel with the previous one in v. 1a, with “rivers.” This gives prominence 

to their location in captivity. 

Verse 8a is a subject-preposed clause. The vocative nominal phrase ֶבַל ת־בָׁ  ב 

“daughter of Babylon” is fronted before the non-finite verb ה ְשדּודָׁ  who will soon be“ ה 

destroyed,” indicating a shift in topic from Edom to Babylon at the beginning of 

strophe V. Babylon was the one who would soon be destroyed because Yhwh would 

remember Jerusalem. This nominal phrase also parallels the adjunct-preposedַphrase 

ל ֶבלַע  רֹותַבָׁ נ ה   “by the rivers of Babylon” in v. 1a, linking the two strophes I and V and thus 

the two stanzas A and C. In the first stanza, the Israelites were oppressed by the 

Babylonians; in the third stanza, they anticipated the defeat of the Babylonians. 

6.3.6 Rhetorical Question 

As discussed in §6.2.1, stanza A (vv. 1-4) ends in a rhetorical question introduced 

by an interrogative particle ֵאיְך “how.” It is worth noting that the psalmist changes the 

wording from the quote in v. 3 to his response in v. 4: 

v. 3d 

v. 4a 

נּוִַמִשירִַצּיֹוַן  ִׁשירּוַלָׁ

ַה  ֵאיְךַנִָׁׁשירֶַאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁ

 sing for us a song of Zion 

how [can] we sing a song of Yhwh 

Here is the first occurrence of the proper noun יהוה “Yhwh” in this psalm, appearing in 

the name of the song (v. 4a). Besides Ps 137, the phrase ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁה “song of Yhwh” occurs 
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only twice in the Scriptures, both in 2 Chronicles. One (2 Chr 7:6) relates to praising God 

during the dedication of the Temple by King Solomon. The other (2 Chr 29:27) relates to 

praising God during the restoration of Temple worship by King Hezekiah. This was the 

song that the Israelites sang in the Temple praising God for His everlasting steadfast love 

for His people. On the other hand, as discussed in §4.1 Historical Context, the song of 

Zion is about Yhwh as the protector of Mount Zion and those who live on it. These songs 

also “express the view that Yhwh has chosen Zion as the earthly center of the divine rule” 

(Anderson 2000, 171). They “presuppose a major tenet of Davidic covenant theology: 

Yhwh has chosen Zion as the place of the divine presence” (172). Ross (2016, 789-90) 

points out that the Israelites “had always enjoyed singing, especially the songs of Zion 

during the great festivals.” These were “joyful songs because they proclaimed the 

security and triumph of Jerusalem.” Therefore, the phrase ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁה “song of Yhwh” in 

v. 4a parallels the phrase ִמִשירִַצּיֹון “a song of Zion” in v. 3d, further strengthening the 

internal coherence of strophe II. These two phrases are equivalent terms for temple 

liturgy (cf. Savran 2000, 48).  

However, the difference in focus is significant. Savran (2000, 48) points out that 

the captors’ request in v. 3d is “indefinite—any song of Zion will do.” What they desire 

is “a pleasing melody which will entertain the guards, or a mocking reference to the once-

great Judean capital.” For the exiles, this “not only offends their national pride, but 

provokes a more painful theological question.” The destruction of Jerusalem and the exile 

seems to overthrow the Israelites’ belief that Yhwh is their protector. Even worse, such 

circumstances create a crisis of questioning their relationship with Yhwh. Their God 
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seemed to have abandoned them. Moreover, such songs should only be sung in Zion. 

How can they address Yhwh in this foreign land? In this sense, the question becomes 

“not one of national spirit, but of religious identity and expression.” 

The Israelites’ refusal to sing a joyful song of Zion for their enemies was 

demonstrated by hanging up their harps (v. 2), as the consequence of the oppression and 

mocking from their enemies (v. 3). Verse 3, which is marked by the particle ִכי “for,” 

expresses a more specific reason for the Israelites to hang up their harps on the poplars 

and give up their praises (cf. Goldingay 2008, 604), and even weep (cf. Allen 2002, 236). 

The action of hanging up the harps actualized the state of affairs that is reflected by the 

rhetorical question (v. 4). Verses 2 and 4 echo each other, demonstrating the Israelites’ 

behavior and attitude, respectively, during their confrontation with their enemies.  

It is worth noting that the Babylonians’ request for a song has been mentioned 

twice: first by the psalmist (v. 3b), and then by the Babylonians in their utterance (v. 3d), 

thus heightening the severity of the mocking. As Savran (2000, 47) says, “[T]he quote 

may be unnecessary for the content [of v. 3], but it heightens the presence of the 

[enemies] in a more dramatic way.” The Babylonians request for a song of Zion simply 

for their amusement. However, to the Israelites, singing a song of Zion to their enemies, 

who destroyed their holy city, as a form of entertainment is abhorrent. They refuse to 

participate in mocking and insulting Yhwh.108 Moreover, the Babylonians’ mocking 

demand for song “intrudes harshly upon the mournful mood” of the Israelites as 

presented in v. 1 (47). In addition, the word ר  foreign place” implies “a comparable“ ֵנכָׁ

 
108 Cf. Simango 2018, 228. See also Vos 2005, 267; and Weiser 1962, 795. 
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sense of displacement,” similar to “the description of Moses’ feeling of alienation in 

Egypt” in Exod 2:22; 18:3 (49). Under this context, the ending rhetorical question, v. 4, 

brings out an emotive climax of this stanza, summarizing their response to the oppression 

and mocking from their enemies, pragmatically linking the two strophes of the first 

stanza, thus forming a coherent unit. The oppression by their captors and mockers can be 

regarded as a force pushing them into introspection regarding their relations with 

Jerusalem and Yhwh, challenging their loyalty to Jerusalem and Yhwh. 

6.3.7 Figures of Speech 

Figurative language is found in the second and third stanzas of the psalm, 

highlighting the emotion of the psalmist. 

Colon v. 5b, which is the apodosis of v. 5a, personifies the first of a series of body 

parts, חְַיִמיִני  ,may my right hand forget [how to play],” parallels the previous colon“ ִתְׁשכ 

ִם לָׁ ֵחְךְַירּוׁשָׁ  ,if I forget Jerusalem.” This heightens how deep the psalmist’s love is“ ִאם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ

such that he curses his right hand if he forgets Jerusalem. 

Colon v. 7c personifies Jerusalem, treating the city of Jerusalem as a lady. ערה 

“lay bare” literally means “make naked.” Jerusalem was completely destroyed by the 

Babylonians and became a ruin, with its foundation being exposed like a woman being 

stripped naked. This shameful image draws the reader’s attention to the painful suffering 

of the Israelites and their anger at their enemies. 

Colon v. 8a personifies Babylon, now treating the country of Babylon as a lady: 

ֶבל ת־בָׁ ֶבל daughter of Babylon.” Besides Ps 137, the phrase“ ב  ת־בָׁ  ”daughter of Babylon“ ב 

only occurs four times, all in the Latter Prophets. All these occurrences are related to the 
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destruction of Babylon. The prophet Isaiah depicted Babylon as a tender and delicate 

woman who would soon lose her prestige and authoritative position (Isa 47:1). The 

prophet Jeremiah addressed Babylon as “daughter of Babylon” twice, declaring that 

Babylon would be attacked by cruel people from the north (Jer 50:41-42), stating that 

Babylon was like a threshing floor and that the time for her harvest (the time for her 

being cut down) was not far off (Jer 51:33). The prophet Zechariah saw in a vision that 

the people of Israel would return to Zion as Yhwh announced his judgement on the 

“daughter of Babylon” who had plundered them (Zech 2:11-13 [2:7-9 in English 

translations]). These images are also reflected in Ps 137, where the psalmist portrays 

Babylon as a lady who would soon be destroyed because of her cruelty to Jerusalem 

(v. 8a). 

The piel of ׁשלם (v. 8b) means “to repay” or “to recompense” (HALOT, s.v. “ׁשלם”). 

Here, this word is used metaphorically, indicating the nature of the psalmist’s plea with 

Yhwh for divine justice. The psalmist asks for a fair judgement on Babylon through his 

first blessing: Babylon should be repaid for what she has done to Israel (v. 8bc). This is in 

the broader context of the principle of “an eye for an eye” and “a tooth for a tooth” (Exod 

21:23-25; cf. Ps 28:4). This principle prevented judges from punishing a person beyond 

what he had done wrong. The psalmist believes that what he is asking for is reasonable as 

he does not escalate his feud but places it under Yhwh’s justice. His wish is further 

elaborated through his second blessing (v. 9ab). 

Wendland (2013, 131) states that such a “distinctive ideology of righteous 

retribution” could be “dramatically and poetically” expressed “through the ritualized 
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imprecation” which was “the standard genre available for precisely such a purpose in this 

Ancient Near Eastern literary and cultural setting.” Such imprecatory language “always 

features conventionalized hyperbolic sayings that cannot be interpreted literally.” The 

mind-catching phrase ל ע סָׁ ִיְךֶַאל־ה  ל  לָׁ  who seizes and smashes your infants“ ֶׁשּי אֵחזְַוִנֵפץ ֶאת־ע 

against the rock” in v. 9ab is thus a hyperbolic expression.109 On the one hand, it 

heightens the complete destruction of Babylon, including all her infants. On the other 

hand, it also expresses the painful rage of the psalmist against the wickedness of Babylon. 

It is important to note that this is exactly what the neighboring enemies had done to 

Israel, probably preventing the next generation from growing up to seek revenge. When 

Hazael came to see the prophet Elisha with the gifts from his king Benhadad, Elisha told 

him that, when he became king of Aram, he would treat the people of Israel cruelly by 

killing their young men with the sword and smashing their children to death (2 Kgs 8:12). 

When the prophet Hosea announced the punishment of Samaria, the capital of Israel 

(Northern Kingdom), through the attack by Assyria, he said that her people would die in 

war and her infants would be smashed to the ground (Hos 14:1 [13:16 in English 

translations]). Moreover, when the prophets declared the judgement to the nations 

(Babylon in Isa 13:16 and Assyria in Nah 3:10), they also mentioned that their infants 

would be dashed in pieces. 

Therefore, it can be understood that what the psalmist pleads for Yhwh to do 

(Ps 137:9ab) is simply to repay his enemies with what they has done to his community 

(Ps 137:8bc), and that the judgement he is requesting has already been prophesied. The 

 
109 See also Savran 2000, 54-5; Goldingay 2008, 609-10; Ross 2016, 793-5; and Simango 2018, 227-8. 
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divine justice for which the psalmist requests is what Yhwh has already decided to do. 

These requests are “expressing [the psalmist’s] confidence that Yhwh will fulfill the 

promises made by the prophets” (Goldingay 2008, 610).  
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7. Compositional Analysis of Ps 137 

This chapter is a detailed discourse analysis of Ps 137 based on Wendland’s 

procedural steps 8-9, together with an additional step discussing the large-scale structure 

of the entire psalm. This chapter is organized into three sections: Conversation (§7.1), 

Summarization (§7.2), and Formation of Ps 137 (§7.3), the latter being the largest of the 

three subsections. 

7.1 Conversation  

Barker (2009, 3) points out that over the past century, there has been a shift in 

linguistic study that tends to diminish the importance of the author. Speech act theory 

“represents one line of resistance to this shift in philosophy as it defends pre-critical 

understandings of reality and language that prioritize the role of the author in determining 

linguistic meaning.” It was founded by J. L. Austin110 and his student John Searle. This 

section conducts a speech-act analysis of Ps 137, based on the types of illocutionary act 

proposed by Searle.  

Searle (1969, 65; 1976, 4) states that any performance of an act counts as an 

expression of a psychological state: expression of belief, expression of a wish or desire, 

expression of intention, and expression of gratitude or pleasure. He then proposes five 

 
110 Austin (1975, 109) distinguishes three types of linguistic actions that occur during verbal 

communication. The first one is the locutionary act, which is “roughly equivalent to uttering a certain 

sentence with a certain sense and reference.” The second one is the illocutionary act, which is “a certain 

(conventional force)” that an utterance has. The third one is the perlocutionary act, which “we bring about 

or achieve by saying something.” 
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basic categories of illocutionary acts: “Representatives”—assert a state of affairs, 

“Directives”—get the hearer to do something, “Commissives”—commit the speaker to 

do something, “Expressives”—express the psychological state of the speaker, and 

“Declarations”—bring about a state of affairs (1976, 10-13). Speech act analysis operates 

at two levels. For the purpose of this study, the first one is internal, identifying any 

illocutionary force within the psalm. The second one is external, identifying the purpose 

and impact that the psalmist wants to achieve through the psalm. 

All the internal conversations in the psalm are monologues. There are two 

embedded quotations from the enemies of the Israelites.111 The first one is 

נּוִַׁשירּו ִצּיֹוןִַמִשירַלָׁ  “sing for us a song of Zion” (v. 3d), introduced by a single finite verb 

(qatal) quotative frame ְׁשֵאלּונּו “they asked us” (v. 3a). The verb ְׁשֵאלּונּו “they asked us” 

(v. 3a) echoes the imperative ִׁשירּו “sing” (v. 3d), both beginning with ׁש and ending with ּו 

forming a phonic inclusio around v. 3. The speakers “they” refers to the Babylonians (the 

captors ׁשֹוֵבינּו in v. 3b and the mockers ֵלינּו  in v. 3c), and the addressees “us” refers to ְותֹולָׁ

the Israelites. The imperative ִׁשירּו “sing” indicates that this quotation is directive, an 

expression of the Babylonians’ desire to be entertained by getting the Israelites to sing.  

The other quotation is ּה ְיסֹודַבָׁ דַה  רּוַע  רּוַעָׁ  lay bare, lay bare, to the foundation in“ עָׁ

it” (v. 7cd), which is introduced by a single non-finite verb quotative frame ְמִרים א   those“ הָׁ

who said” within the same bicolon. It is a direct speech as the quotation contains an 

imperative רּו דֹום lay bare.” The speakers are the Edomites“ עָׁ  and the (v. 7a) ִלְבֵניַא 

 
111 Savran (2000, 47-8) points out that the direct quote “partakes of the tradition of quoting the enemy in 

other laments” which often “focus on the intentions of the enemy,” for example, Ps 71:11; 74:8; 83:5; or 

“at times relishing a real or anticipated victory,” for example, Ps 13:5; 35:21.  
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addressees are the destroyers of Jerusalem, probably the Babylonians (see §4.1 Historical 

Context). The quotation uses a double imperative רּו רּוַעָׁ  lay bare, lay bare,” heightening“ עָׁ

the hatred and cruelty of the enemies (cf. Bar-Efrat 1997, 8-9). The following preposition 

ד רּו to” forms an alliteration with the two imperatives“ ע  רּוַעָׁ  lay bare, lay bare,” further“ עָׁ

drawing the reader’s attention to the complete destruction of Jerusalem evidenced by its 

bared foundation. Indeed, all the words of this bicolon, v. 7cd, begin with an a-vowel 

creating phonic cohesion. Such assonance further dramatizes the situation of Jerusalem, 

calling the reader’s attention to the severity of the destruction of Jerusalem. The 

repetition of the “a” sound echoes the clashing sound of the falling of the city. Again, the 

imperative רּו  lay bare” indicates that this quotation is directive, an expression of the“ עָׁ

Edomites’ wish. 

Besides these, there are also three direct speech acts without any formal quotative 

frame. The first one is vv. 5-6 where the psalmist addresses Jerusalem directly, 

expressing his loyal love. This is characterized by using a 1st person singular pronoun 

referring to the psalmist himself and a 2nd person singular pronoun for the addressee 

Jerusalem (as well as a vocative in v. 5a and a proper noun in v. 6c). The jussives ח  ִתְׁשכ 

“may it forget” and ק  may it stick” indicate that this speech is commissive, an“ ִתְדב 

expression of the psalmist’s intention. The psalmist makes a vow to love Jerusalem 

through self-curse. 

The second direct speech act is in v. 7 where the psalmist addresses Yhwh 

directly, expressing his petition. The imperative ר  remember” indicates that this speech“ ְזכ ִּ֤
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is directive, an expression of the psalmist’s plea. The psalmist pleads that Yhwh 

remember what the Edomites has done on the day of Jerusalem. 

The third direct speech act is in vv. 8-9 where the psalmist addresses Babylon 

directly, expressing his anger. This is also characterized by using 2nd person singular 

pronouns for the addressee Babylon (except for a vocative in v. 8a). There is no 

imperative or jussive verb in this speech. However, ֶבל ת־בָׁ  daughter of Babylon” (v. 8a)“ ב 

parallels דֹום ה sons of Edom” (v. 7a), while“ ְבֵניַא  ְשדּודָׁ  ”who will soon be destroyed“ ה 

(v. 8a) parallels ְמִרים א   who said” (v. 7c). Therefore, it is reasonable to treat v. 8a as“ הָׁ

being semantically and syntactically parallel to v. 7. On this understanding, this speech is 

also directive, an expression of the psalmist’s plea. This is further evinced by the twofold 

blessing (vv. 8bc and 9ab both begin with ְׁשֵרי  blessed”). The psalmist pleads that“ א 

Yhwh remember what the Babylonians have done on the day of Jerusalem; the way the 

psalmist requests this is through blessing someone who carries out the divine justice of 

Yhwh. 

There is also an internal speech that appears as a rhetorical question in v. 4: 

רֵַאיְך תֵַנכָׁ ְדמ  לַא  נִָׁׁשירֶַאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁהַע   “How [can] we sing a song of Yhwh on foreign ground?” 

There is no obvious quotative frame, but the phrase ֵאיְךַנִָׁׁשיר “how [can] we sing” 

indicates that the Israelites addressed themselves regarding their painful experience. This 

is not likely an address to the Babylonians as the Israelites had already responded to their 

command through hanging up the harps (connection between vv. 2 and 3 through ִכי 

“for”), and v. 4 echoes v. 2 as discussed in §6.2.1 Confirmation: Stanza A. Rather, this is 

the Israelites’ inner voice (cf. Goldingay 2008, 604; Ross 2016, 790), preparing for a 
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transition to the next stanza. Both interjection and vocative express the strong emotion of 

the speaker. Therefore, although there is no vocative in stanza A, this phrase can be 

treated as semantically parallel to ִם ל   O“ יהוה O Jerusalem” in stanza B (v. 5a) and“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

Yhwh” in stanza C (v. 7a), linking the three stanzas together. The modal imperfect נִָׁׁשיר 

“we [can] sing” suggests that this internal speech is representative, an expression of the 

Israelites’ belief. By asserting their faithfulness to Jerusalem and Yhwh, the Israelites 

affirmed that they could not sing any song of Zion in a foreign land. 

Regarding the external conversations, the communicative functions of the entire 

psalm can be understood through the communicative function of each stanza. This 

includes illocutionary force (purpose) as well as perlocutionary force (outcome). 

The first stanza (vv. 1-4), which is representative, states the belief of the 

Israelites. At the beginning of the stanza, the psalmist describes their situation during the 

exile. They fell into deep grief as they sat by the rivers of Babylon and remembered 

Jerusalem (v. 1). When their enemies commanded a song of Zion for entertainment, they 

refused by hanging their harps on the poplars (vv. 2-3). The Israelites were not willing to 

sing the song of Zion in a foreign land because this song could only be sung in Jerusalem 

where their God, Yhwh, dwelled. They had no sense of belonging in Babylon. Moreover, 

Babylon was not the one they were loyal to. They were only loyal to Jerusalem and 

Yhwh. Although Jerusalem had been destroyed, they were still faithful to their holy city 

and Yhwh. Their faith was further affirmed by the interjectional phrase ֵאיְךַנִָׁׁשיר “how 

[can] we sing” (v. 4a), which echoed their action of hanging the harps (v. 2b) as 

discussed in §6.2.1 Confirmation: Stanza A. The psalmist encourages his readers not to 
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forget their faith in Yhwh even when they are experiencing oppression by their enemies. 

This faithfulness is illustrated by the love for Jerusalem in the following stanza. 

The psalmist continues to heighten such encouragement to his readers by his 

personal testimony in the next stanza (vv. 5-6), which is commissive, asserting the love 

of the psalmist for Jerusalem. The faith of the psalmist in his God is founded on his 

unchangeable love for Jerusalem. This is shown by his twofold, chiastic self-imprecation 

(vv. 5ab-6ab) as discussed in §6.2.2 Confirmation: Stanza B. For him, Jerusalem not only 

has physical significance but also spiritual significance. It is not only the place where he 

has lived but also the place where Yhwh dwells, creating a special relation between him 

and his God. The psalmist commits his whole self to Jerusalem, valuing his identity as 

part of God’s people. He would not let others take away his relationship with Jerusalem 

and thus with his God, which is further elaborated by the third if-clause (v. 6cd) that he 

would exalt Jerusalem above his highest joy. The psalmist encourages his readers not to 

forget their identity as God’s people whether they are in persecution or prosperity. 

The psalmist concludes his encouragement to his readers by his personal petition 

to Yhwh in the final stanza (vv. 7-9), which is directive, pleading for the divine 

judgement of Yhwh against Edom and Babylon. Since the psalmist states that he would 

not forget Jerusalem even under the oppression of his enemies, he pleads with Yhwh that 

He also remember Jerusalem, remembering what the enemies have done to it (v. 7). 

Although the psalmist has suffered great pain from the complete destruction of his 

homeland and his own captivity, he does not take revenge on his enemies. Rather, he puts 

his hope in God, believing that his God would carry out justice because He also 
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remembers Jerusalem. This is revealed by the twofold blessing in vv. 8bc-9ab. The 

psalmist believes that his God would carry out retribution for Babylon’s evil dealing with 

Jerusalem, even though Babylon is powerful at that time (v. 8a). The psalmist encourages 

his readers to rely on God for any injustice even when they could only see their 

powerlessness. 

Thus, the illocutionary force of the three stanzas of Ps 137 are representative, 

commissive, and directive respectively; and the perlocutionary force of the entire psalm 

is also directive, encouraging readers to have faith in God, love for God, and hope in 

God. As mentioned before, the Israelites sang the psalms during their worship. Joining in 

with this communal lament crying out for divine justice in response to oppression, later 

generations were able to join with the psalmist in these illocutionary (and the 

corresponding perlocutionary) acts. 

7.2 Summarization 

This section consists of a structural diagram (as shown in Figure 1 below) that 

reveals the semantic relationships between adjacent units (whether cola, poetic lines, 

strophes, or stanzas) based on the set of interlineal connections proposed by Wendland 

(2002, 98-9). The term “base” refers to “the primary [unit] of a pair in terms of form (i.e., 

the main/independent clause), function (i.e., of major importance), content (i.e., the more 

general utterance), or simply order (i.e., the first [unit] to appear)” (Wendland 2002, 67). 

The structure of the diagram is based on the demarcation or overall shape of the psalm as 

shown by Table 2 in §5.2 Spatialization. A topical outline of the entire psalm will also be 

drawn. 
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A I 1 a By the rivers of Babylon,  location       

b there we sat down, also we 
wept, base base  

 
base    

c when we remembered Zion. circum-

stance   

 

    

2 a On the poplars in that region, location        

b we hung up our harps. 

base   result  

 

base   

II 3 a For there they asked us, 

 

 

general       

b our captors [asked for] a song, 

base  

 

base      

c and our mockers [asked for] joy,  

amplifica-
tion 

 
specific  reason 

simul-

taneous 
time  base  

d “Sing for us a song of Zion!” 

  

 

content 

 

    

4 a How can we sing a song of 
Yhwh base   

 
    

b on foreign ground? 

location   

  

response   

          

B III 5 a If I forget you, O Jerusalem, real 

condition   

 

   reason 

b may my right hand forget [how 
to play]. result  base 

 
    

6 a May my tongue stick to my 

palate, result   

 

  response  

b if I do not remember you. real 
condition base  

 
    

c If I do not exalt Jerusalem 

base  

restate-

ment 

 

    

d above my highest joy. 
amplifica-

tion 

 
amplifica-

tion  

 

    

          

C IV 7 a O Yhwh, hold it against the 
Edomites, request   

 
    

b [for] the day of Jerusalem, reason base       

c who said, “Demolish, demolish, base    base    

d down to its foundation.”  

manner 

amplifica-

tion  

 

    

V 8 a O daughter of Babylon, who will 

soon be destroyed!   base 

 

   request 

b Blessed [is the one] who 

repays you base   

 

    

c [for] the way you dealt with 

us! content general  

 

addition    

9 a Blessed [is the one] who seizes 

and smashes base  manner 

 

    

b your infants against the rock!  

manner specific  

 

    

Figure 1: Semantic Relationship Between Adjacent Units of Ps 137 

 

7.3 Formation of Ps 137 

Although this psalm has a strong historical background, the order of textual units 

is different from the order of actual events. The psalm first describes the current situation 
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of the Israelites as captives in Babylon. They sat and wept by the rivers of Babylon, and 

they refused to sing for their enemies (stanza A, vv. 1-4). Then the psalm describes the 

irreplaceable position of Jerusalem in the life of the exiles (stanza B, vv. 5-6). Finally, the 

psalm describes the petition the Israelites made to God based on what their enemies had 

done to them (stanza C, vv. 7-9). The order of the psalm seems to reverse the 

chronological order of the history of the Judean’s exile. 112 It is obvious that this psalm is 

not a narrative account of the destruction of Jerusalem but poetry that expresses the 

faithfulness of the psalmist to Jerusalem. 

As stated before, this psalm is commonly classified as a community lament or 

complaint, having a petition as its central text act. However, it does not contain all the 

compositional units of a lament psalm as proposed by Wendland (2017, 86-88). This 

psalm does not begin with a divine address but immediately voices the grievance of the 

suffering Israelites. It also does not have any confession of sins, the assertion of 

innocence, or even (explicit) affirmation of trust in God regarding his salvation power. 

Instead, the psalm expresses loyal love for the holy city, Jerusalem. At the end of the 

psalm is a combination of petition and imprecation, a direct address to Yhwh pleading for 

retribution against the enemies. Moreover, there is no praise in this psalm, nor has the 

psalmist used the word חנן “show mercy,” which Wendland (2017, 107) considers to be 

“common stock in lament psalms.”113 

 
112 Cf. Fokkelman 2000, 301. 
113 For example, ֵנִני ֵננּו ,show mercy to me” in Ps 31:10 (31:9 in English translations)“ חָׁ  show mercy to“ חָׁ

us” in Ps 123:3, or נָׁן  ,I seek mercy” in Ps 142:2 (142:1 in English translations). Anderson (2000“ ֶאְתח 

220-3) classifies Pss 31 and 142 as Individual Lament, and Ps 123 as Community Lament. 
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According to Wendland (2017, 86), only petition is obligatory in the composition 

of a lament. Therefore, Ps 137 can still be classified as a communal lament, even though 

its structure diverges from the standard genre of a lament.114 The omission of those 

standard components may have a special communicative purpose: pushing readers 

directly to the focal point of the psalm—cursing. Usually the intention and content of the 

curse will appear as a petition addressed directly to Yhwh. If we look at the psalm in a 

linear way, the theme seems to be imprecation in the closing portion, which arose from 

the pain of the exiles after the destruction of the holy city caused by their enemies, 

Babylon. That is why this psalm has been called an imprecation psalm—cursing the 

enemies to suffer by having their own infants killed.  

However, it is important to understand how the psalmist uses different poetic 

devices in order to “control the audience’s perception of the message” (Greenstein 1982, 

42). If we focus on the larger chiastic structure of the psalm, it is apparent that the 

psalmist uses the poem’s structure to produce a rhetorical effect, drawing the reader’s 

attention to the center of the chiasm. This is reinforced by the poetic features that were 

discussed above. They serve as important poetic discourse markers and hermeneutical 

clues to the interpretation of the psalm (Wendland 2017, 4). 

 
114 Gunkel (1998, 231) classifies Ps 137 as a “saying of blessing and curse.” He further points out that this 

psalm is “a relatively late poem that arises from the time of the loosening and the mixing of fixed genres.” 

It “begins like a communal complaint song,” and then “turns to hymnic tones so that it may finally speak of 

wild vengeance for Jerusalem’s enemies” (1998, 234). VanGemeren (1991, 826) also classifies this psalm 

as a mixed type: a communal lament (vv. 1-4), a song of Zion (vv. 5-6), and a curse (vv. 7-9). 
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7.3.1 Stanza Level 

The chiastic discourse arrangement of Ps 137 at the stanza level is shown in 

Table 5.  

vv. 1-4 

ינּוַ ִכ֑ ם־בָׁ ְבנּוַג  ׁש  םַיָָׁ֭ ָׁ֣ לַׁשָׁ ֶב֗ ֙רֹות׀ַבָׁ לַנ ה  ֥ ע 

נּוֶַאת־ִצּֽיֹוןַ׃ זְָׁכֵר֗  ְבְּ֜

By the rivers of Babylon, there we 

sat down, also we wept, when we 

remembered Zion. 

ינּו׃ רֹוֵתֽ ינּוִַכנ  ִל֗ ּ֑הַתְָּׁ֜ יםְַבתֹוכָׁ ִב֥ ל־ע רָׁ ֽ  On the poplars in that region, we ע 

hung up our harps. 

םַ ֙ יַׁשָׁ ינּוִַכִּ֤ ֵלָׁ֣ ירְַותֹולָׁ ינּוִַדְבֵרי־ִׁשָ֭ ֵא֪לּונּוַׁשֹוֵבֵ֡ ְׁשֽ

ירִַצּֽיֹוןַ׃ נּוִַמִש֥ ֗ ירּוַלְָּׁ֜ הִַׁש֥ ֑  ִׂשְמחָׁ

For there they asked us, our 

captors [asked for] a song, and our 

mockers [asked for] joy, “Sing for 

us a song of Zion!” 

ירֶַאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוַָׁ֑ יְךַנִָׁׁש֥ ר׃ֵא֗ ֽ תֵַנכָׁ ֥ ְדמ  לַא  ֗ הַע ְּ֜  How [can] we sing a song of 

Yhwh on foreign ground? 

 

vv. 5-6 

י׃ חְַיִמיִנֽ ֥ םִַתְׁשכ  ִ֗ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ ְךְַיֽ ֵח֥ ם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ  ,If I forget you, O Jerusalem ִאֽ

may my right hand forget [how 

to play]. 

ִכיַ ְזְכֵר֥ אֶַא֫ ִַאם־ל ֪ י׀ְַלִחִכי  ק־ְלׁשֹוִנ֙ ֥ ִתְדב 

אׁשַ לַר ָׁ֣ ֗ ִםַע ְּ֜ ֑ ל  ע ֶלהֶַאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ אַא ָ֭ ִאם־ל ָׁ֣

יַ׃ ִתֽ  ִׂשְמחָׁ

May my tongue stick to my 

palate, if I do not remember 

you. If I do not exalt Jerusalem 

above my highest joy. 

 

vv. 7-9 

רַ ִםְַזכ ִּ֤ ֥ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ֫ ֹוםְַיֽ ַיִּ֤ ֗דֹוםֵַאת  יַא  ה׀ִַלְבֵנֵ֬ ְיהוָׁ֙

ּה׃ ֽ ְי֥סֹודַבָׁ דַה  ֗ רּוַע ְּ֜ ֑ רּו׀ַעָׁ ִּ֤ ְמִריםַעָׁ א ָׁ֣  הָָׁ֭

O Yhwh, hold it against the 

Edomites [for] the day of 

Jerusalem, who said, “Demolish, 

demolish, down to its foundation.” 

לַ ֶב֗ ת־בָׁ ְךֶַאתַ־ב  ֑ ֶלם־לָׁ יֶַׁשְיׁש  ְׁשֵר֥ הַא  ֥ ְש֫דּודָׁ ה 

נּו׃ ֽ ְלְתַלָׁ ֥ מ  ְךֶַׁשגָׁ מּוֵל֗  ְגְּ֜

O daughter of Babylon, who will 

soon be destroyed! Blessed [is the 

one] who repays you [for] the way 

you dealt with us! 

ִיְך ל ֗ לָׁ ת־ע ְּ֜ ץֶַאֽ זְַוִנֵפֵ֬ י׀ֶַׁשּי אֵחֵ֓ ְׁשֵרִּ֤ ע׃ַא  ל  ֽ סָׁ ֶאל־ה   Blessed [is the one] who seizes 

and smashes your infants against 

the rock! 

Table 5: Stanza Chiasm in Ps 137 

 

Stanzas A (vv. 1-4, composed of strophes I and II) and C (vv. 7-9, composed of 

strophes IV and V) are emotive parts of the psalm that parallel each other, forming an 

inclusio bracketing stanza B (vv. 5-6, containing only one strophe III). The psalmist uses 
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this larger, stanza-level chiasm to focus the reader’s attention on stanza B. Stanza B is 

also emotive, but its thematic role in the entire psalm is more prominent. This central 

thematic heart serves as a foundation to the surrounding emotive parts of the psalm, as 

discussed below. 

The emotion in stanza A is first expressed by their weeping (בכה) when they sat 

by the rivers of Babylon (v. 1b). Savran (2000, 45) states that the adverb ג ם “also” that 

occurs between the verbs יׁשב “sat” and בכה “wept” brings out “the importance of the 

connection between sitting and weeping.” Lunn (2006, 64) states that this adverb is a 

focus particle attaching to the following predicate ִכינּו  we wept.” It functions as an“ בָׁ

additive particle, indicating expanding focus, adding the following action to the previous 

action ְבנּו  ,we sat.” This construction points out that the two actions are indeed one“ יָׁׁש 

with the second being the climax within the series of actions. The captive Israelites wept 

when they were sitting by the rivers of Babylon, strongly expressing their deep distress as 

they remembered their holy city in the land of their enemies. 

Savran (2000, 45) points out that this phrase is similar to the one in Neh 1:4, 

which describes the feeling of the king’s cupbearer Nehemiah when he heard about the 

situation of Jerusalem: 

Neh 1:4 

ִיםַ׃ ֽ מָׁ שָׁ יַה  ֹלֵה֥ לִַלְפֵנַ֖יַא  ֵל֔ ֙םַּוִמְתפ  יַצָׁ ִה֥ א  ֽ יםַוָׁ הַיִָׁמ֑ ַ֖ ְבלָׁ ֶאְתא  הַוָׁ ֶאְבֶכ֔ ֽ ְבִת֙יַוָׁ ֙ ֶלהַיָׁׁש  ֵא֗ יםַהָׁ ִרָׁ֣ דְַבָׁ י׀ֶַאת־ה  ְמִעָׁ֣ יְַכׁשָׁ ְיִהִ֞  ו 

As soon as I heard these words I sat down and wept and mourned for days, and I 

continued fasting and praying before the God of heaven. (ESV) 

Nehemiah 1:4 links the three words יׁשב “sit,” בכה “weep,” and אבל “mourn.” On this 

understanding, the verb pair ִכינּו ְבנּוַג ם־בָׁ  we sat down and also we wept” in Ps 137:1b“ יָׁׁש 

similarly portrays the grief of mourning for their homeland. Such emotion is further 
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heightened by the rhetorical question raised in response to the mocking request of their 

enemies (v. 4a ֵאיְךַנִָׁׁשיר “how [can] we sing”). They wept because they missed Zion. They 

could not sing because they wept. Berlin (2005, 67-8) believes that “the exiles do not 

simply cry when they think of Zion, but, here quite literally, they are crying a ‘song’ to 

the memory of Zion—they utter a cry, the antithesis of a song, to memorialize Zion.” 

This contrasting pair בכה “weep” and ׁשיר “sing” is linked by the interjection ֵאיְך “how” 

which marks the emotional climax of this stanza.  

The emotion in stanza C is first expressed by their pleading with Yhwh for 

retribution against their enemies (v. 7a רְַיהוָׁה  remember Yhwh”). This is heightened by“ ְזכ 

their curse on Babylon through blessing Babylon’s enemies (v. 8b ֶלם ְׁשֵריֶַׁשְיׁש   blessed“ א 

[is the one] who repays” and v. 9a ְׁשֵריֶַׁשּי אֵחזְַוִנֵפץ  blessed [is the one] who seizes and“ א 

smashes”). Such petitioning was founded on the psalmist’s confident trust that anticipated 

Yhwh’s deliverance, which is “a common feature of Hebrew lament prayers” (Wendland 

2017, 111). The strong passion might be necessary for them to endure for “the long haul, 

for those not able to see the change, but knowing that hope for change can be sustained 

for the long term” (Brueggemann 1984, 75). The two interjections ְׁשֵרי  blessed” in“ א 

vv. 8b and 9a create the emotional climax for this stanza, echoing the previous 

interjection ֵאיְךַַ “how” in v. 4a. The emotion in stanza A is negative toward the Israelites 

but positive toward the Babylonians. However, there is a change in mood in stanza C in 

that the emotion is negative toward the Babylonians but positive toward the Israelites. 

Yhwh would turn the sorrow of Israel into joy and the joy of Babylon into sorrow at the 

same time. Such a dramatic emotional reversal links these two stanzas, especially since in 
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stanza A the Babylonians asked for joy from the Israelites, but in stanza C they received 

imprecation (see also §6.3.1 Imagery). 

Stanza B mentions the psalmist’s attitude of loyalty to Jerusalem, which is loyalty 

to Yhwh, since the holy city symbolizes the divine presence (Simango 2018, 226; see 

also §4.1 Historical Context). The psalmist even curses himself if he does not remember 

Jerusalem. Therefore, if this psalm is considered an imprecation psalm, the central 

imprecation is not made against the enemies but against the psalmist himself. However, 

the theme of this psalm is not imprecation but love for Jerusalem and Yhwh. This is 

highlighted by the word ׁשכח “forget” which only occurs in this stanza, forming a word 

pair with its antonym זכר “remember.” They are not only semantically contrastive but 

also phonologically cohesive as discussed in §6.2.2 Confirmation: Stanza B. Through 

litotes (“forget” // “not remember”), the psalmist calls the reader’s attention to his 

yearning for and loyalty to Jerusalem. In fact, the negation particle ל א “not” occurs only 

in this stanza, linguistically marking the prominence of this stanza. It strengthens the 

consequence of not keeping the promise. The theme of remembering Jerusalem is further 

foregrounded by the chiastic structure of vv. 5ab-6ab: חְַיִמיִני ִם ִתְׁשכ  לָׁ ֵחְךְַירּוׁשָׁ           ִאם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ

“If I forget you, O Jerusalem, may my right hand forget [how to play]” //                   

ק־ְלׁשֹוִניְַלִחִכיִַאם־ל אֶַאְזְכֵרִכי  May my tongue stick to my palate, if I do not remember“ ִתְדב 

you.” The outer shell calls the reader’s attention to the psalmist’s commitment to 

Jerusalem, bracketing the core that states the self-imprecation if he is unfaithful to his 

commitment. זכר “remember” and ִם ל   Jerusalem” are the only verb and noun“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

respectively that occur in all three stanzas. The coexistence of these two key words in this 
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chiasm signifies the significance of this construction in stanza B, which is the core of the 

larger stanza-scale chiasm. 

As exiles, the Israelites’ possessions in Jerusalem were all taken away except their 

memories of Jerusalem which could not be easily erased. However, memories might be 

sealed shut because of being taken captive to a foreign land. Through the arrangement of 

such a large stanza-scale chiasm, the psalmist calls for the reader’s focus on the small 

colon-scale chiasm (vv. 5ab-6ab) within this thematic stanza. The psalmist uses this 

rhetorical device to recall their memories of Jerusalem. In addition, the phonic cohesion 

between the words ה ִם joy” and“ ִׂשְמחָׁ ל   Jerusalem” relates the psalmist’s joy to his“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

love for Jerusalem (see the discussion in §6.3.3.2). Such love is so faithful that the 

psalmist would not allow any third party to encroach on it. This is the reason why the 

psalmist and his community cannot sing a song of Zion (or a song of Yhwh) in a foreign 

land, which is the emotive focus of stanza A, and why they plead with God for 

punishment of their enemies, which is the emotive focus of stanza C. These are their core 

religious values: faith and justice. The psalmist’s faithful love for Jerusalem, which is 

further heightened by the third protasis ִתיאם־ לַר אׁשִַׂשְמחָׁ ִםַע  ל  ע ֶלהֶַאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ ל אַא   “if I do not 

exalt Jerusalem above my highest joy,” drove him to express sacred respect for 

Jerusalem—to stand fast before Babylon―and to seek divine justice for Jerusalem—to 

take vengeance upon Babylon. 

7.3.2 Strophe Level 

The internal chiastic structure of Ps 137 can be identified on the strophe level as 

shown in Table 6.  
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vv. 1-2 

ינּוַ ִכ֑ ם־בָׁ ְבנּוַג  ׁש  םַיָָׁ֭ ָׁ֣ לַׁשָׁ ֶב֗ ֙רֹות׀ַבָׁ לַנ ה  ֥ ע 

נּוֶַאת־ִצּֽיֹוןַ׃ זְָׁכֵר֗  ְבְּ֜

By the rivers of Babylon, there we 

sat down, also we wept, when we 

remembered Zion. 

ינּו׃ רֹוֵתֽ ינּוִַכנ  ִל֗ ּ֑הַתְָּׁ֜ יםְַבתֹוכָׁ ִב֥ ל־ע רָׁ ֽ  On the poplars in that region, we ע 

hung up our harps. 

 

vv. 3-4 

ינּוַ ֵא֪לּונּוַׁשֹוֵבֵ֡ םְַׁשֽ ֙ יַׁשָׁ ירִַכִּ֤ ִדְבֵרי־ִׁשָ֭

ירִַצּֽיֹון׃ נּוִַמִש֥ ֗ ירּוַלְָּׁ֜ הִַׁש֥ ֑ ינּוִַׂשְמחָׁ ֵלָׁ֣  ְותֹולָׁ

For there they asked us, our 

captors [asked for] a song, and 

our mockers [asked for] joy, 

“Sing for us a song of Zion!” 

תַ ֥ ְדמ  לַא  ֗ ֑הַע ְּ֜ ירֶַאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁ יְךַנִָׁׁש֥ ֵא֗

ר׃ ֽ  ֵנכָׁ

How [can] we sing a song of 

Yhwh on foreign ground? 

 

vv. 5-6 

חַַ ֥ םִַתְׁשכ  ִ֗ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ ְךְַיֽ ֵח֥ ם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ ִאֽ

יַ׃  ְיִמיִנֽ

If I forget you, O 

Jerusalem, may my right 

hand forget [how to play]. 

אַַ ִַאם־ל ֪ י׀ְַלִחִכי  ק־ְלׁשֹוִנ֙ ֥ ִתְדב 

ע ֶלהֶַאת־ אַא ָ֭ ִכיִַאם־ל ָׁ֣ ְזְכֵר֥ ֶא֫

יַ׃ ִתֽ אׁשִַׂשְמחָׁ לַר ָׁ֣ ֗ ִםַע ְּ֜ ֑ ל   ְירּוׁשָׁ

May my tongue stick to my 

palate, if I do not 

remember you. If I do not 

exalt Jerusalem above my 

highest joy. 

 

v. 7 

ֹוםַַ ַיִּ֤ ֗דֹוםֵַאת  יַא  ה׀ִַלְבֵנֵ֬ רְַיהוָׁ֙ ִםְַזכ ִּ֤ ֥ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ֫ ְיֽ

ּה׃ ֽ ְי֥סֹודַבָׁ דַה  ֗ רּוַע ְּ֜ ֑ רּו׀ַעָׁ ִּ֤ ְמִריםַעָׁ א ָׁ֣  הָָׁ֭

O Yhwh, hold it against the 

Edomites [for] the day of 

Jerusalem, who said, 

“Demolish, demolish, down to 

its foundation.” 

 

vv. 8-9 

יַ ְׁשֵר֥ הַא  ֥ ְש֫דּודָׁ לַה  ֶב֗ ת־בָׁ ְךֶַאתַ־ב  ֑ ֶלם־לָׁ ֶׁשְיׁש 

נּו׃ ֽ ְלְתַלָׁ ֥ מ  ְךֶַׁשגָׁ מּוֵל֗  ְגְּ֜

O daughter of Babylon, who will 

soon be destroyed! Blessed [is the 

one] who repays you [for] the way 

you dealt with us! 

ע׃ ל  ֽ סָׁ ִיְךֶַאל־ה  ל ֗ לָׁ ת־ע ְּ֜ ץֶַאֽ זְַוִנֵפֵ֬ י׀ֶַׁשּי אֵחֵ֓ ְׁשֵרִּ֤  Blessed [is the one] who seizes and א 

smashes your infants against the 

rock! 

Table 6: Strophic Chiasm in Ps 137 

 

Strophes I (vv. 1-2) and V (vv. 8-9) form the outermost layer of the chiastic 

structure. Each strophe mentions the enemy’s name ֶבל   ,Babylon.” Moreover“ בָׁ

each strophe is composed of a tricolon and a bicolon. In addition, strophe I which 

contains two repeating prepositional phrases beginning with ל  syntactically parallels ע 
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strophe V which contains two blessings beginning with ְׁשֵרי  There also is a logical .א 

relationship between them, with strophe I presenting a situation and strophe V presenting 

the solution. The fulfillment of God’s promise regarding the destruction of Babylon 

(Isa 13:16; Jer 51:20-23) responds to the deep sorrow of the Israelites in Babylon. 

Strophes II (vv. 3-4) and IV (vv. 7) form the second layer of the chiastic structure. 

Each strophe mentions the divine name והיה  “Yhwh.” Moreover, each strophe contains an 

embedded direct speech uttered by enemies, and both begin with masculine plural 

imperatives (ׁשיר “sing” and ערה “lay bare” respectively). The quotation in strophe II 

refers to the oppression by Babylon, while the quotation in strophe IV refers to the 

destruction of Jerusalem. 

Strophe III (vv. 5-6), which by itself makes up stanza B, is again the central 

thematic part of this chiastic construction signaled by various linguistic markings that 

have been discussed in §7.3.1. Therefore, if Ps 137 is still considered to be an 

imprecation psalm, the target of the imprecation should be the psalmist himself, not 

Babylon. As the petition of the psalmist in stanza V is simply asking Yhwh to fulfill His 

promise, it may not be appropriate to regard vv. 8bc-9ab as an imprecation, especially 

since they are blessing formulae beginning with the word ְׁשֵרי  blessed.” In fact, it is a“ א 

hymn praising God’s salvation, which will be further discussed in Chapter 8 Canonical 

Analysis. 

7.3.3 Unit-Count 

The core position of stanza B (strophe III) in the psalm is further supported by the 

distribution of unit-counts. Table 7 is a summary of simple word-counts (disregarding the 
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maqqef construction) at different levels, alongside the corresponding syllable-counts 

according to Fokkelman (2000, 465).  

Stanza Strophe 
MT 

Verse 
Colon 

Word Count 

Syllable Count 

per colon 
per 

line 

per 

strophe per 

colon 

per 

line 

per 

strophe 
syllable of 

each word 
total 

A I 1 a 3 

10 

15 

1+3+2 6 

21 

36 

 b 4 1+3+1+3 8 

 c 3 4+1+2 7 

2 a 3 
5 

1+3+3 7 
15 

 b 2 3+5 8 

II 3 a 3 
6 

20 

1+1+4 6 
12 

39 

 b 3 3+2+1 6 

c 2 
6 

5+2 7 
15 

 d 4 2+2+2+2 8 

4 a 5 
8 

1+2+1+1+2 7 
12 

 b 3 1+2+2 5 

B III 5 a 3 
5 

19 

1+3+4 8 
13 

41 

 b 2 2+3 5 

6 a 3 
6 

2+3+3 8 
14 

 b 3 1+1+4 6 

c 5 
8 

1+1+2+1+4 9 
14 

 d 3 1+1+3 5 

C IV 7 a 4 
7 

13 

2+2+2+2 8 
14 

27 
 b 3 1+1+4 6 

c 3 
6 

4+2+2 8 
13 

 d 3 1+3+1 5 

V 8 a 3 

10 

17 

1+2+4 7 

24 

39 

 b 3 2+4+1 7 

 c 4 1+3+4+2 10 

9 a 3 
7 

2+3+3 8 
15 

 b 4 1+3+1+2 7 

Table 7: Word Counts and Syllable Counts of Ps 137 

 

There are 84 words in Ps 137. There are 26 cola and 12 poetic lines (bi- or tri-

cola) in the psalm. The average number of words per colon is approximately 3 (84/26). 
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There are 3 two-word cola, 16 three-word cola, 5 four-word cola, and 2 five-word cola. 

Therefore, 62% of cola are made up of the average number of words, that is, three words; 

and 31% of the cola are made up of plus or minus one of the average number of words, 

that is, two or four words. From this distribution of the number of words per colon, we 

can conclude that Ps 137 is a well-balanced poem in terms of colon length.  

Strophes II and III have a larger number of words than do the others, which 

heightens the extent of the oppression and the degree of the commitment to their 

homeland. The longest cola, v. 4a in strophe II and v. 6c in strophe III (each having five 

words), may also draw the reader’s attention to their foci. Verse 4a reflects the attitude of 

the Israelites toward Babylon and v. 6c reflects the attitude of the psalmist toward 

Jerusalem. The attitude toward Babylon depends on the attitude toward Jerusalem. This is 

coincident with the previous illustration by the larger-scale chiastic construction that 

strophe III is the central theme of the psalm. Moreover, v. 6a contains the two middle 

words of the psalm: ְלׁשֹוִני “my tongue” and ְלִחִכי “to my palate,” which are the body parts 

mentioned by the psalmist in the second part of his oath. As discussed before, they 

belong to the primary organ for speech and song. In view of the balancing feature of 

poetry, the midpoint of the psalm may have significance for pointing out an important 

message, similarly to the core of a chiastic construction. Here it heightens the severity of 

the psalmist’s self-imprecation: may he lose the ability to speak and sing if he does not 

remember Jerusalem. In addition, the boundary between v. 5ab and v. 6ab, which 

together are a chiastically-constructed twofold oath, marks the midpoint of the psalm in 
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terms of counting the number of cola or poetic lines. These structural elements mark 

strophe III (or stanza B) as the central thematic part of the entire psalm.  

There are 182 syllables in Ps 137. The average number of syllables per colon is 7 

(182/26). There are 4 five-syllable cola, 5 six-syllable cola, 7 seven-syllable cola, 8 eight-

syllable cola, 1 nine-syllable colon, and 1 ten-syllable colon. Therefore, 27% of the cola 

are made up of the average number of syllables (7); and 50% of cola are made up of 

average number plus or minus one syllable (6 or 8). Thus, Ps 137 is a well-balanced 

poem in terms of number of syllables per colon. 

Strophe III (stanza B) has a larger number of syllables than do the others, also 

indicating its distinction in the psalm. In fact, v. 6c contains the second largest number of 

syllables (it is the longest colon in length), signaling its prominence in strophe III. As 

mentioned before, v. 6c dwells on the meaning of “remembering” Jerusalem (see §6.2.2 

Confirmation: Stanza B) which is the keyword of the psalm (see §6.3.3.1). As Fokkelman 

(2000, 301) says, this strophe is full of nostalgia. Moreover, the midpoint of counting the 

number of syllables also lies in colon v. 6a. The two middle syllables lie on the word 

-my tongue,” which brings out the same poetic effect as the middle word by word“ ְלׁשֹוִני

count. 

It is worth noting that the last colon of strophes II, III, and IV are composed of 

three words with five syllables. They are all prepositional phrases: the first two begin 

with ל ד and the last one begins with ע   The first cola of strophes I and II also exhibit .ע 

similar word- and syllable-count patterns. Both are composed of three words with six 

syllables. The first is a prepositional phrase that also begins with ל  and the second is a ,ע 
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reason clause that begins with the conjunction ִכי. Other balanced patterns at the strophe 

level are: strophes I, II, III, and V begin with a colon of three words; strophes III and IV 

begin with a colon of eight syllables; strophes II and III begin and end with a colon of 

three words; and strophe V begins and ends with a colon of seven syllables. Other 

balanced patterns at the stanza level are: stanzas A and B begin and end with a colon of 

three words, stanza C begins and ends with a colon of four words and a bicolon of seven 

words, and stanzas A and C end with a strophe of 39 syllables. Other balanced patterns at 

the poetic line (bi- or tri-colon) level are: the two tricola vv. 1abc and 8abc, each have ten 

words; vv. 2-4 and vv. 5-6 demonstrate similar bicolon word-count sequences, 5-6-6-8 

and 5-6-8; vv. 2-4 demonstrate an alternating bicolon syllable-count sequence, 

15-12-15-12; and vv. 5-7 demonstrate a symmetrical bicolon syllable-count sequence, 

13-14-14-14-13. All these repeating patterns create a symmetrical rhythm that facilitates 

reciting the psalm. 

In conclusion, this word and syllable count analysis gives insights into the 

structure and central motif of each stanza as well as of the entire psalm. First, this psalm 

is a well-organized poem with certain rhythmic patterns, exhibiting an almost identical 

structure in colon length. Most of the cola are three words or six to eight syllables. 

Second, the central word and syllable of the entire psalm are thematically linked to the 

psalm’s theme. The psalmist uses these structural features to draw the reader’s attention 

to the prominent parts of the psalm. 
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8. Canonical Analysis of Ps 137 

This chapter corresponds to Contextualization (Wendland’s procedural step 7), 

discussing the relations between Ps 137 and other psalms based on their final 

arrangement in the Book of Psalms. Such examination may reveal how the Jews read 

Ps 137 in the Second Temple period. 

The primary focus of Ps 137 is ִצּיֹון “Zion” and ִם ל   Jerusalem.” In the broader“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

Book of Psalms, the name ִצּיֹון occurs thirty-eight times and ִם ל   occurs seventeen ְירּוׁשָׁ

times. Table 8 presents their distribution over the five books of psalms. 

Book I II III IV V 

Psalms 1-41 42-72 73-89 90-106 107-150 

 Zion” 5 8 6 5 14“ ִצּיֹון

ִם ל   Jerusalem” 0 2 2 1 12“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

Total 5 10 8 6 26 

Table 8: Distribution of ּיֹון ִׂם and צִׂ  over the Five Books of Psalms ְירּוָׁשַל

 

More than one-third of the total occurrences of “Zion” (14/38) appear in Book V, 

and half of those (7/14) are found in Pss 120-134. Likewise, more than two-third of the 

total occurrences of “Jerusalem” (12/17) appear in Book V, and nearly half of those 

(5/12) are found in Pss 120-134. The collection of Pss 120-134 is called the “Songs of 

Ascent” because each of them begins with the superscription ע לֹות מ   the song of the“ ִׁשירַה 

ascent.” These songs were sung by the pilgrims as they ascended the road to “the hill of 

Yhwh” to attend the festivals (Anderson 2000, 154).  

Among those fifteen songs of ascent, Ps 122 is the only one that is regarded as 

“the song of Zion” (Anderson 2000, 223). According to Goldingay (2008, 462), Ps 122 is 
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unique as it focuses on Zion itself; most other songs of Zion focus “at least as much on 

Yhwh as on Zion.” Although the word יהוה “Yhwh” appears in this psalm three times, it 

is always stated in a noun phrase with another word, rather than being directly addressed, 

for example, ֵביתְַיהוָׁה “the house of Yhwh” (vv. 1, 9) or ִׁשְבֵטי־יָּׁה “the tribes of Yhwh” 

(v. 4). Only Jerusalem is addressed directly in Ps 122 (v. 2). Psalm 122 would be sung by 

someone who came to the house of Yhwh in Jerusalem for worship (vv. 1-2), praising 

Jerusalem (vv. 3-5), and praying for the peace of Jerusalem (vv. 6-9). This is quite similar 

to Ps 137, in which Yhwh is first mentioned together with the word ִׁשיר “song” in v. 4, 

then Jerusalem is addressed in v. 5, before Yhwh is addressed in v. 7. In that regard, 

Ps 137 seems to echo Ps 122, expressing the exalted status of Jerusalem in the life of the 

psalmist. The difference is that Ps 122 expresses that attitude before the destruction of the 

Temple and the city, while Ps 137 expresses it after the destruction. 

Psalm 137 may also echo other songs of ascent, for example, Ps 126. The word 

ׁשֹון  tongue” that occurs in Ps 137:6 also occurs in Ps 126:2,115 which mentions that the“ לָׁ

tongues of the Israelites would be filled with shouts of joy when Yhwh restored the 

fortunes of Zion. These two psalms present different but related situations. In Ps 137, the 

psalmist curses his tongue if he does not remember Zion/Jerusalem, such that he could 

not sing any more. In Ps 126, however, if the LORD restores Zion/Jerusalem, the people of 

Israel’s tongues would shout for joy. 

 
115 The word ׁשֹון  tongue” occurs only three times in the songs of ascent. Besides Ps 126:2, it also occurs“ לָׁ

twice in Ps 120 (vv. 2 and 3 respectively) but used together with the noun ְרִמּיָׁה “deceit” referring to 

“deceitful tongue” only. 
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Although Ps 137 is commonly regarded as a communal lament, it has been treated 

as a modified song of Zion due to the repeated occurrence of ִצּיֹון or ִם ל   which is a key ,ְירּוׁשָׁ

element of a song of Zion. Instead of singing the original song of Zion, praising 

Jerusalem in exile, people sang the song of self-commitment to Jerusalem. This psalm 

could be considered a reversed song of Zion. Instead of singing about the firm 

construction of Jerusalem, people sang about the destruction of Jerusalem.116 Indeed, the 

psalmist is trying to compose his “song of Zion,” crying out his grief and orienting his 

hope (Gerstenberger 2001, 395),117 as Yhwh is the only one who can turn sorrow into joy 

(cf. Ps 30:12 [30:11 in English translations]). He even borrows the blessing formula 

beginning with ְׁשֵרי  ,blessed” that is common in the songs of Zion (for example“ א 

Ps 84:5-6 [vv. 4-5 in English translations]).118 The psalmist understands that his 

community has “to make a commitment to singing Zion songs [again] even if it hurts.” 

His people should not “put Zion out of mind” (Goldingay 2008, 605). In this situation, 

the psalmist is composing a song of Zion praising God not for past deliverance but for 

future salvation. He and his faith community could again sing this song of Zion because 

Yhwh would fulfill His promise of restoring Jerusalem, as stated in Jer 33:11. 

Moreover, some scholars view Pss 135-137 as a sort of “supplement” (Allen 

2002, 239) or “appendix to the Songs of Ascent” (McCann 1996, 1227). Wilcock (2001, 

246) calls this collection “the second Exodus collection” that looks back to the songs of 

ascent. Psalms 135 and 136 review the story of Israel regarding what the Lord has done 

 
116 Cf. Allen 2002, 238, 241; Goldingay 2008, 601-2. 
117 Cf. Fokkelman 2001, 62. 
118 Cf. Allen 2002, 242; Vos 2005, 271-2. 
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for his people in the time of Exodus. Psalms 135:10-12 and 136:21-22 “celebrate 

Yahweh’s gift of the land to the covenant nation” (Allen 2002, 241; cf. Simango 2018, 

235-6). Psalm 137, however, “mourns the loss of the land as a heritage” (Bellinger 2005, 

5; cf. Simango 2018, 236). Therefore, if Ps 137 is read in its canonical context, the tone 

of the painful grief that the Israelites experienced during the exile is heightened. 

Simango (2018, 236) sees a theme across the three psalms: God is sovereign. 

Psalms 135 and 136 “mention specific ways in which God’s goodness has been 

demonstrated in the history of Israel,” especially he “redeemed Israel from Egypt … 

[and] gave victory to Israel over their enemies, the Canaanites.” Israel’s exile in Babylon 

as well as the punishment of Babylon and Edom were part of God’s plan. God “is able to 

bless the destroyer of Babylon which shows that he is in control of history.” This seems 

to contribute a positive tone to the end of Ps 137. 

On the other hand, Ps 138 changes the mood, as it is regarded as an “individual 

song of thanksgiving” (Anderson 2000, 223; Goldingay 2008, 616). The psalmist 

“remembers a time of need that has now been resolved in deliverance” (Brueggemann 

1984, 131), particularly in the last two verses (vv. 7-8). The phrase ף לַא   ”against anger“ ע 

that occurs in v. 7 occurs in exactly the same form in several other passages 

(2 Kgs 24:20; Jer 32:31; 52:3) that speak of the fall of Jerusalem (Goldingay 2008, 616).  

Although Ps 138 has no clear historical background and there is no clear 

indication who the enemies are, it may still be appropriate to relate this psalm to God’s 

deliverance of His people after the exile.119 In this light, Ps 138 can be regarded as a 

 
119 See also Goldingay 2008, 616-7; and Ross 2016, 801. 
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thanksgiving for the fulfillment of the petition in Ps 137 (cf. Tucker 2014, 124-5). 

Psalm 138 thus gives a positive response to the apparently miserable mood of Ps 137. 

Ahn (2008, 275-6), however, believes that there is an implied positive tone within Ps 137 

because of its placement in the midst of praise and thanksgiving psalms, pointing out that 

praise and thanksgiving arise not only from “positive elements in life” but also from 

“finding the courage and strength to praise and give thanks when there is nothing 

worthwhile or praiseworthy.” Brueggemann (1984, 75) also comments that Ps 137 “does 

not despair” and “[h]ope is resilient here.” This hope is founded on God’s great acts of 

salvation in the past which is the theme of both Pss 135 and 136 as discussed above. 

Another focus of Ps 137 is the interjection ְׁשֵרי  blessed.” The psalmist does not“ א 

know who will be chosen by God to take the role of punishing Babylon in order to fulfill 

His promise for carrying out divine justice. The psalmist does not even know when it will 

happen. However, he believes that Yhwh is trustworthy, and He will save His people 

soon because of His covenantal love. The psalmist’s assurance of God’s deliverance is 

demonstrated first by calling Babylon ה ְשדּודָׁ  who will soon be destroyed” in v. 8a, and“ ה 

second by his twofold blessing in vv. 8bc-9ab that the one who destroys Babylon will be 

blessed. 

The word ְׁשֵרי  blessed” occurs twenty-six times throughout the entire Book of“ א 

Psalms. Table 9 presents their distribution over the five books of psalms. 

Book I II III IV V 

Psalms 1-41 42-72 73-89 90-106 107-150 

ְׁשֵרי  blessed” 8 1 4 2 11“ א 

Table 9: Distribution of ַאְׁשֵרי over the Five Books of Psalms 
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It is notable that the word ְׁשֵרי  .blessed” occurs most often in Books I and V“ א 

Several psalms only have one occurrence of this word. Psalms 32, 119, 128, and 144 each 

have two. Psalm 128, which is one of the songs of ascent, states that blessed are those 

who fear Yhwh and walk in His ways (vv. 1-2). Psalm 84, which has been classified as a 

song of Zion, has three occurrences, stating that blessed are those who praise Yhwh (v. 5 

[v. 4 in English translations]), those who have strength in Yhwh (v. 6 [v. 5 in English 

translations]), and those who trust in Yhwh (v. 13 [v. 12 in English translations]). 

The word ְׁשֵרי  blessed” also occurs once each in Pss 1 and 2, which are together“ א 

considered the introduction to the Book of Psalms. This word appears in the first verse of 

Ps 1 and in the last verse of Ps 2, forming an inclusio that unites these two psalms. These 

two verses state that blessed are those who do not walk in the wicked way (Ps 1:1) and 

those who take refuge in Yhwh (Ps 2:12).  

The word ְׁשֵרי  blessed” establishes semantic coherence between Ps 137 and the“ א 

introduction of the Book of Psalms (Pss 1 and 2), as well as a song of Zion (Ps 84) and a 

song of ascent (Ps 128). Superficially, this coherence is a contradictory one. In all these 

occurrences, the blessed are those who have a covenantal relationship with Yhwh and 

cling to Him in faith. They walk away from wickedness. In Ps 137, on the other hand, the 

blessed are those who avenge the suffering of the Israelites on their enemies, especially 

killing the infants of the enemies. This seems to be a wicked action. However, as 

discussed in §6.3 Distinction, the focus of vv. 8bc-9ab is the psalmist’s petition for 

Yhwh’s justice, pleading with Yhwh to recompense what his enemies had done to his 

nation, no more and no less. Whoever carries out the action, this is solely an act of God 
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rather than the psalmist’s personal revenge, and the blessing is the result of such divine 

action (Simango 2018, 238-9). This comes from the psalmist’s faith in and fear of his 

God that allows him to use the word ְׁשֵרי .blessed” which occurs in other psalms“ א 
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9. Synthesizing the Analysis 

How does someone respond to deep sorrow and pain in the midst of oppression? 

How does the exilic community respond to being held captive far from Jerusalem? There 

may be two different responses: either taking revenge against the enemies on one’s own 

or remembering something more important than vengeance. In Ps 137, we learn that the 

psalmist chose the second option, holding on to his faith in Yhwh by remembering (זכר) 

Jerusalem where Yhwh dwells. This is what Jeremiah had taught the Israelites: 

Jer 51:50 

ם׃ ְבֶכֽ ל־ְלב  הַע  ע ֶל֥ ִםַתַ  ַ֖ ל  הִַויֽרּוׁשָׁ חֹו֙קֶַאת־ְיהוָׁ֔ רָׁ ּוֵַמֽ דּוִַַזְכרִּ֤ ע מ ֑ ל־ת  ֽ ּוַא  ֶרבִַהְלכַ֖ יםֵַמֶח֔   ְפֵלִטָׁ֣

You who have escaped from the sword, go, do not stand still! Remember the 

LORD from far away, and let Jerusalem come into your mind. (ESV) 

The captors and oppressors wanted to destroy the faith and joy of the Israelites, but they 

finally pushed them to regain faith in and joy from God. The psalmist experiences victory 

through his faith in Yhwh. He remembered his identity as part of God’s people, put his 

personal anger in the hands of Yhwh, and let his trust in Yhwh transcend his 

circumstance because Yhwh was his God, the one who is the source of justice and power. 

The psalmist’s faith is founded on the covenantal relationship between Yhwh and his 

people. 

Yhwh established a covenantal relationship with his Chosen people through 

Abraham (Gen 17:7-8) and reiterated it through Moses (Exod 6:7; Lev 26:12). This 

mutual covenantal relationship was frequently reiterated by the prophets Jeremiah 

(Jer 7:23; 11:4; 24:7; 30:18, 22; 31:33) and Ezekiel (Ezek 11:20; 14:11; 36:28; 37:27) 
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when they reminded the people to follow what Yhwh had commanded them and assured 

them of Yhwh’s salvation for His people. It is this covenantal relationship that lays the 

foundation for the psalmist’s loyalty to Jerusalem and thus to Yhwh. It is also this 

covenantal relationship that lays the foundation for the psalmist’s courage against the 

enemies’ oppression and for his hope of salvation. Although the psalmist is powerless, 

his God is powerful. As LeMon (2011, 108) says, the psalms of imprecation are “the 

prayers of the powerless, whose only source of strength is the hope that God will act 

powerfully for their salvation.” 

There is always a temptation to forgetfulness, especially for those who gradually 

adapted to living in Babylon or those who were born there during the exile. Although the 

prophet Jeremiah said that Babylon was the tool that Yhwh used to punish Israel for her 

disobedience (Jer 25:8-9), he encouraged the exiles to settle down in the foreign land, 

build houses, plant gardens, take wives and have children (Jer 29:4-6). Eventually, 

however, some of the Jews did not want to move back to Jerusalem and preferred to stay 

in Babylon (Ezra 1:3-4; Esth 2:5-6). 

The reason is not difficult to understand. Their homeland had become a ruin, and 

they did not wish to give up their stable life, or their status in Babylon. Bar-Efrat (1997, 

5) states that “from a material point of view, the exiles’ condition had improved. They 

had settled in a country richer in water and more fertile than their own; they could build 

houses and plant fruit trees.”120 Nicholson (2014, 43) also points out that there is 

 
120 Bar-Efrat (1997, 5) points out that a contrast is created between the word ִצּיֹון “Zion” and the word רֹות  נ ה 

“the rivers” as “Zion” evokes “dryness” because of the similarity in the sound between it and ִצּיָׁה “dryness” 

and יֹון  ”.dry land“ צָׁ
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evidence showing that the exiles had “adapted to their new situation, engaging in various 

occupations” and even “holding minor local administrative office.” They had no plan for 

leaving; they would need to start all over again if they returned to Jerusalem. Those who 

were born in Babylon during the exile had not seen the Temple and Jerusalem. Besides, it 

was not easy to take the journey back to Jerusalem (Ezra 8:31), especially for the old or 

very young. In this context, Ps 137 would remind the people of Israel not to forget their 

identity rooted in Jerusalem and Yhwh.  

Psalm 137 is a communal lament with a specific historical background, a 

community’s cry for justice under exilic oppression. The physical conflict is over. Now 

they confront spiritual conflict. How should the Israelites react to the current situation of 

living in a foreign land under the influence of foreign culture and religion? This psalm is 

composed for two target groups of people with different foci through calling their 

attention to the same theme. One group of people is those who are still overwhelmed with 

grief due to the destruction of the Temple and the holy city. The psalmist encourages 

them not to forget Zion/Jerusalem because this is the foundation of their hope, longing 

for God’s salvation. The other group is those who have already settled into a stable life, 

especially the next generation born during the exile, in the foreign land. The psalmist 

reminds them not to forget Zion/Jerusalem where their God is present. In fact, both are 

living under oppression. The first group is forced to forget its identity. The second group 

is tempted to forget its identity. In both cases, the psalm is written and sung “to 

encourage fellow Israelites not to forget their history, their culture, their religion, or their 

vision for the nation’s future” (Wendland 2013, 128). 
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10. Conclusion 

Many scholars state the importance of finding poetic ways to translate in order to 

convey the full meaning of Hebrew poetry in a receptor language (e.g., Culshaw 1968, 1; 

Wendland and Zogbo 2000, 61). However, in some cultures formal poetry is no longer 

common or popular, and many people do not know how to read poetry. This presents 

challenges for Bible translation, especially regarding the Old Testament. Moreover, 

commentaries and exegetical resources seldom provide a comprehensive analysis of the 

form and features of the poetic text, which are essential for correct understanding and for 

accurate translation of a passage. This thesis demonstrates a comprehensive analysis from 

a literary approach using Ps 137 as an example of applying Wendland’s nine step literary-

structural analysis to poetry and supplementing it with guidelines from Fokkelman.  

10.1 Summary 

10.1.1 Historical Background 

Psalm 137 is a communal lament of the Israelites during their exile after the 

Temple and Jerusalem were destroyed by Babylon in 587 BCE. It is a modified song of 

Zion, as this psalm focuses on Zion or Jerusalem. Although the author of this psalm is 

unknown, it is likely that it was composed by someone who was in the ruins of 

Jerusalem, expressing loyalty to the holy city as he recalled his traumatic experience with 

his community in their past years in exile. This is evidenced by the repeating adverb ם  ׁשָׁ

“there” (referring to Babylon), followed by the usage of qatal verbs in vv. 1-3. 
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10.1.2 Poetic Structure and Features 

This psalm can be demarcated into three stanzas based on a shift in the physical 

locations mentioned: stanza A (vv. 1-4) begins with ֶבל  Babylon,” stanza B (vv. 5-6)“ בָׁ

with ִם ל  דֹום Jerusalem,” and stanza C (vv. 7-9) with“ ְירּוׁשָׁ  Edom.”121 The verbal forms“ א 

also indicate a shift in time: the psalmist looks back at the painful experience of his 

community (stanza A), followed by an expression of his love for his homeland (stanza 

B), and then a look forward to the fulfilment of God’s promise (stanza C). Except for 

vv. 1 and 8, which are tricola, the psalm is composed of bicola, forming a symmetrical 

structure. The distribution of the number of words and syllables per colon also shows that 

Ps 137 is a well-balanced poem in terms of the length of the cola. Most of the cola consist 

of three words, or six to eight syllables. 

Stanza A is a complaint, focusing on the pain of the Israelites in Babylon. This 

stanza is characterised by the intensive use of the 1st person plural pronominal suffix נּו, 

creating a kind of rhyme. Eight out of nine occurrences of the suffix נּו refer to the 

Israelites, while the last refers to their enemies in a direct quote. This stanza also uses 

several contrasting pairs to focus on their pain as exiles: Babylon (foreign land, a 

physical space) and Jerusalem (homeland, a mental space); victor and loser; and laughing 

with joy and weeping with grief. The repetition of a prepositional phrase that begins with 

ל  at the beginning of v. 1 and at the end of v. 4 forms an inclusio bracketing the whole ע 

stanza.  

 
121 See §6.1.3 Segmentation: Stanza C for rationale for this division. 
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Stanza A is further divided into two strophes: strophe I (vv. 1-2) and strophe II 

(vv. 3-4), which is demonstrated by the introduction of a new participant, the 

Babylonians, alongside the Israelites. The parallel relationship between these two 

strophes is expressed by the repeated occurrence of the adverb ם  there” near the“ ׁשָׁ

beginning of each (in vv. 1b and 3a respectively) that refers to the region near the rivers 

of Babylon. The repetition of the preposition ל  at the beginning of vv. 1 and 2 ע 

strengthens the unity of strophe I, and the repetition of the root ׁשיר five times within vv. 3 

and 4 strengthens the unity of strophe II. 

Stanza B is an oath, focusing on the love of the psalmist for Jerusalem. There is a 

shift in 1st person pronoun from plural to singular, and the 2nd person singular pronoun 

and the proper name ִם ל   Jerusalem” are used alongside each other in reference to the“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

homeland of the Israelites. This is the only unit that uses conditional clauses (introduced 

by ִאם “if”), negation (ל א “not”), and body parts (יִָׁמין “right hand,” ׁשֹון  ֵחְך ”,tongue“ לָׁ

“palate,” and ר אׁש “head”). This stanza also uses several contrasting pairs to focus on the 

love of the Israelites for Jerusalem: remembering and forgetting; singing and being 

unable to sing; and playing and being unable to play (an instrument). Stanza B is made up 

of a single strophe III (vv. 5-6). The rhythm of the i-vowels at the end of four cola within 

this unit (vv. 5b, 6a, 6b, and 6d) reinforces the phonological unity of this unit.  

Stanza C is a petition, focusing on the hope of the Israelites in Yhwh. The word 

דֹום rock” at the end of v. 9b is also the name of a city in Edom, echoing“ ֶסל ע  Edom” in“ א 

v. 7a to form an envelope that brackets this stanza. The 1st person pronoun in reference to 

the Israelites shifts from singular back to plural. This is the only unit that uses kinship 
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terms (ֵבן “son,” ת ל daughter,” and“ ב   child”). This stanza also uses several“ עֹולָׁ

contrasting pairs to focus on the hope of the Israelites in Yhwh: Edom (who does not 

remember Jerusalem) and Yhwh (who remembers Jerusalem); Babylon (destroyed) and 

Jerusalem (revived); and victor and loser. 

Stanza C is further divided into two strophes: strophe IV (v. 7) and strophe V 

(vv. 8-9). This is demonstrated by the shifting from דֹום ֶבל Edom” to“ א   ”.Babylon“ בָׁ

Verse 7 is characterised by an intensive use of imperatives which makes up a single 

strophe by itself. Strophe V is further marked by the shifting from an imperative to a 

participle. It is also characterised by the twofold blessing that begin with ְׁשֵרי  ”blessed“ א 

(vv. 8bc and 9ab), giving prominence to the psalmist’s longing for divine justice but not 

personal vengeance.  

Psalm 137 is usually classified as an imprecatory psalm due to its threatening 

ending (v. 9), since we usually read the psalm linearly from the first verse until the end. 

However, the palmist uses a large-scale chiastic construction (both at stanza and strophe 

levels) to focus the reader’s attention on stanza B which is the central theme of the psalm. 

The thematic position of stanza B is first revealed by the colon-scale chiasm vv. 5ab-6ab, 

which is the psalmist’s self-imprecation. This thematic stanza is further characterised by 

the unique occurrences of conjunction ִאם “if,” negation ל א “not,” and body parts. In this 

understanding, the theme of Ps 137 is remembering Jerusalem, which is Zion, the symbol 

of the presence of Yhwh. “Remember” and “Jerusalem” (or Zion) are the only two key 

words that occur in all three stanzas. The central word and syllable of the entire psalm are 

thematically linked to the psalm’s theme. The two middle words of the psalm are ְלׁשֹוִני 
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“my tongue” and ְלִחִכי “to my palate” (v. 6a), and the two middle syllables also lie on the 

word ְלׁשֹוִני “my tongue.” Both belong to the primary organ for speech and song, 

heightening the severity of the psalmist’s self-imprecation if he does not remember 

Jerusalem and Yhwh. 

10.1.3 Canonical Analysis 

Psalm 137 is closely related to other psalms. Certain key words of Ps 137 are 

widely distributed among several of the psalms. The word ִצּיֹון “Zion” or ִם ל   ְירּוׁשָׁ

“Jerusalem” occurs in all five books of psalms, most often in Book V with half of them 

found in the songs of ascent (Pss 120-134). The word ְׁשֵרי  blessed” also occurs in all“ א 

five books of psalms, most often in Books I and V, but it occurs most frequently in Ps 84 

(three times), which is a song of Zion. Therefore, there is semantic coherence between 

Ps 137 and the songs of ascent and a song of Zion. In addition, the arrangement of the 

sequence of Pss 135-138 helps the reader to understand and experience the mood of 

Ps 137, from negative at the beginning to positive at the end. 

10.2 Contribution 

10.2.1 Analysis of Hebrew Poetry 

Most commentaries of the Psalms aim at discussing the whole book (e.g., 

Goldingay 2008, Ross 2016). Therefore, the scope of the analysis of each of the one 

hundred and fifty psalms cannot be very deep, due to page limitations. This thesis intends 

to achieve a more comprehensive analysis of an individual psalm, giving the reader a full 

picture of the structure and the content of that psalm. It focuses not only on the literary 

analysis in terms of the macro- and micro-structure of the text but also takes into 
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consideration the number of words or syllables of each poetic unit (from colon to 

strophe). This thesis studies the speech acts of the text and the semantic relationships 

between adjacent units (from cola to stanzas). It also examines the textual connection of 

this psalm with other psalms in their canonical arrangement. Therefore, this thesis not 

only provides the reader a detailed analysis of Ps 137 but also outlines a systematic 

procedure and an applicable scope for studying other poetic texts. 

Every procedural step of the analysis is essential for understanding a psalmic text. 

However, the most fundamental step is deciding the overall shape of a psalm, including 

determining of the length and number of stanzas, strophes, and cola. I would recommend 

that readers focus first on the following parts of the analysis, which are most helpful for 

understanding the macro-structure: (1) prominent topical and illocutionary shifts that 

indicate possible points of discourse unit aperture, (2) major pausal or disjunctive accents 

that mark possible colon breaks, (3) parallel constructions and major syntactic 

constituents that determine possible boundaries of a colon, and (4) verbal forms that 

indicate possible shift in time of the events. These criteria may help countercheck each 

other.  

10.2.2 Translation of Hebrew Poetry 

As stated in Chapter 1 Background of Study, this thesis intends to demonstrate to 

those involved in a translation a systematic analysis of a poetic text, which is a 

fundamental step for translating Hebrew poetry. Poetry and prose, as different literary 

types with different intensities of linguistic or literary features, require different 

translation strategies. It is important to translate Hebrew poetry poetically in the receptor 
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language so that the formal features of poetry can reproduce the same impact of the 

message on the reader.122 It is worthwhile to specifically preserve those poetic elements 

that can invite the reader to understand the important structural or semantic clues encoded 

in the poetics and to appreciate the beauty of the poetry, since poetry is not just 

something to read and understand but to enjoy. In order to accomplish a faithful 

translation of a poetic text, it is necessary to develop the team members’ skill in 

analyzing poetic form and features, and this thesis could provide such a framework.  

However, we understand that different team members have different roles and 

educational backgrounds. It may not be feasible to request every team member to carry 

out the same level of analysis. Usually a translation team includes translators, translation 

advisors, and translation consultants. I would make a recommendation to each group of 

participants that those with different roles and backgrounds might be able to apply. 

Translators are responsible for making the draft of the translated text. They often 

acquire a general level of education with little biblical or linguistic training. Therefore, 

Chapter 4 Background of Ps 137, §5.1 Delimitation, and §5.2 Spatialization could give 

them a basic approach to beginning a literary analysis of a psalm. They should be capable 

of getting a preliminary understanding of the basic structure and features of a poetic text 

within a reasonable time. Since they usually do not have adequate knowledge of the 

biblical languages, they may turn to available resources for relevant information or to 

translation advisors for assistance when they encounter difficulties in analyzing a poetic 

text themselves. It is more important to help translators understand the structure of the 

 
122 Cf. Wendland and Zogbo 2000, 136. 
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poem than to let them do the initial analysis alone. Translation advisors may need to 

spend time with translators doing the analysis together at the early stage in order to 

encourage them and build their capacity. 

Translation advisors are responsible for assisting the translators in drafting the 

Bible text, providing exegesis and translation advice in order to facilitate their drafting of 

the text in a faithful, clear and natural way. They usually acquire a higher level of 

education with biblical and linguistic training, having basic knowledge of the biblical 

languages. Therefore, in addition to the sections of analysis that are applicable to the 

translators, §5.3 Text-Criticism, §6.1 Segmentation, and §7.3 Formation of Ps 137 are 

useful for giving the advisors a better picture of the structure and meaning of the poetic 

text. For Text-Criticism, advisors can refer to already-produced resources such as BHS or 

commentaries with relevant discussion and make their own judgement. For Segmentation 

and Formation of the psalm, advisors should conduct the analysis themselves, with help 

from other exegetical resources such as commentaries or academic journals, if deemed 

necessary. 

Translation consultants are responsible for assisting the translators and advisors in 

examining the translated text. They are usually well-educated and well-experienced in 

Bible translation, with adequate biblical and linguistic knowledge, including biblical 

languages. In addition to the above-mentioned sections of analysis that are applicable to 

the translators and advisors, §6.2 Confirmation is useful to the consultants for spotting 

rhetorical and exegetical issues of the poetic text. Consultants should conduct the analysis 
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themselves, with the help of other exegetical resources such as commentaries or 

academic journals, if deemed necessary. 

These recommendations are general recommendations for members of a 

translation team based on their role. It may not be necessary for the translation team to go 

through all the analyses that have been discussed here if there is a time constraint. At 

least, Chapter 4 Background of Ps 137, Chapter 5 Macro-Structural Analysis of Ps 137, 

§6.1 Segmentation, and §7.3 Formation of Ps 137 should be conducted by the translation 

team in order to grasp a rough picture of the structure and meaning of the poetic text. The 

scope of each section can be adjusted, depending on the experience and educational 

background of individual team members, as well as the timeframe available for the 

translation project.  

Regarding the remaining parts of the analysis (including §6.3 Distinction, 

§7.1 Conversation, §7.2 Summarization, and Chapter 8 Canonical Analysis of Ps 137), 

they all provide further insight into the interpretation of the poetic text from various 

points of view. They are applicable to those who would like to spend time in deeper 

understanding of the poetic text, for example, lecturers, scholars, or those who write 

commentaries or other exegetical helps. 

The content of this thesis can be used in a translation-training workshop for 

translators, advisors, or consultants in order to equip or sharpen their skill at analyzing 

Hebrew poetry. I would recommend beginning the workshop with the sixteen questions 

based on Fokkelman’s guidelines for learning how to read Hebrew poetry (as stated in 

Chapter 3 Methodology), especially focusing first on those questions that are related to 
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the background (questions 1 and 2) and demarcation (questions 3-6 and 8-9) of the poem. 

These questions can give the trainees important basic directions for handling Hebrew 

poetry: understanding the historical context (if any) and grasping the overall shape or 

macro-structure of the poetic text. If the trainees lack knowledge of Hebrew, they can 

start the learning process by using one literal English translation, for example, ESV, with 

help from translation advisors, if reference to the Hebrew text is deemed necessary. Then 

the workshop can be divided into several sessions based on Wendland’s nine procedural 

steps, together with the remaining questions (7 and 10-16), for an in-depth literary 

analysis of a psalm. Moreover, analysis like that done in this thesis can be published as a 

supplementary guide for existing translation resources, which is the goal of this thesis as 

stated in Chapter 1 Background of Study—filling the gap left by resources that ignore 

formal feature analysis of a poetic text.  

10.2.3 Analysis of Indigenous Poetry 

Although there is no consensus on how to define poetry, we can still recognize 

some form of poetry in most languages. One question that Wendland and Zogbo (2000, 

76) raise regarding the translation of Hebrew poetry is how far a translation “should go in 

attempting to preserve or reproduce formal features of the original” in order “to preserve 

the stylistic flavor of Hebrew poetry.” They point out that poetic formal features are not 

unique to Hebrew. Biblical Hebrew and other languages share similar poetic style and 

structure, although there may not be a one-to-one correspondence (77). How a target 

language uses its formal features in the creation of a poem will influence how the formal 

features of Hebrew poetry can be integrated into a translation. In such circumstances, this 
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thesis could also serve as a demonstration of how to analyze the formal features of a 

target language’s poetry. At least, this could give the translators a starting point for how 

to analyze their poems. Therefore, this thesis can assist a translation team in setting up an 

appropriate foundation for understanding its own poetry, as well as Hebrew poetry. 

Psalm 137 is a communal lament, reflecting how the Jewish community 

responded to its traumatic experience during the exile. Suffering is inevitable for any 

community. It is important to understand how people express their grief in public events, 

such as funeral ceremonies or national crisis memorial ceremonies, especially the verbal 

arts or songs associated with them.  

10.3 Implications 

The question that we usually ask after finishing a Bible translation is how the 

community should engage the Bible. This is especially the major concern of the 

community that has been waiting for its mother-tongue Bible for a long time. As stated in 

Chapter 9 Synthesizing the Analysis, Ps 137 is composed for two target groups of people. 

One group is those who are still overwhelmed with grief due to the destruction of the 

Temple and Jerusalem, encouraging them not to forget that Yhwh is their hope. The other 

group is those who have already settled down in the foreign land, encouraging them not 

to forget that Yhwh is their God. Although Ps 137 has its own historical background, how 

should we read this psalm in our context, as Jewish people or as Christians? What are the 

circumstances in which we find ourselves? 

Jewish communities have special worship services to commemorate the fall of 

Jerusalem (Simango 2018, 233). According to Berlin and Brettler (2014, 1424), this 
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psalm “is often recited on the Ninth of Av [Tisha Be’Av], the day that commemorates the 

destruction of the Temple, and before the grace after meals on weekdays.” Av, the 

eleventh month of the Jewish Calendar which occurs in July or August, is the unhappiest 

month of the year. The rabbis teach that it “contains the saddest Jewish holiday, Tisha 

Be’Av, which commemorates the destruction of both Temples as well as many other 

tragic events in Jewish history” (Telushkin 1991, 561). The rabbis designated Tisha 

Be’Av as “a full fast day, lasting from one evening to the next.” In addition to not eating 

or drinking, it is also forbidden to “bathe, wear leather shoes, put on makeup or perfume, 

or have sexual relations” in order not to distract anyone from mourning. According to an 

ancient Jewish tradition, the only happy association with this holiday is “the Messiah will 

be born on this day” (595). This is their hope that responds to their pain. Messiah will 

come to deliver them from their suffering. In this way, Ps 137 has been endued with an 

eschatological sense.  

Christians typically do not observe the fall of Jerusalem. However, when we look 

around our “civilized” world, there exist different degrees of oppression, especially under 

repressive authorities. Many people are living under the shadow of injustice. They may 

suffer from ethnic cleansing or genocide by hostile tribes or nations. They may be 

interned in concentration camps by dictatorships in order to destroy their beliefs. They 

may be kept under surveillance, imprisoned, or even persecuted because of fighting for 

human rights or religious freedom. Even worse, such oppression may come not only from 

enemies but also from companions. Although they may not have power to overcome their 

situation, they should have the means to cry out and plead with God for deliverance and 
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justice. That is the voice of Ps 137. Brown (2010, 156) says that “Psalm 137 is not so 

much a call to infanticide as a call for God’s judgment to restore a defeated and 

demoralized people, a judgment that necessarily involves the collapse of hegemonic 

rule.”  

This psalm is a prayer for relief from suffering, which is “the outworking of 

divine justice in the removal of the wicked” (Ross 2016, 796). When the wicked try to 

destroy one’s faith and identity, one should keep his belief and hope in God. This is not 

an action of honoring ourselves, but God. The present ideologies may continue to tempt 

or oppress believers to abandon their faith, even pressure them to mock their God. 

Praying Ps 137, the suffering can find a way to heal their pain, release their frustration, 

and voice to God their desire for divine judgement. Brueggemann (1984, 77) comments 

that there is “a division of labor here to be celebrated: Israel hopes; Yahweh avenges as 

he chooses.” The psalm can help sustain them even if they cannot find any way out. 

Confronting the power of darkness in the world, we long for the coming of our Savior 

Messiah. This is our only hope. 

Goldingay (2008, 612) points out that the perspective on Zion/Jerusalem is not 

merely that “of any people who miss their homeland” but also “of people who know that 

Zion/Jerusalem is of key importance for God’s purpose in the world.” As he (603) states, 

the object of remembrance is not the physical location of the capital city, but the place 

where Yhwh chose to dwell. Jerusalem has a “sacramental role in God’s revealed 

purposes as reflection of the divine” (Allen 2002, 243). Brueggemann (1984, 75) gives a 

good reason why we should read Ps 137: 
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It is important that generation after generation we remember with Jews that the 

present arrangements are not right, not acceptable, and not finally to be accepted. 

Psalm 137 draws its power and authority out of another vision, marked by 

homecoming, which seems remote, but is not for one instant in doubt. There will 

be a homecoming to peace, justice, and freedom. This psalm is the ongoing 

practice of that hope against enormous odds. 

While Jewish theology, typically longs for their “physical” homeland, Christians long for 

their “spiritual” homeland (Brueggemann 1984, 74), which is the capital city of the 

Kingdom of God. Our life is centered in Jerusalem, the holy city of promise and hope to 

which God’s truth is linked; a conviction that enemies cannot take away (Brueggemann 

1984, 76). The Israelites are no longer captives in Babylonia but remain as God’s people 

in His Kingdom. Likewise, we are no longer captives in darkness but remain as God’s 

people in His Kingdom. 

Many of us have not experienced the kind of oppression that the Israelites 

received. However, as followers of God, we confront a tension between our faith and 

daily life. The first tension comes from unjust opponents. The second tension comes from 

a stable life. Both tempt us to forget our God. Sometimes we may even deny the hope of 

restoration or the reality of injustice. This psalm asks about our faithful tenacity—the 

capacity “to endure, to maintain identity, to embrace a calling in situations of sell-out” 

(Brueggemann 1984, 77). This is the power of the psalm. As Alter (1985, 133) says, 

poetic form “reshape[s] the world in the light of belief.” This leads us to move from 

frustration to victory through looking forward to the return of Messiah our Lord. 
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10.4 Suggestions for Further Study 

This thesis has covered the basic literary analysis of Ps 137, providing translators 

an extensive understanding of the structure and content of the psalm, as well as a 

fundamental skill for analysing Hebrew poetry. However, as discussed below, further 

steps can be taken in order to deepen our understanding of the psalm, especially for 

translation advisors and consultants. 

This thesis has adopted the result of Fokkelman’s prosody study, i.e. counting the 

pre-Masoretic syllables of each colon. However, as discussed in §2.4.1 Meter and 

Rhythm, different scholars apply different strategies for such quantitative studies, for 

example, counting the number of accents or stresses. Therefore, other metrical studies of 

Ps 137 may be helpful for further exploring the psalm’s structure. The study of meter 

involves vocalization and accentuation, a counting algorithm, potential emendation of the 

Masoretic Text, and textual interpretation. These activities should be handled with great 

care in order to avoid being trapped by trying to fit the text into any preconceived idea or 

presumed pattern. 

This thesis has investigated the relationship of Ps 137 with other psalms through 

studying the distribution of certain key words like ִצּיֹון “Zion” or ִם ל   Jerusalem” and“ ְירּוׁשָׁ

ְׁשֵרי  blessed” throughout the entire Book of Psalms. However, other key words also“ א 

occur in other psalms, for example, ה  זכר ,forget” (33 times)“ ׁשכח ,joy” (13 times)“ ִׂשְמחָׁ

“remember” (53 times), and ׁשלם “repay” (17 times). It would be good to conduct a 

similar study of these words in order to have a more precise understanding of the use of 

these word in Ps 137. Moreover, there are other psalms which are also categorized as 
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communal laments, for example, Pss 12, 44, 58, 60, 74, 79, 80, 83, 85, 90, 94, 123, 126, 

and 129 (Anderson 2000, 56), or as imprecatory psalms, for example, Pss 7, 35, 55, 58, 

59, 69, 79, 83, and 109 (Simango and Krüger 2016, 583). Although there is no consensus 

on the right classification of the genre of some of these psalms, it would be good to study 

the structure and theme of these psalms in order to gain a broader insight into the genre of 

Ps 137. Since Ps 137 is closely related to the songs of Zion and the songs of ascent, it is 

also worthwhile to conduct further analyses of them (for example, Pss 46, 48, 76, 84, 87, 

and 120-134) in order to enrich our understanding on Ps 137. 

This analysis has focused on a structural and semantic analysis. In addition, it 

would be valuable to analyze the psalm using the insights of cognitive linguistics. 

Cognitive linguistics is a branch of linguistics that combines the disciplines of cognitive 

science and linguistics in order to investigate the interaction between cognition and 

language. It has been widely adopted for studying different aspects of language, for 

example, figurative language. Therefore, a cognitive analysis may add further 

understanding of Ps 137. 
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Appendix A: Verbal Forms of Ps 137 

Hebrew Text 
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Verbal Form 

לַַַַַַ ֶב֗ ֙רֹות׀ַבָׁ לַנ ה  ֥  A I 1 a verbless ע 

ינּוַַַַַַַ ִכ֑ ם־בָׁ ְבנּוַג  ׁש  םַיָָׁ֭ ָׁ֣  b qatal, qatal ׁשָׁ

נּוֶַאת־ִצּֽיֹוןַ׃ זְָׁכֵר֗  c infinitive ְבְּ֜

ּ֑הַַַַַַַ יםְַבתֹוכָׁ ִב֥ ל־ע רָׁ ֽ  a verbless 2 ע 

ינּו׃ רֹוֵתֽ ינּוִַכנ  ִל֗  b qatal תְָּׁ֜

ינּוַַַַַַ ֵא֪לּונּוַׁשֹוֵבֵ֡ םְַׁשֽ ֙ יַׁשָׁ  II 3 a qatal, participle ִכִּ֤

יַר  b verb ellipsis ִדְבֵרי־ִׁשָ֭

הַַַַַַַ ֑ ינּוִַׂשְמחָׁ ֵלָׁ֣  c verb ellipsis ְותֹולָׁ

ירִַצּֽיֹוןַ׃ נּוִַמִש֥ ֗ ירּוַלְָּׁ֜  d imperative ִׁש֥

֑הַַַַַַַ ירֶַאת־ִׁשיר־ְיהוָׁ יְךַנִָׁׁש֥  a yiqtol 4 ֵא֗

ר׃ ֽ תֵַנכָׁ ֥ ְדמ  לַא  ֗  b verbless ע ְּ֜

םַַַַַַַ ִ֗ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ ְךְַיֽ ֵח֥ ם־ֶאְׁשכָׁ  B III 5 a yiqtol ִאֽ

יַ׃ חְַיִמיִנֽ ֥  b yiqtol ִתְׁשכ 

ַַַַַַַ י׀ְַלִחִכי  ק־ְלׁשֹוִנ֙ ֥  a yiqtol 6 ִתְדב 

ִכיַ ְזְכֵר֥ אֶַא֫  b yiqtol ִאם־ל ֪

ִםַַַַַַ ֑ ל  ע ֶלהֶַאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ אַא ָ֭  c yiqtol ִאם־ל ָׁ֣

יַ׃ ִתֽ אׁשִַׂשְמחָׁ לַר ָׁ֣ ֗  d verbless ע ְּ֜
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Hebrew Text 
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Verbal Form 

֗דֹוםַַַַַַַ יַא  ה׀ִַלְבֵנֵ֬ רְַיהוָׁ֙  C IV 7 a imperative ְזכ ִּ֤

ִַם ֥ לָׁ רּוׁשָׁ֫ ֹוםְַיֽ ַיִּ֤  b verbless ֵאת 

רּוַַַַַַ ֑ רּו׀ַעָׁ ִּ֤ ְמִריםַעָׁ א ָׁ֣  c participle, imperative, imperative הָָׁ֭

ּהַ׃ ֽ ְי֥סֹודַבָׁ דַה  ֗  d verbless ע ְּ֜

הַַַַַַַ ֥ ְש֫דּודָׁ לַה  ֶב֗ ת־בָׁ  V 8 a participle ב 

ְךַַַַַַַ ֑ ֶלם־לָׁ יֶַׁשְיׁש  ְׁשֵר֥  b yiqtol א 

נּו׃ ֽ ְלְתַלָׁ ֥ מ  ְךֶַׁשגָׁ מּוֵל֗  c qatal ֶאת־ְגְּ֜

ז י׀ֶַׁשּי אֵחֵ֓ ְׁשֵרִּ֤ ץַא   a yiqtol, weqatal 9 ְוִנֵפֵ֬

ע׃ ל  ֽ סָׁ ִיְךֶַאל־ה  ל ֗ לָׁ ת־ע ְּ֜  b verbless ֶאֽ
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Appendix B: Sequential-spatial Structure of Ps 137 with Verb as the Nucleus 

Stanza 

Post-verb3 Post-verb2 Post-verb1 Verbal Pre-verb3 Pre-verb2 Pre-verb1 

S
tr

o
p
h

e 

M
T

 V
v

. 

C
o

lo
n
 

A 

I 1 a     ֶבַל  בָׁ
Babylon 

רֹות  נ ה 
rivers of 

ל  ע 
by 

b    ְבנּו  יָׁׁש 
we sat 

ם    ׁשָׁ
there 

ִכינּו     בָׁ

we wept 

ַם    ג 
also 

c   ֶאת־ִצּיֹון׃ 
(DO) Zion 

 ְבזְָׁכֵרנּו
as we 

remembered 

   

2 a     ּה  ְבתֹוכָׁ
in her midst 

ִביַם  ע רָׁ
poplars 

ל  ע 
on 

b   רֹוֵתינּו׃  ִכנ 
our harps 

ִלי נּותָׁ  
we hung up 

   

II 3 a    נּוְׁשֵאלּו  
they asked us 

ם   ׁשָׁ
there 

 ִכי
for 

b ִׁשיר 
song 

 ִדְבֵרַי
words of 

נַּוׁשֹוֵבי  
who capture 

us 

    

c  ַה  ִׂשְמחָׁ
joy 

ֵלי נּוְותֹולָׁ  
and our 

mockers 

    

d ִצּיֹון׃ 
Zion 

 ִמִשיַר
from song of 

נּולַָׁ  
for us 

 ִׁשירַּו
sing 

   

4 a  ְיהוָׁה 
Yhwh 

 ֶאת־ִׁשיַר
(DO) song of 

 נִָׁׁשיר
we [can] sing 

 ֵאיְך  
how 

b ר׃  ֵנכָׁ
foreignness 

ת ְדמ   א 
ground of 

ל  ע 
on 
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Stanza 

Post-verb3 Post-verb2 Post-verb1 Verbal Pre-verb3 Pre-verb2 Pre-verb1 

S
tr

o
p
h

e 

M
T

 V
v

. 

C
o

lo
n
 

B 

III 5 a   ִַם לָׁ  ְירּוׁשָׁ
Jerusalem 

חֵַאֶַ ְךְׁשכָׁ  
I forget you 

 ִאם  
if 

b   ַ׃ִניְיִמי  
my right hand 

ח  ִתְׁשכ 
may it forget 

   

6 a  ִִַכיְלח  
my palate 

ִניְלׁשֹו  
my tongue 

ק  ִתְדב 
may it stick 

   

b    ִֶַכיְזְכֵרַא  
I remember 

you 

 ל א 
not 

 ִאם
if 

c   ִַם ל   ֶאת־ְירּוׁשָׁ
(DO) 

Jerusalem 

ע ֶלהאַ   
I exalt 

 ל א 
not 

 ִאם
if 

d ַַָׁ׃ִתיִׂשְמח  
my joy 

 ר אׁש
head of 

ל  ע 
above 

    

C 

IV 7 a דֹום  א 
Edom 

 ִלְבֵני
to sons of 

 ְיהוָׁה
Yhwh 

ר  ְזכ 
remember 

   

b ִַם לָׁ  ְירּוׁשָׁ
Jerusalem 

 יֹוַם
the day of 

 ֵאת
(DO) 

    

c    רּו  עָׁ
lay bare 

ְמִריַם   א   הָׁ
who said 

רּו    ֑  עָׁ
lay bare 

   

d ּהַ׃  בָׁ
in it 

ְיסֹוַד  ה 
the 

foundation 

ד  ע 
to 

    

V 8 a     ה ְשדּודָׁ  ה 
who soon be 

destroyed 

ֶבַל  בָׁ
Babylon 

ת  ב 
daughter of  

b   ְַָׁךל  
to you 

ֶלםׁשֶַ ְיׁש   
who repays 

ְׁשֵרי    א 
blessed 

c   ַָׁ׃נּול  
to us 

ְלתְַׁשֶַ מ  גָׁ  
which you.sg 

dealt 

ְַךֶאת־ְגמּולֵַ  
(DO) your.sg 

dealing 

  

9 a    ֶַּי אֵחַזׁש  
who seizes 

ְׁשֵרי    א 
blessed 

 ְוִנֵפץ   
and smashes 

   

b ע׃ ל  ֽ סָׁ  ה 
the rock 

 ֶאל
to  

יִַ ל  לָׁ ְךֶאת־ע   
(DO) your.sg 

children 
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Appendix C: Summary of Semantic Relations between Cola (Wendland 2002, 98-9) 

Relations involving similarity, or synonymous parallelism 

1 base-restatement Line B is very similar in meaning to line A. 

2 base-amplification 
Line B adds some significant aspect of meaning to 

line A. 

3 general-specific 
Line B is a more specific instance or example of 

what is said in line A. 

Relation involving contrast 

4 base-contrast 
Usually two elements in line B contrast with the 

corresponding segments of line A. 

Relations involving temporal addition 

5 base-sequential time 
In line A the first event occurred, after that in line B 

a second event occurred. 

6 base-simultaneous time 
The events of lines A and B occurred at relatively 

the same time. 

7 base-circumstance 

The event in A is primary, and in B another, sub-

ordinated, circumstantially related event is 

reported. 

Relations involving causal addition 

8 reason-result 
Because one event happens, therefore another 

occurs. 

9 ground-conclusion 
Line A provided the basis/evidence for the 

conclusion in line B. 

10 reason-request 
Because of the event in A, there is a 

request/command in line B. 

11 means-request 
By means of an event in line A, a request is made 

in line B. 

12 means-result 
By means of the event in line A, the event in line B 

occurs. 

13 means-purpose A is done in order that B may occur/happen. 

14 request-purpose 
The request of line A is made in order to achieve 

the event in line B. 

15 real condition-result 
If the event in line A happens (or is true), then the 

one in line B results (or is also true). 
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16 unreal condition-result 
If the event (A) had happened (it didn’t), then the 

other (B) would have occurred (but it didn’t). 

17 condition-unexpected result 

Even if/although one event (A) happens (or is true), 

the other (B) occurs (is true), contrary to 

expectation. 

Relations involving completive addition 

18 base-attribution 
The quality in line B applies attributively to a noun 

or pronoun in line A. 

19 base-location 
The event of line B occurred where the main event 

line of A took place. 

20 base-manner 
Line B tells how the event of line A was carried 

out. 

21 base-response 
Line B provides a formal reply to what is said in 

line A. 

22 base-content 
Line B gives the content/object of the verb in line 

A, often a verb of speech. 

23 base-comparison 
Line B is compared to line A in terms of 

likeness/degree. 

24 base-addition 
The distinct content of line B is added to that of 

line A. 

25 base-alternation 
Line B provides an alternative to what is stated in 

line A. 
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